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Waiting.
RE
smd

Learn to wait—life's hardest lesson,
Conned, perchance, through blinding tears;

While the heart-throbs sadly echo
To the tread of passing years.
Learn to wait—hope’s slow fruition;
Faint not, though the way seem long;

There is joy in each condition,
Hearts, through suffering, may grow strong.

destitution

of

our

large

Mr. Short discour:ed uponthe

ex-

ripen fruit or flower;

Giant oaks owe half their greatness

Young Mr. Mursell spoke admirably,

with much

point and

The

Rev.

W.

Robinson,

of

The question of

national education raised an animated
cussion.

Some of the brethren, and

dis-

among

them notably. Dr. Brock, the chairman,
do not
like ‘government having anything to do with the matter. The old
prejudice against Tory governments of
days gone by, who harried and persecuted

Human strength and human greatness,
Spring not from life’s sunny side,
Heroes must be more than drift-wood

Floating ona waveless tide.

Dissenters, is transferred,

mistakenly, as I

think, to the popular and liberal governments that household suffrage makes neces-

English Correspondence.

sary now.

» Oot. 11, 1869.

and

Mr. Bailey, (from Orissa)and Mr. Lance.
The Chairman was: the Mayor of Huntingtention and regard of the churches.
i don, and he rehearsed Cromwell, Bunyan,
There was another paper on Sabbath and Carey's fame, and paid a high tribute
schools, by a London lawyer, S. R. Patti- tothe memory of John Orissa Goadby.. The
son, Esq. The chief matter urged by Mr. meetings ot the Unlon at Leicester were a
Pattison was the need of regnlar systematic great success.
Taoymas GoADBY.
Biblical instruction among the children of
the middle and upper classes.
¢“The reliNew Jersey Correspondence.
gion of highly educated young persons con——
sists of miscellaneous notions picked up
MoRrisTOWN, N. J., Oct. 21, "69.
from formal attendance on public worship,
Dear Star :—Morristown is the shire town
supplemented by a few promiscuous remarks heard in the home-circle, and colored of Morris county. The town is a city of
by the superficial wash of fictitious litera- six thousand inhabitants, thirty-one miles
It isa gem of a country
ture.” ‘“Wehave taken away the catechism from New York.
and substituted nothing in its place.” city, and that is enough to say of it. Iam,
Young men are strangers ‘‘ to the actual, at this writing, the guest of Abel Minard,
personal, loving, reiterative, plastic action Esq. Bro Minard is a Free Baptist, and
of any living, throbbing soul sent from God. resided, until within a few years, in LockIt will be pleasant news to
In the vacuum thus left, ritualism and in- port, N.Y,
fidelity are developed,
the pale blue lights many thousands, to be informed that Bro. M.
of an exhausted receiver.” There was an- isnow fitting up a Home for orphan girls.
other paper by the classical tutor of Mr. The Home opened ina private dwelling in
Spurgeon’s college, on *‘ Precision im Doc- April last, and it was my pleasure, in comtrine.”
Coming from that quarter, an able panyj with Bro. D. M. Graham, to visit it
andearnest defense of the five points of this morning. We sang and prayed with
Calvinism, and the sharpening of each point the sweet little girls, and left them to the
to the utmost, was anticipated.
It was a care of their matron, and the good man who
provided for them. The
mistaken view to take, Mr. Gracey cer- has so amply
tainly id not defend anything so precise as Home proper, called The Minard Girls’
the five points, but what was the exact drift Orphan Home, will be ready for occupancy,
the last of Nov. next. It is a beautiful
of the paper it was not so easy to see.
force, the claims that the outcast and degraded portion of our land has vpon the als

and it is hopéd he will.

Only sad hearts learn to wait.

the

advocated generally,

Cambridge, was asked to preside next year,

Thus a soul, untouched by sorrow,
Aims not at a higher state ;
Joy seeks not a brighter morrow,

and

ample the Saviour gives in this work, and

education.

To the scathing tempest’s power.

the field ; and so the trouble ended

combatants shook hands all round. The
mission iry meeting was a good meeting.

The business of the Union proper was ¢Qnfined to the election of a chairman for the
coming year, and a resolution upon national

Constant sunshine, howe’er welcome,
Ne'étr would

the religious
towns.

should be addressed to the Agent,and all communica-

authorized and

Redeemer in the country. There was an- in a particular kind of work. Dr. Landels
other paper by the Rev. C. Short, M. A., of moved a resolution expressive of esteem and
Sheffield, on the best means of overtaking confidence in the niissionares at present in

The Union,

with only one or

two dissenting voices, gave

its decision in

structure, on a

ten acre site,

two thousand
is 42 feet

dollars.

costing forty-

The main building

square, three stories, With a base-

ment. The wing is 18 feet square, two
stories—the whole built of Philadelphia
brick. The buildings are heated by steam,
and are fitted up with all the modern improvements.
The officers of the Home will
be a matron and teachers; and the object of
the founder is ¢¢ to make it just as much like
a well
regulated family as it can be.”

Orphan girls only, and those fiom five to ten
years of age, are admitted ; and,as a general
rule, those who have lost both father and
mother. They ‘are taught to work, wash
dishes,

sew,

knit,

sweep,

&c.

They take

care of their own rooms, each girl having as
her

own

a pretty

black-walnut bureau, in

The autumnal session of the Baptist Union favor of secular. education under the con- which her wardrobe and things in general
of Great Britain and Ireland was held at trol of a District Board and subject to gov- are to be kept in the nicest order. As stuLeicester last week. No place could be ernment inspection, and also in favor of dents, the girls are to be well and faithfully
more appropriate for a representative

sembly of Baptists.

as-

Leicester is at the very

center of England. It is very strong in
‘Baptist churches. Particular and General
are in numbers pretty equally balanced.
It is a place of renown for Baptists. Here
Carey labored before he was able to fulfill
his long-cherished

dream

and

devote

his

gifts to giving God's word to the heathen;
here Robert Hall labored in the fullness of
his power as a pulpit orator; and here
- Baptists and Independents united, a quar* ter of a century ago, to form that society
for the separation of church and state, the
result of whose agitations and toils we witness to-day.
There was a very large attendance of delegates and friends. There were nearly 600
representatives from a distance, and some

compulsory attendance of children not otherwise receiving education. The denominational schools will still continue, it is
thought, and the new secular district schools
will be supplementary, but may gradually
supersede
the denominational schools. It
wags interesting to observe how difficult it
was to get some brethren to see that com.
pulsory attendance at school is already the
law

of

England,

and

has been

for

years, and in all consistency and

some

common

with wife

But if they don't wish

to do

honest

work,

thought is broader, sympathy wider, perhaps, but the old outlines of truth are unand

- a practical and experimental grasp,the mind
lays hold of and rests upon God's revealed
will, redemption by Jesus Christ, guidance

by the Lord's hand,and the following
out of
the Lord's purposes and plats in the

church,

sympathy with all that is good

4nd wise in

clothing, education ; and

allow me to send

perpetual institution,
needed for its endowthat the assets of the
toone hundred thouBro. M. if he would

a little girl from New-

But

before breakfast, and had a crowded

and

most enthusiastic audience ; Stowell Brown,

merous.
was

had a

The

much

six.

in

all cases, Ishall first go

and see every girl myself, before she is admitted.” So I hope to see Bro. M. in
New England.
I need not say that I am
visiting Bro. M. to lay before him the press-

ing wants of the college. He appreciates
Mr. Bates's magnificent gift, but feels that
he has now-on his hands as much as he ought
to provide for. I trust God will spare his
life, and not very remotely put him in pos-

segsion of a few
Bates College.
be helped in this
tion. Bro. M.
self,—his father
young, and his
years

old.

thousands at

least for

Many an orphan boy would
way, In getting his educawas left an orphan himdying when he was very
mother when he was nine

¢ Pure

religion and

undefiled,

absence

regretted,

of

Mr.

but

Spurgeon

the

favorable

news of the popiilar preacher's partial
govery was very welcome,

The public ttieetings were three.
ren spoke dt these meetings

re-

Breth:

on ptayet, lay

in Ireland; and the essential spirit of Puritanism in
relation to the needs of to:day. The last
topic was extremely well handled by the

Dissenting

ministers,

while

in

Rev.

1869

three

W.

T.

manhood.
stood inthe

Rosevear,

now

of

#

‘tablishment would cease to exist in about
‘ten or twelve years, and in prospect of this
‘change, we had a testimony to bedr as to

‘the exclusive ‘sovereignty of Cit¥ist 4nd a
‘workto do in extending the kingdom of our

education

losophy and science do indeed conspire
promote the material

welfare of mankind ;

but science no more than poetry finds

best warrant in its utility.
above

and action,

to
its

i

pacities of women. ' The world knows
It were a bitter mockery to suggest that. next to nothing about the natural mental
any subject whatever should be taught less capacities of the female sex.
Only after
than it now isin American colleges. The generations of civil freedom and social equalonly conceivable aim of a college govern- ity will it be possible to obtain the data necment in our day is to broaden, deepen, essary for an adequate discussion of woman's
and invigorate American teaching in all natural tendencies, tastes and capabilities.
branches of learning. It will be generations Again, the corporation do rot find it necbefore the best of American institutions of essary to entertain a confident opinion upon
education will get growth: enough to bear the fitness or unfitness of- women for propruning. The descendants of the Pilgrim fussiomal pursuits. It is not the business of
Fathers are still very «thankful for the the University to decide this mooted point.
parched corn of learning.
In this country the University does not un:
SPECIAL TRAINING.
dertake to protect the community against
As a people we do not apply to mental incompetent lawyers, ministers, or doctors.
activities the principle of division of labor; The community must protect itself by refusand we have but a halting faith in special ing to employ such. Practical, not theoretical, considerations determine the policy of
| training for high professional employment.
~The vulgar conceit that a Yankee can turn the University. Upon a matter concerning
his hand to anything, we insensibly carry in- which prejudices are deep, and opinion into high places, where it is preposterous and flammable, and experience scanty, only one
course is prudent or justifiable when such
criminal. Weare accustomed to seeing men
leap from farm or shop to court-room or great interests are at stake—that of cautious
and well-considered experiment. The pracpulpit, and we half believe that common
men can safely use the seven league boots tical problem is to devise a safe, promof genius, What amount of knowledge and ising, and instructive experiment. Such
experience do we habitually demand of our an experiment the Corporation have meant
to try in opening the newly established Unilawgivers ? What special training do we
versity
Courses of Instruction to competent
ordinarily think neccessary for our diplomats? In great emergencies, indeed, the women. In these courses, the University
nation has known where to turn. Oaly af- offers to young women who have been to
ter years of the bitterest experience did we good schools, as many years as they wish of
come to believe the professional training of liberal culture in studies which have no dia soldier to be of value in war. This lack rect professional value, to be sure, but
of faith in the prophecy of a natural bent, which enrich and enlarge both intellect and
The University hope thus to
and in the value of a discipline concentrat- character.
ed upon a single object, amounts to a na- contribute to the intellectual emancipation
of women.
It hopes to prepare some wotional danger.
;
In education, the individual traits of dif- men better than they would otherwise have
|
ferent minds have not been sufficiently at- been prepared for the profession of teachtended to. Through all the period of boy- ing, the one learned profession to which
hood the school studies should be represent- women have already acquired a clear title.
ative; all the main fields of knowledge It hopes that the proffer of this higher inshould be entered upon. But the young struction will have some reflex influence
man of nineteen or twenty ought -to know upon schools for girls—to discourage superwhat he likes best and is most fit for. If his ficiality, and to promote substantial educaprevious training has been sufficiently wide, tion.
HARVARD COLLEGE NOT EXCLUSIVE,
he will know by that time whether he is
Harvard College is sometimes reproached
most apt at language or philosophy or natural science or mathematics.
If he feels no with being aristocratic. If by aristocracy
loves, he will at least have his hates. At be maent a stupid and pretentious caste,
that age the teacher may wisely abandon founded on wealth, and birth, and an affecthe school-dame’s practice of giving a copy tation of European manners, no charge
of nothing but zeros to the child who alleg- could be more preposterous: the College
es he cannot make that figure. When the is intensely American in affection, and inrevelation of his own peeuliar taste and ca- tensely democratic in temper. But there
pacity comes to a young man, let him rev- is an aristocracy to which the sons of Harvard have belonged, and let us hope
will
erently give it welcome, thank God, and ever aspire to belong—the aristocrg®y which
take courage.
Thereafter, he knows his excels in manly sports, carries off the honway to happy, enthusiastic work, and, God ors and prizes of the learned professions,
willing, to usefulness and success. The and bears itself with distinction in all fields
civilization of a people may be inferred of intellectual labor and combat; the aristocracy which in peace stands firmest for
from the variety of its tools. There are the
public honor and renown, and in war
thousands of years between the stone hatch- rides first into the murderous thickets.
Ld
et and the machine shop. As tools multiply,
each is more ingeniously adapted to its own
Mission Field.
exclusive purpose. So with the men that
——
make the State.

Hor

the

individual,

con-

centration, and the highest development of
his own peculiar faculty, isthe only pru-.
dence.
But for the State, it is variety, not
uniformity, of intellectual product, which is
needful.

MORALS, MANNERS AND DISCIPLINE,
There

are

certain

common

misappre-

hensions about colleges in general, and
this college in particular, to which I
wish to devote a few moments’ attention.
And, first, in spite

of the

moral

of

the familiar picture

dangers which environ

the

student,

thereis no place so safe asa good

college

during the critical

passage from

boyhood to manhood.. The security of the
college commonwealth is largely due to its
exuberant activity.
Its public opinion,
though easily led astray, is still high in the
main.

Its scholarly

tastes

and habits,

its

eagor friendships and quick hatreds, its keen
and of deep, political, and religious questions—all are safeguards against sloth, vul-

and

widow in their affliction,

President Eliot’s Inaugural.
4

As: Harvard

University

Is our

oldest,

wealthiest, most renowned and influential
institution of learning, and as the accession
of its new President to office is especially

a significant thing at the present time, we
reproduce some of the most @mphatic and
suggestive portions of hisaddress delivered

trwonism

between

literature

and

science,

discussions of character

garity and depravity.

Its society and not

Tess its solitudes are full of teaching. Shams,
conceit, and fiotitions distinctions -get ro
mercy. There is nothing but ridicule for
bombast and sentimentality. Repression of
genuine sentiment and emotion is indeed,

in this college, Carried too far.

Reserve is

mote respectable than any undiscerning
communicatifgness.
But neither Yankee
shamefacedness nor English stolidity is admirable.

This point especially touches you,

young men, who are still undergraduates.
When you feel a true admiration for a
teacher, a glow

of enthusiasm

for work, a

thrill of pleasure at some excellent saying,
give it expression. Do not be ashamed of

these emotions.

Cherish the natural senti-

ment of personal devotion to.the teacher
who calls out your better powers. It isa
great delight to serve an intellectual master.
We Americans are but too apt to lose this
happiness.
German and French students
get it. If ever in after years you come to
smile at the youthful reverence yon paid,
believe me, it

will

be

with tears

in your

INDIA.
The
great
cious.
pings
make

omens of the downfall of idolatry in this
country are growing more and more auspiSister Crawford has sent us some clip.
from the Friend of India, from which we
the following extracts:

“The Jagganath Festival at Serampore, in Ben.
gal, closed on Monday after a pitiable fashion.
The two great cars still stand on ‘the road-side,
half in the ditch, because the people will not pull
them back to their places.
In spite of the numbers hired to pull and to applaud, the cars were
moved on the first occasion only half the usual
distance, and there they lie in the mud, with the
idols on them and flags flying. As usual, the
Brahmins applied to the authorities to order the
people to pull, but of coursein vain. The common peasantry were heard to reply to the miserable creatures who, from the car, urged them
to pull: ‘Itis all very well, but come and give a
hand yourselves”
The crowd, of which a rough
census was taken, was never more than 75,000
at the highest, and rarely exceeded 85,000—a
third of what it used to be. For one man there
were 50 women and children.
The spectacle
presented by the cars and idols on the Trunk
Road outside of Serampore, may be regarded as
typical of the state of idolatry—at least in and
near the great cities—tottering but still defiant,
with no enthusiasm and little faith.
The Jagganath car Festival at Conjeveram, in

Madras, like that at Serampore, has-fallen off
greatly this season. While on some of the days

sentiment almost universal in India at the present time, that the sin cleansing property of the
Ganges would cease in thirty years.

of those presentiments

Thisis one

which has a tendency to

bring about the thing predicted.

BURMAH—THE GREAT KAREN PREACHER.
Dr. Anderson, in his recent work on Missions,
gives a very interesting account of Quala, the
great

Karen

preacher.

The first Karen convert

was baptized by Dr. Judson, and the first sermon preached by this convert was blessed to the
conversion of Quala, in 1830.

For some

yearshe

assistéd the missionaries to translate the New
Testament into the Karen language, and for fifteen years accompanied one of them in his jungle

tours in Tavoy and Mergui,

Fourteen years af-

ter his baptism he was ordained.

In 1853, he en-

tered upon ‘a mission to the Karens in Toungoo,
and such was his success that in one year the

number

of converts connected with his labors

was 741, who were associated in afine churches.
In less than three years, the number of churches
under his ministry was increased to thirty, with
an aggregate of 2,127 members, more than'2,000

of whom were baptized by Quala himself. His'
labors and fatigues’ were truly apostolical, and
80 was his success, He received no-salary in
Toungoo, and being constantly on the. move, he
found

it necessary to leave

Tavoy, who is represented
jungle.”

One

and

his lovely

wife in

as the ‘‘flowerof the, ..,

another

of the

native

disci-

ples gave him a garment when he needed it, and
having no house, he got his food where he labored.

The wild

mountain Karens, in ‘‘regions

beyond,” sent a petition that he would come and
tell them of the Eternal God. The Erglish commissioner, hearing of this, offered him a salary
from the English government, if he would become the head and overseer of that wild tribe.
Quala replied, “Sir, I cannot do it. ¥ will not

have

the money:

I will not mix up God’s work

with government work.
There are others todo
this thing.
Employ them.
As for me; T will

continue the work in which J have been en~
gaged.” The commissioner asked, “Where do
you obtain Your money to live on? We will
give you money and you may continue your
work
make

as teacher, ‘as heretofore. Will it nof
it easier for you?’
He answered, “No,

sir; when I eat with the children of poverty, my
heart sleeps. I did not leave my deaf wife, and
come up hither in search of silver or agreeable
food. I came to this land that its poor people

might be saved.

Be patient with me, sir.

Ito take your money,
turn against me.”

the

wild

Were

Karens

would

EASTERN TURKEY.
tev. Mr. Burbank, writing to the Miss. Hewald, gives the following as an example of what
the gospel is doing in Eastern Turkey.
He
says: “The village of Havadorick, which a few
years ago was distinguished for robbery and violence, is now building a church and preparing &
call to one of our students, who graduates this,
year, to be their pastor. Old men and women,
who lived the lives of thieves and robbers, are

now learning

to read the Bible and walk in the

paths of righteousness.
Two young men from
that village have devoted their lives to the missionary work in this land.

From other villages urgent calls come to us for
men to teach the truth. Two colporters visited
forty-five villages during the last winter; four

others

visited about one hundred

and twenty.

In this way 185 villages of the 500 in our
have heard the truth.
Some of the villages
ited, never heard it before. In others, there
men who are seeking the light, and long

some one

to instruct them.

field
visare
for

You can know but

little with what joy they greet the coming of a
Bible man, even if he can stay only a night.
The

church

at Bitlis

has

selected

about

eighteen

of the most promising young men and put them
into the work.
They have devoted their lives to
the preaching of the gospel.
;

SOUTH AFRICA.

;

The Paris Missionary Society has a mission
among the Basutos.
It appears from a recent
report, that its missionaries, who for a time
were driven from the field, have been permitted
to return, and to their surprise and. delight they

found that the converts

had not only persevered

in the faith, but had labored zealously for the
spiritual benefit of their countrymen, and hundreds of conversions had taken place. At their
stations they found the work more advanced;
immense audiences thronged around them, and
they were able to establish a seminary for evans
gelists which .already contains twenty young

men.

Literary Notes.
pt

—

Fields, Osgood & Co. bave in preparation’ a
rew diamond edition of the complete poems of
James Russell Lowell; also a new edition, from
new plates, of the complete
prose works of
Ralph Waldo Emerson,and a charm ag new juvenile work by Mrs, E. Stuart Pliclps, entitled,

“The Trotty Book.”

They

have

alsoin

press,

10 be ready ut an early day, a new series for children, entitled * The Uncle Sam Stories.”
This
series has been prepared with a view of furnishing American children hooks of a higher order
than most of the current juvenile literature.
In

its production they hate been fortanate in enlisting four very popular writers, and two of our
most skillful artists, The subjeets -are persons

of the gathering, last season, the numbers were
estimated at from 150,000 to 200,000, the attendance this year 1s reportedto have been but lit-

famous in American history or legend,
The volumes will be entitled, Rip Van Winkle’s Nap,”

going on for elevating the women of India. The
workers in our own mission are doing muchin
this direction. ‘‘Hitherto, or until recently,”
writes one of them, “society has been such that
a native Christian woman could not have access

sued in two

“The Story of Columbus,” * Putnam the Brave,”
tle over 80,000. This is declared by the district and ‘Ballad of Abraham Lincoln.” .* Miss
officer to be owing to the moribund state of re- Thackeray’s Writings” are also to be introdffced
| to the public by the firm, in a uniform edition in ligious feeling.”
the ¢ Household” style. The edition will be isAnother most hopeful feature is the work now

to her benighted sisters; but the bars are being.
gradually removed, and we now need efficient
native women, such as will command the respect

volumes.

A. F. Graves

issues

another charming volume of the * Golden Spring
Series,” with the title of “ Bread of Trust.”
volume illustrates the difference between

The
the

professor and possessor of piety. ‘Joe and the
Howards, and Walter and Frank,” another vol-

ume of the *“ Woodbine Series,” will be issued

by

Mr.

Graves

early

this

month.

*‘ The

its Neighbors,” a velume in

of the Hindoos, to step in and cultivate the open-

White Oak and’

the one hundred and thirty-five girls under her
care not only to be good and intelligent, but to

and “ The Artist’s Children,” a little volume by

ing field.”

Miss

Crawford

is laboring to train

prepare them to work for the elevation of their
countrywomen. One of them is soon to scitle in
Midnapore, where.it is expected that she will be
an efficient

helper

to our

that station. Another,
Burnham Davis, “tho

missionary

sisters at

the protege of Mrs. J.
tiniest little creature,”

and consents to no such narrow alternatives
as mathematics or classics, science or met- eyes.
says Miss Crawford, “that you ever saw in the
THE EDUCATION OF WOMEN,
aphysics. We would have them all, and at
teachers office, renders me much aid in teaching
at
their
best.
To
observe
keenly,
to
reason
The
attitude
of
the
University
in
the
prevailthe more backward scholars.” Sister Phillips
of the morning in settling the controversy
school
her
in
girls
the
training
is also
about the marriage and itinerancy of mis- soundly, and to imagine vividly are opera- ing discussions touching the education and fit Santiporesame
work, Sisters Smith and Hallam
for the
sionaries. It wasresolved that the commit- tions as essential as that of clear and foroi- employments of women demands brief ex» have made a beginning in Zenana work at Bal
tee did not with to impose«celibacy upon the ble expression ; and to develop one of these planation. The Corporation will not receive asore, and are favorably received; while in Mid"
missionaries, but simply desired that candi- faculties, it” is not necessaryto repress and women as students into the College-proper, napore, labor in the Zenanas is ‘vigorously pros.
A University ‘is not nor into any school whose discipline requires ecuted.
dates. should remain unmarried during a dwarf the others.
that there is a singular preprobation of two years and while engaged closely concernzd with 'the applications of residence near the school, The difficulties in- © Dr. Duff states

hundred and sixty-eight members voted for
the disestablishment and disendowment of meéting.
It was preceded by an open-comthe Irish church. He urged. that, as the mittee meeting, which occupied the whole

archbishop of Canterbury thought, and oth‘ers'too, the church of England as an Es-

general

the fatherless

and to keep himself unspotted from the
world.”
:
0. B. C.

Glasgow.

But the public 1m etuy that
forefront was the missionary

by any crude notions about the innate ca-

its

debates, its frank

at the time of his formal acceptance of his
new trusts.
They indicatenot only the
The papers that wer yaa were on sub- He showed how the Puritan believed in a views and spirit of the man, but’ also indijectsof general ‘terest.
There was one personal God, and in the personality of recate thé position which the authorities of
by the Rev. ;, Williams, of Southampton,on ligion, and maintained his personal relation the University are likely to give it in the
the pol cy of Nonconformists in view of the to God and fellowship with him, and would great educational field and work.
The
4" astablishment of the Anglican church. not fall in with hierarchies and ritualisms. thoughts,are plain enough.to be readily unThe writer reviewed the history of the Anti- and priesthoods. This was needed ‘to-day, derstood, and important enough to deserve
State-church movement, showing that in in the struggle with skepticism and radical- a reading. Thus he speaks:
1845 four members only of the House of ism, in order to deliver the mind from fa:
BROAD CULTURE.
Commons could be induced to vote for the talistic principles and opinions which naderThis
University
recognizes no real andiscohginuance of the Regium Donum to mine the foundations of morality and true
the progressive spirit of our ‘slime.

utility in all realms of thought

until

branches intoprofessional. Poetry and phi-

before God and the Father is this,—To visit

fit audience, if less nu-

It was exceedingly refreshing to agency, thé prospact of the gospel

find an elderly man so true to the prineiples of his youth, and yet so completely in

ted,—that is, food,

send

up

unchanged;

heartily

They attend Sabbath school in the

Home, and public. worship once a day in
the city churches.
The number is limited
to thirty, the girls are kept in the Home until they are fourteen or fifteen years of age,
and then places will be sought for them in
good Christian families as adopted children.
Bro. Minard provides for every want of
the girls until they arrive at the age indica-

to pilfer and swear and fight, and grow

of Torguay,

more

to

¢ Certainly,” said he;*‘‘ you may

changed, the essential parts of religion are
still, and

given

England.

of Liverpool, adressed an overflowing congregation ; Dowson of Bury, and Edwards

thoroughly than ever, because with more of

being

but would rather roam the streets and learn

or

modified, modes of expression are changed,

nitsic.

as the Home is to he a
a large fund will be
want to earn an honest penny in factories’ ment. I should judge
and mills, they cannot do so unless they Home would come up
also attend school certain hours of the day. sand dollars. I asked

—

but

special attention

sense we must either repeal that law or extend it.
The law is, that if boys and girls

to feed the great army of loafers, thieves,
daughter or friend. The Rev. Dr. Brock ‘vagabonds and paupers, such is our inconwas in the chair, and admirably did he ac- sistency that we allow them to do it. There
quit himself. His inaugural address in the is no law compellingthe city Arabs to learn,
spring, excellent and characteristic as it and opening to thiém the doors of honest
was, must be considered as= fairly eclipsed labour and an educated and civilized life.
- by his address at this autumnal session. There can be no doubt thatthe mind of the
With much freshness and pathos,the Doctor country is now made up, that this reproach
represented two brethren meeting after an shall not rest upon our land much longss,
absence of years and talking over their po- and the Baptist Union gives in its voice with
sition religiously in relation to the - word of emphasis in the direction of current opinon.
:
God, the gospel of Christ, the doctrine of an
The sermons were well received and
over-ruling Providence, and the principles
involved in our church organizations and adapted for usefulness. The Rev. I. P.
enterprises. The conversation all points Chown spoke to the young on the first evento one conclusion. The formal creed is ing to a full house; Dr. Landels preached
of them came not alone,

taught,

‘Cruthand right

volved in a common residence of hundreds
of young men and women of immature character and marriageable age are very grave.
The necessa'y police regulations are exceedingly burdensome.
The Corporation
are not influenced to this decision, however,

knowledge,

are

3, 1869.

which a large amount of information respecting
the early settlers of Massachusetts is condensed,

Mrs.8. F. Keene, are recently issued by the Congregational ' Publication Society,
The fosmer
volume is from the pen of Sarah 8. Jacobs.
The Hartford Publishing Co. send us advance
sheets of what promises to be ageculiarly

inter-

esting and valuable work, by Mrs. Eilet. Itis
entitled, ¢ The Court. Circles of the Republic; or,
The Beauties and Celebrities. of the Nation. “It
is written in an attractive style, abounds in per «
gonal reminiscences ‘of distinguished men and
women who have conspicuously figured at Wash«
ington, and will be embellished with excellent
portraits. In another column we have quoted its

account of John Randolph. ‘Sold by subseription. Agents wanted, who should address ‘the
Publishers, at Hartford, Conn,

$

Volume

eamesa
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THE MORNING
- Such is the general, large idea of the
solitary contest-of Christ-in the wilderness;
before

ths three

particular

temptations

were. presented to him.

- Temptationin the Wilderness.
—

rn

We called attention, afew weeks since,
to a volume of sermons by Rev. S. A.
Brooke, the biographer of Robertson,

ing

eminently

stimulating

fresh,

and

‘as be-

forcible,. finished,

suggestive,

in spite of in-

dications here and there, that the theology
of the author might not pass without a

challenge in thoroughly evangelical circles.
What was then said in commendation of
the volume, on its int: liectual and sympathetic
ings.

side, is fully justiiied by later readIt is a remarkable book, though one

to be read with the critical eye always
open. We reproduce the main portions of
the sermon onthe Temptation of Christ, as
something

which

“reading and

- deserves

will surelyrepay

an

attentive

it.

- It shows

the quick and deep insight into the soul's
life which Mr. Brooke secures, and his
. large ability in applying theProfoundest
experiences of the Messiah to the interpretation of what sppears in the life of the av-

erage human heart. Thus be interprets
and, applies the story of Christ's temptation:

To the first peaceful days had now succeeded days when desire to begin his redemptive work filled his soul.” And the
voice

in his

own

soul

was

echoed by the

What does it represent tous?
It represents. the great law of the history
of man's

nature,—that ‘every

one of us must, in or-

der to realize our true work and moral position in this world, meet and contend with
the powers of evil.
a

At one timeor another our Father makes

us aware

that

we

have a

world to do against evil.

scious of ourselves
And the

moment

work

We

in this

become con-

as the soldiers of God.

that occurs, we find our-

selves driven by the Spiriu.into the wilderness; we find ourselves in opposition to the

talse ideas of the
pect

of

life

is.

world.

The whole as-

changed.

We

feel

the

weight of a new responsibility. We begin to acknowledge that we are fellowworkers

with

God,

that

we

too,

like the

dividual victory, to universal victory.

The} tas have won victories by using our ‘working out great. good to this jungle
watchword.
While we rejoice in their people, especially fo, as they do not, like
a greater conquest yet to be.
The time conversion, we do feel chagrined at the Jit the Bengalis and “ Oriyas, have schools of
shail come when evil shall have no power tle accomplished by us directly:in our own
their own. There were many of the parents
in the universe-of God,and holiness be all in | denominational enlargement. - For one, I present to witness the..exdmination, and
all. Ah! why should we faint, and falter, feel assured that the failure comes from the they seemed us much pleased td hear their
and despair, when thatis so divinely true? low standard in our ministry; and this sons read, and spell, and answer ‘gnestions
We are fellow-workers with 1he Almighty
comes from meager support, which forbids in their own language, as many parents are
Gooduess to that majestic end. Therefore, our brethren from ‘‘giving themselves who have had their birth in more favored
conquer evilin yourselves in the stength wholly to the work." There is no call for lands.
:
of Christ.
Personally, that is the only any material changes in our machinery or
Bro. Phillips has done a great work for this
thing worth living for. And once you have confession of faith, But a better use of people, in giving them
a written language,
begun to conquer evil in your own heart, these will bring victory in place of defeat. and in translating portions ofthe Bible into
you will be able to contend to the death | With such an increase of our wealth, as a their tongue; but they must be taught to
against evil without you in the ‘world. people, as these years have given us, let read before they canbe much benefited by
the Lord's cause not be forgotten, as it has the translations he has given them; and it
Pablicly, that is the great work of man.
Let us pray this day with added fervor that often: been. Many brethren in this state seems to us that these schools, together

conquest in the wilderness is the earnest of

be who fought and won the battle in the
wilderness may give us power to do our

duty against all wrong
our whole
strength.

Saviour, are called upon to do a redeeming
work, To realize that fuily is to be partaker of a great joy and of a great sorrow,—of the joy of getting near to God, of
the sorrow which is born as we look forward to the weary warfare. we must wage
against the world with Christ.
It is a solitary time, a time in the desert,
and we must meet it. in resolute silence;

gathering up strength’ through prayer and
quiet communion with our Father's Spirit
tor the strife of the Christian warriors life.
It is an hour of‘temptation, for to us,as to

heart and

and all sin, with
soul and mind and
ig

Ministerial Support.
Itis not

simply

nor mainly in justiceto

the ministry themselves, as such, that we
urge a better pecuniary support. But the
cause of Christ demands that those who officially represent it, receive just remuneration for their services.
Nou true lover of

Jesus

really wishes our cause to ‘‘go beg-

spirit as the ideal of the Jewish people.

It

came rudely into contact with the vision in
‘his own heart of a king made perfect by
suffering, of a kingdom hidden at first in
the hearts of men. It is not difficult to see
the depth and manifoldness of the tests
which arose from the clashing of these two
opposed conceptions.

Bat it was not only test, but temptation,—which he rejected without having
gherished it for a moment,—which came to
meet him in these two opposed conceptions.
:

How was

joy.

this?

We

have spoken of his

Now obsgrve the sorrow

which fol-

lowed it.
For years of silence at Nazareth he had
observed and felt this false ideal of the
Messiah and his kingdom among the Jews.
His sympathy with the universal heart of
his people made him comprehend it cleardy. It accompanied him from Nazareth to

Jordan, ard in the

cries for a Messiah

which he heard from the
John the Baptist, it was

crowds around
brought more

prominently

Inthe moment

before

of his self dedication
* baptism, it prea
er form and presente

him.

to his work at his
even a strongsharper contrast

eat,

And the voice

of

drink, and be merry.”

more

Carist

But there are hundreds Af points suffering
for preaching. Oar dgetrines are like the

whispers in re-

‘ply, “My brother, take up your cross and
follow me. Daty is severe, but it is the
greatness of the soul. Obedience is difficult, but it is the path to freedom. Suffering and the battle against -the world are

rests upon

in too many

places, that we have ‘begun to

My

strength is

build

made perfect in your weakness.

My life is

hood,

likeness

unto

me.

found in the destruction of your baser self;
and your perfection, like mine own, is won
through suffering for righteousness.”

from their evil

His love of

thought of him drove him

back into the waste.

As often as he turned

to ‘men, so often was he met with the false
mage

they had made

presented

to him

of him, so often’ was

the temptationof throw-

ing himself into their ideas, of founding his
kingdom at once in splendor over a people
_ delivered by miraculous power from the

Roman tyranny.

He never

received the

thought of yielding for a moment into his
spirit, but, presented to his intellect and
heart, it tortured him.
He saw himself in

our denomination

and were not able to finish.”

denominations

ground

come

along

once broken

and

Other

seize

the

up by us and build

upon our ruins. This isnot the dream and
growl of a dyspeptic.
It may be felt by not a few churches,

That is the "crisis. IHow manyof you
have passed through it?
VVhose yoice that there is not talent enough among a
large proportion of our ministry to call for
have you listened to?
It is conversion to come out of it having anything like a generous support. Perchosen the side of Christ. You are changed haps this low standard in the ministry is
from one of the victims of self into one of fearfully apparent in too many places.
But is it the best plan to starve out the
the noble army of martyrs.
preachers we have, and thereby expect to
It is by changes such as this—by men

selecting the good,

rejecting

the

evil—

that God's regiment of warriors is formed;
and through their battle, taken up by a succession

of spiritual heroes

and

carried on

from age to age, righteousness and the
great realities of God are slowly being set
up as conquerers of the evil and death and

Our

nature

has

This is

therefore

triumphed over

and tears,”

yet even that is

evil, and- though it was with agony, “with
strong

crying

matter to us of adoring joy, *‘for in that he
suffefed

being tempted,

he

is able to suc-

and the:

cure the evil?
Shall we not, brethren,
sooner elevate the standard in the mipis-

try, by fully supporting them, than’by remaining destitute of preaching because we
have not the best men going? If the Lord
has called men to lead, is it not ours to
follow with such a support as to more than
atone for the weakness of our leaders?
elevate the standard of our
We must
preaching

let us make

forze, but,

use of

not support him with their bayonets and
sympathy.

Thus is it with the leaders of the Lord's

army.
‘putting

They may

be weak

them

short

on

made any men

strong.

than

of

a

score

leaders;
rations”

but
never

I have seen more

churches

destitute

of

thereof.

Carist

needs

the windows of heaven, and pour you out
a blessing, that there shall mot bs room
enough to receive it.”
T. H. DRAKE.
" Pickwick, Minn.

View

of the Santal

Schools.

el
fp A

We left Midnapore with Bro. Bacheler,
for the purpose of examining the Santal
schools in this vicinity, Gurbata is alarge
village thirty miles north of Midnapore, in
the Santal country, and the teachers bad
been previously notified to bring their
schools to this place for examina'ion,
Although we left M. at five o'clock in the
evening, so slow is the traveling in this
country, that we did not arrive here till almost noon the next day.
While pitching and arranging our tent,
the teachers began to come in with their
schools, one after another, bringing chickens, lotas of milk, and other presents to Bro.
B., whom they seem to regard, not only asa
friend

but as a father,

airived.

But

commence

the

as

till six schools - had

the time

examination

day, and as ti-ters

Smith were

to join

us

appointed
was

not

to
till

Bacheler and

in the evening,

no classes were examined that day. The next

He

cor them that are tempted.”
;
I suppose no truths can be dearer toa

’

=

is thé true minister. I 0 not go to church
to be taught, nor to be tickled, but 10 get

new life. Oneof the best, most ‘healthful,
most inspiring religious services 1 ever ate
‘tended was a communion in a colored church
in Savannah,
There was nothing tv make
it 80 but the earnestness of the people.
It is not every man who can be el quent.

This is a gitt vouchsafed to but few. I do
not believe that ** orators are made.” Bug

every minister can lay bold of Christ with
one

hand

“and

conduct

I think it is this which makes Dr, Hall as

once 80 popular and

pit orator.
in the city.

so

to the English preacher's church.

assisted in

the examination.” The first day, twelve
schools, numbering two hundred and twelve
scholars, were

examined,

and after the ex-

amina‘ion was over they took their stand in

Bro. B. has allowed the Santat boys who
caine out

from

Midnapore with us, to

and

little amused,

on seeing

of them,

lat evening,

a little boy,

perhaps

one

ten years

of age, cowe in with three quite large boys,
and plead that they might be taken into the
school at Midnapore.

term.
The preacher made no attempt to
play upon the sensibilities
of his audience.
ate,

though

throughout

was tenderly,

I know you would have enjoyed the scene
and

glad hearts, returned to

their

jungle homes, while we went to the bazar,
to obtain a hearing there. The next day
was the Christian Sabbath, and, although
surrounded by those who know not the true
God ard do notregard his commandments,
it was to us a day of sacred rest. Ia the
morning, Bro. B. preached to our native
people in Bengali, after which, it seemed to

fall
The
are
lish

to my lot to preach a sermon in English.
inspector and his lady, who, we trust,
both Christiars, met with us for Engworship. The evening was again spent
in.
ing in th
The people
[12heardPreaching
in the bazarinterest.
with good apparent
The following morning, six schools more;
muking twenty in all, came in and were examined. There are three hundred and six-

his

discourse he

quieily emotional.

He did

not argue.
He simply told the story of the
Gospel which we knew so well already, and’
pleadéin earnest and beautiful tones wih

us -

to accept the Saviour whom he represented.
But his simple exposition of the Scriptures

Afterbeing told that they would be received, he went away with as much triumph as held his audienceas under a magnetic spell.
The sermon I shall never forget—or rather
though be had gained some great victory, the occasion, for the sermon itself. I have
and the Jarger boys seemed no less pleased. already forgotten. The sermon wus nothAnother large boy has come in to day, ing. The Christ who was in it was every:
and has begged to be received into the thing.
I have often thought that the seamless
Midnapore school, and it sééms that there
robe for whichthe soldiers
at the
is no prejudice, on the part of Santals, foot of the cross was theanostplayed
beautiful one
against having their boys attend the mission which ever adorned lrg
hop vig
No
schools.
B. B. svirn.
coronation robe that king ever wore, no
ecclesiastical robe in which churchly pride
ever attired itself could compare with that.
Not Bezaleel himself, inspired though he
was, could construct a garment so precious
|

Selections.

‘as that homespun tunic which—at least so I
like to

A Layman

loving hands

———

Perhaps I do him injustice. Perhaps what
I account egotism is only the untaught
hopefulness of youth. He has been employing the’ summer
months at Wheathedge in teaching
school. "We
have
many

‘an

evening

together

He has no difficulty ia harmonizing

dis-

man's

free will and God's foreknowledge and
decrees. He understands the reason which

rendered an atonement necessary,

and

can

tell you exactly how it operates on man,
and exactly what effectit hason God. The
Incarnation is as simple to him as a sum in
arithmetic. The Trinity is reduced to a
sort of rule of three. Thereis one text in
the Bible he does not believe in: ** Great
is the mystery of godliness.” As to repentance and faith there is no uncertainty
whatever in his miod about them, no difficulty in exercising them. A
favorite
phrase with him is, ** Tne way of salvation
18 just
as simple as going to market. All
you have to do is get up and go.”
;
The other evening we had
quite a talk
about preaching. Of course Maurice understands all about it. Itisnot strange to
him that the pulpit is losing its power.
There will be a rustling among the dead
bones when' he begins to preach. He is
remarkably free in his criticisms of living
preachers. Spurgeon is dreadfully common-place.

He

can see

nothing

in

him.

There is more to Robertson, but he is fragmentary and morbid. Dr. Hall is greatly
over rated. The. Tyngs, father and son,
would have no reputation in any other
church.

It is only because

they

are

of

structed with precision and embroidered all over with richest fancies, if it hangs empty
and lifeless, is comparable to the homely

homespun, whichis thrown around a living

Christ.

Prayers in the Cars.

We cut the following from

Christian.
But he is a bit of an egotist.
Is
egotism a necessary accompaniment of theology, or does it belong to student life?

Spent

of the

a

woveas

peasant women

fol
their ministry to him they loved and
lowed. So, it seemsto me, no sermon, con-

It is sometimes well for the pews to speak
their mind to the pulpit, instead of having
the pulpit monopolizethe work of exposition in the hearing of the pews. The
congregation may have an idea of what is
wanted in the way of preaching, and it may
do the minister no harm now and then to

turn listener.

fancy—the

Galilean

on Preaching.

to sing

much. After singing was over, they gave
their parting salutations, and, with light

The text

visit He puninted no piciures,’ strove after neo
we felt a startling effecte. He was never passions

their friendsin this vicinity,

cussing theology. For my part I am unaCoristian hymns in the Santal Janguage, ble to see why he should go back to the
ull they made the old mango grove, in seminary for another year. All theology
is at his fingers’ ends already. There are
which we were encamped, ring with the" no
mysteries.
He has a perfect system.
sound of their wild and merry voices. How He has by searching found out God to perI wish you had been here and heard them! fection. He can tell you the origin of evil.
the form of a semicircle, and began

a puls

was the parable of the marriage supper:
** Come, for all things are now ready.” I
think it was the simplest sermon’ ever
heard. There was not a new idea in it;
hardly even an old one. "It was not a serNor could it be called a sergles, and making glad the hearts of this be- mon of ideas.
amon of feeling,
in 1he ordinary sense of the
nighted people.
;

—

On

instances of this

present and

effective as

I spent a Sunday last winter
A friend per-uaded me 10 go’

peat the ten commandments, &:.
Mr. Murtin, the government inspector of Grant-in-

was

storm-tossed,

ful.

efcise quite as unu-ual,

aid schools,

his

tempted people thither with the other. If
is Christly - preaching which is power-

the letter of a layman, published in the
Christian Union. His thoughts may be of
service in a wider sphere, and so we pass
the classes in spel ing, arithemctic and ge- them on. Ile says:
ography, while sister B. heard them read,
I have a voung friend studying for the
recite their lessons in the Peep of Day, re- ministry. Maurice is un earnest, devoted

preaching, and as many preachers follow- ty-nine boys connected with these twenty
ing
their plows near at hand. The curse schools, two hundred and seventy-four of
saw himself hated and despised by those
was
on the churches. And that. curse was whom were present at the examination.
he meant to save. He saw that the con- human heart than these two,—the sympaWe do not think itstrange that all were
flict of his ideas with those of the world
thy of the Son of man jn temptation, the the evidence of the Mastéf's disfavor at
not
present, especially when we take into
such
a
policy.
Whatever
be
our
desires,
must end in death. For many days the victory of humanity in the Son of man over
consideration the faet, that some of them
suffering of this temptation lasted. He evil.
we
must
fall
in
with
the
Scriptural
manner
>
had to come twenty-five miles or more,
could not go forth till all the possible
For we are so tried and tossed, so com- of supporting the cause, if we wish to through the jungles infested with bears,
prosper.
Unless
we
‘bring
all
the
tithes
phases which this temptation—the tempta- passed round with pain, so much apparenttion of his ministry—could assume, had ly the sport of fanciful passion, so curiously into God's storehouse,”- little will we re- tigers, and other wild and ferocious beasts.
The examination, upon the whole, seemed
ceive “of blessing at his hands. The policy
been realized in thought and conquered.
framed as it were for temptation, with high
This is the second thought we must con- aspirations living in us along with base de- of many churches has already brought to be very satisfactory to Bro. B., who had
to labor so hard to establish these schools,
nect with the wilderness life of Christ,~ sires; so hovering ever on the verge of spiritual blight and the darkness of death
and we, who have not been acquainted with
upon
them.
They
thought
they
were
only
his humanity plunged isto the deepest sorgood and ill, and so weak to choose the
‘keeping back the wages of the laborer their former progress, could most certainly
row, engaged in the pain of a tremendous
good ; so troubled by the necessity of battle
see a very marked improvement, by comstraggle against the evil conception formed when our heart is weary with the passion- who had reaped down their fields.” But,
paring the schools which have but recently
really, they have not only robbed God, but
by men of his mission and his work.
ate longing for rest; so sick of ourselves
been established, with those which have
Combine those two thoughts, the joy and of the vile cravings which at times pos- also robbed themselves of the blessings been in operation for
a much longer time.
that might have been theirs. Dedicating a
and the sorrow in the desert, and we find sess us,—that' God knows
we do want
The teachers of the schools are all paid
part
of
their
wealth
to
the
cause
of
Jesus
Christ's mingled being, Son of God and Son some sympathy higher than any one on
from funds received in this country, accordof man. One and the same impulse,the im- earth can give us, some sympathy which was meant to become a means of graceto ing to the number of scholars that
they get
pulse to be ‘the Redeemer of men, afforded will not weaken but strengthen, some cer- the donors, as really as taking the sacra- into their schools, and the advancement
ment
or
joining
the
church.
One
source
of
him at once the deepest joy and the deep- tainty that the Eternal Love and Righteousmade in the studies pursued. One school,
est pain; deepest joy, because in that im- ness can feel with us and assist us. There- grace being thus cut off, it is no marvel the teacher of which was receiving only.
pulse he recognized most fully his union fore it is the deepest blessedness to know that worldliness has taken the place of three rupees per month, did not pass
a very
with his Father; deepest sorrow, because that one who shared in our nature—the spirituality in not a few fields.
favorable examination, and on this account,
This is not the case .with all our churches. Bro. B. told
in that same impulse he was made con- proper Divine Man—was in the days of his
the teacher, that, although the
scious of his woful separation from the hu- flesh a partaker of ‘‘our strong crying and There are many noble exceptions, and they nnmber of boys in his school would
entitle
manityhe loved.
But, when we him to the addition of another ru ee
tears,” and ‘learned obedience by the are rapidly increasing.
to-his
We discover, then, in Christ that strange things which he suffered;” for then we look over our Register, and then actually sglary, hé could not payhim an§
more til
union of two human passions of which we know that he can, in his triumphant na- see the churches, as they are, we can but his school should passa better examination.
ourselves are sometimes conscious: joy so ture, be still “touched with the feeling of pray for the Lord to ‘show the people of But he contended sharply that his school
keen as to be pain, sorrow so deep as to be our infirmities.” Brethren, who are strug- Israel their sins, and the house of David] had not had a_fair examination.
He said
cherished as a pleasure. For there is a. gling with evil within you. and without, their ‘transgressions,” “lest the candle-stick that his boys H¥ed far back in
the
jungle,
blessedness which arises out of sorrow, and you have with you the exa'ting, power-be- be removed out of its place.” The law where they were not accustomed to seeing
there isa spiritual peace in which ‘all the aoe
sympathy of the Son of God and of self-preservation demands that these sahibs, and were so frightened that they
“wrongs be cut short in our cay; for we | could not tell what they
joys of heaven meet and interchange greet.
e Son of man,
knew, and insisted
must not entail’ upon the future churches upon bringing them in again,
46gs with all the. sorrows of humanity.” It
anl have
Lastly, the other consoling truth is that
was in this state of heart that Christ may humanity has conquered evil. Take that an evil that curses so many to-day.
rthem pass another examination.
Bre. B.
Providence gave to us glorions truths to consented to his proposal, and he brought
“* have been during the forty days in the great fact as the foundation of all action.
wilderness. In the overwhelming rush of There has been human temptation without teach the world years ago. A large part them again, and they passed a very good
these feelings, meeting, mingling, clash- human fall, There has been one Man at of the Christian world now adopt them as examination.
Ife received the promise
ing,he lost all perception of the usual least, who has met sin on its own ground theirs. But these same truths must have of the additional rupee to his salary and
‘wants of the body. The spiritnal life in its and has baffled the terdpter. Heo is your brought large success to our Zion, other went offin triumph.
intensity
kept the physical in abeyance, and brother and your God. Sin is at his feet, than it has enjoyed, had we been in haste
The Saintals seem particularly pleased
out of this majestic but unforced predomi- and death and héll. Brethren, if we love to use all the elements
of power (30d bas with the idea of having schools in their vil
TR
e wh
of the spirit over tho body, was par- him, they shall be ours. We look forward, put within our reach.’
lages, and we have no doubt that they
Other
denominations
have
been couverted will be the means in the hands of God of
ly born his victory.
id
then, not to defeat, but to victory,—to in

necessary conflict with those he loved.

with the many others that Bro. Baicheler
has established, and other similar schools
that may be established, are just what are
needed in carrying forward the great work
of spreading the gospel through. these jun-

morning, however, bright and ear'y, the
schools beg in to assemble, and the examination commenced, Bro. Bacheler taking

‘step
what we now have, until that can be done.

If any minister receives a poor salary when
he knows there exists no necessity therefor, he must feel that there is but very
small sympathy with him or his labors.
Other things equal, the support measures
the degree of interest that a church feels in
their leader. How little heart can a man
have when his brethren starve him out?
Especially is this true of young men. The
general fights poor battles whose men will

fullness

head-power and heart power as never before; but no less calls he for pocket-power.
“Bring ye all the tithes into -the storehouse, that there may be meat in my:
house, and prove me now herewith, saith
the Lord of hosts, if I will not open yoi

from God's altars to ‘‘serve tables.” -the next

The stigma

the deep undercurrent of power which underlies history. The temptation and vietory of any man is an example for the moment of the law which gives this current of
progress. force. The temptation of Christ
was the embodiment, in a representative
example, of this law.
It is the central
point to which all previous examples éonverge, and in which the meaning and the
force of all were concentrated.
He is then the King, by victory, of all the
warrior host of God. He met the very first
principle of evil, and he drove it back into
its native nothingness. And he did this in
the might of holy and suffering humanity.

His shrinking

driven

of

high

But the more he realized it, the more powerfully rose the Holy Spirit within him
against it in strong repulsion. This. repellent force of the Spirit against the Jewish thought drove him away from men into
And now began the contest.

prairie fire. ghigre is no-fault in them.
The true cause of this suffering is that
scores of our ministers have been literally

true man-

is wrought

nothingness of this visible world.

men urged him to go forth.

than supply all the pflpits among us.

honor,

hard for flesh and blood to bear, but out

them

to his own conception of his Messiahship.

. the desert.

4

take your ease,

to be willing to give as well as pray

for Christ cause to prosper.
Money has
100 long been esteemed as mainly belonging to Satan. But the earth is the Lord's,

ging.”
Buvsuch hasbeen the true history
of our interestsin not a few places.
There
are skeletons of former interests, which

Christ, the spirit of the world presents it- may be seen in too many localities to igery of the Jewish people for their Messiah.
self alluringly. The siren song of pleasure nore the painful fact, that covetousness has
He was urged, then, by two calls, one
lures us from our labor at the oar. The been the vulture that has consumed the
within and one without.
is
self and the flesh within us raise with joy once healthy body. Not only have a few
But--and here is the point at which suftheir heads in answer.
“Duty is bard,” of God's ministers been starved out, so that
fering and test entered—these two voices
they say, “life is short, too short for enjoy- they have been compelled to quit the puldirectly contradicted one another.
As
ment. You have fine senses, high gifts pit and ‘make tents” “for a livelihood—
soon as Christ turned to the world with the
and powers; why employ them in labor this’ were sin enough,
but the case is
greeting of his love, he heard coming
which will only bring you pain? Employ ‘worse when the cause suffers from a lack.
“from the world ‘an answering greeting of.
them rather in turning the stones of life in- of leaders.
welcome, but the ideas which lay beneath
Men are small; but God's
it: were in radical oppositionto his own. to bread. Throw yourself intb the ideas of
The vision of an omnipotent king and” an’ the world; why should you wear out your
3
-external kingdom was presented to his life in opposition? Float down the stream, shoulder-straps” in the F.

>

seem

itual sympathy. strehgihgns and uplifts me,

radi-

An English traveler on our western

rail-

roads gives the following account of an exwe venture

to say,

in our country as in his own:
As this must necessarily be a brief sum.
mary, I will only give qne out of several
apparent

can laborers which came

piety

of Ameri-

under my

n tice.

I was in a car on the Union Pacific R.iilway

with a large number of ¢o'di«1s and workingmen of differs nt callings from all parts
of the Union.
They were bound. the former
for the different forts along the line, and the
laborers for the company’s new workshops
at Cheyenne and Laramie.
They were a
rough-looking lot, as borderers mostly are,
every man of them being armed to the teeth,
as itis necessary to be when Indians, both
red and

white,

are

on

the war-pah,

and

lives and pockets may at any moment de<
pend upon a quick load and clean shot. It
was early morning, and several of my fel- low-passengers were amusing themselves as

the train rattled long. shooting prairie dogs

with rifle and revolver from the cari
windows.
Besides the workmen there
were

several

excursionists,

and

I

was

changing morning salutations with rome of «
these who had left the 8leeping-car later
than I had, when one of the party (a qnietlooking gentleman who kept a storein Chicago) rose, and, addresing all pre-ent, said,

‘Silence, if you please, ladies avd

men,

for

the

Word

of God.”

gentle-

Instantly,

every rough head was uncovered, every
rifle dropped into its place, and revolver
belted, as the quiet-looking man proceeded
to read a few verses from the Bible, appropriately selected for our position as travelers.
The conductor, who just then entered the
car to look at our tickets, removed his cap
and took the nearest seat, and everybody
was as orderly and reverent as if the car
had been a church. The reading over, another of the excursionists prayed for about
ten minutes, in plain, simple language, in
which any man could have mentally joined,
whether

Christian or Hindoo,

so long ashe

believed in the existence of a God. After
the prayer, a hymn—which I noticed most
of those present were uble to join in—was
sung, and the service came to an end.

Such

a scene would have been impossible in England; but nobody appeared to think it an
out-of-the-way proceeding in America. I
scanned the faces of my fellow-worshipers
to see if I could detect an irreverent smile
or sheepish look, such as would certainly
have been observable under similar circum-

cal in their own that they are famous. On
the whole he rather patronizes Mr. Beecher,
despite the fact that he isa very defective
sermonizer, and very loose and inaccurate
in his theology. Most preachers are dry,
‘‘dead-and-alive, and preach because it is
their business. There is no snap about
them, no get up to them.”
His phraseology is not exactly elegant.
But it is expressive. Therefore I may be
pardoned for quoting it.
I think he is mistaken. Of course { a
not know anything about sermonizing, but
I know what at least we, laymen, want in
sermon: We crowd to hear certain populai
preachers, because they give us, in different

civilian, alike looked dignified and grave.

ferent, whose experiences

fince he met me at the wheel—poor sinner's

stances at home, but every man, soldier and
\

Christ

at the Wheel.
ie

“I have not

time to attend to religion,”

is the spoken or unspoken excuse of most
engaged in the busy walks of life, when urged to turn their thoughts to the concerns of
their souls. They feel that to succeed they
doctrinal instruction, but spiritual life.
must drop all other pursuits and for a space
The whole week I, for example, am at oftime give all their attention to the subject,
my law office, or in the court-room.
My when the matter will be settled for life.
evenings are spent at homeg but generally But how to get this day or week of spare
in my library. .11live ig a sea of passionate time, is the question with them. There
excitement; rivalries) jealousies, strifes, seems to be no leisure, so they put off the
hate. ‘Lhe whole atmosphere of my life question with the vague impression that
is money.
There is not, from Monday their busy lives will in some way excuse the
morning to Saturday night,anything to re- neglect,
Movil yer
mind me of the higher Christian truths and
A
Swedish sailor, in the loneliness
experiences, of the transitoriness of the ob- and hetirt-sickness whi sh many a youth has
jects and interests which make up my busi- felt on the wide ocean, felt the need of someness world. When Sanday comes, I turn the thing to lean upon in his trouble. Then
key of my library. Itisa closed room.
I
bethought him of Jesus Christ, and as he
want to leave this world behind me. 1 he
said of his experience afterward, ** With my
want to breathe a different, purer, better very first thought of him he met me at the
atmosphere.
I wantto leave the brawling wheel, There, in the solemn darkness, the
crowd for an hour in the Mount of Transfiz- Saviour showed himself to me. 1 cannot
uration. I want to feel in my own heart speak your language well, but, Christ
the heart-throbs of one whose world is dif- stands me, and I understand him, andunderever
ways,
the one thing we, laymen, want.
That is pet learning, rhetorical display,
dramatic
power, educational excitements,

are

higher,

bler, better than mine. Not that
him to be oblivious of my- world.

no-

I want
I want

Friend—1I live very close to him."
God has come down to him in his every
him to know it, to teach me, vet more to day employment.
No egooner does the heart
impel mo to carry his highér life into m Y | go out to Christ than he comes down to
secular affairs.
I want my Christ with me meet it. Whether it isin the work-shop,
in the office and the court-room. I want a the office, or on the vessel's deck, whereve
preacher who shall conduct me to an every- a prayer can go up, there can a blessing come
day Cmist, a secular Christ, a Christ who down to the soul.
|
!
4
is asonof
a carpenter.
He who does this
Though we have rot time to attend to our
most effectually is the best preacher, at souls, we all have time to lie down idle upon
least to ma, . The man whose spiritual life
:
is rich and full, who is ahounding in the our pillgws when sickness comes.
We shall all have time to die when the
grace of God,

and wlio by the power of spir- message goes out for us.—8. 8. Times.
SY
'
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THE MORNING STAR: NOVEMBER 8, 1869.
\

‘What need I have of Thee!

Each secret sigh Thy heart doth hear,
Each hidden grief doth.see.

\

My weight of ill T could not * bear,
> My duties could not do;

you." —ZEpiscopalian.

If thou didst not the sorrow share,

And bear the burden too.

The

Poor

Man’s

Pm glad it boners Thee to lay

——

My hand upon Thy. breast,
And with a child’s assurance say,

This is my chosen rest.

“-.

3

*

»

My wants alone to bring,

I long in service to be spent,
As love's best offering.

It reems so small, and weak, and poor,
To pour my cares on Thee,
‘With no return for ull the dower
Thy grace bestows on Iie,

me

The fullness of my heart,

:

My heart would toil for love’s dear sake,
For love the only prize,
$0 on love’s altar life should make
Perpetual sacrifice.
Yet stil! methinks I hear Thy voice,

© Let love and longing rest;

Who waits nor urges other choice
May serve me most and best,”
Who waits! Thou know’st, O Saviour dear,
What need I have of Thee!
I faint and waste with waiting here,—
This is Thy cross to me,

This is a fine

Beecher :
What if every part of your house should
begin to repeat the truths which have been
committed. to its symbolism? The lowest
stone would say, in silence of night, ‘* Other

foundations can no man lay.”

The corner-

stone would catch the word, *‘ Christis the
corner-stone.” The door would add, ‘ Iam

the door.”

The taper, burning by your bed-

side, would stream up a moment totell you,

* Corist is the light of the world.”

If you

fase upon your children, they reflect from
eir sweetly sleeping faces the words of
Christ,** Except ye become as little children.”
If waking, you look towards your
parents’
eouch, from thatsacred place God calls himself your Father and Mother; and disturbed

by the crying of your children, who are afrighted in a dream,you rise to soothe them,

and

hear God saying, ** So will I wipe away
star

hails you,

but, chiefest,

‘ the

bright and morning star.” By and by, flamIng from the east, the flood of morning

bathes your dwelling, and callswyou forth to

the cares of the day; and then you remember that God is the sun and that heaven is

bright with his presence.

Drawn by han-

ger you approach the table.
The loat whispers, as you break it, ‘¢ Broken for you;"”

and the wheat of: the loaf sings, *‘ Braised

and ground for you.”
The water that
uenches your thirst says, ‘‘ Iam the water
of life.”
If you wash your hands, you can
but remember the teachings of spiritual purity. If you wash your feet, that has been
done sacredly by Christ as a memorial,

The very roof of your dwelling has its utter-

ance, and bids you -look for the day when
God's house shall receive its top-stone.

Go forth to your labor, and what thing can

you see that bas not its message? The
round is full of sympathy ; the flowers have
een printed with teaching. The trees, that
only seem to shake their leaves ia sport,
are forming divine sentences; the birds tell
of heaven with their love warklings in the
green twilight; the sparrow is a preacher
f truth; the hen clucks and broods her
chickens, unconscious that to the end of the

world she is part and parcelof arevelation
of God to man. The sheep that bleat from
the pastures, the hungry wolves that blink
in the forest, the serpent that glides noiselessly in the grass, the raven that flies heavily across the field, the lily over which his
shadow. passes, the plow, the sickle, the
‘wain,

the

floor—all

barn,

of them

the

flail,

the threshing

are consecrated priests,

unrobed teachers,
revelators that see no
visions themselves,
but that bring to us
thoughts of ruth, contentment, hope, and
love, all the ministers of God. The whole

earth doth praise
glory.

him

and show forth his

word

bank

* counterfeit,”

in

be presented,

whatever

under

any

purpose

circam-

present a twenty-dollar

most

of the

varieties

of

our

anxious

present,

natures would have been hope-

contracted, were

there no sphere

teller of

¢¢ counterfeit” staring its astonished proprietor in the face. We never saw a darker

in

cloud piss over a human countenance.
O ith followed oath in an ineffectual eftorg

Christ is the unfailing friend.

But

when we strive to bear our cares alone, how
weighty they are, how they incréxre
and
ever pursue us; we cannot e:cape them.
We appeal to human beiogs for comfort,
they may yield us sympa to the utmost

of their ability, but self is o‘ten paramount.
Their mood may constrain them to be joy-

Baker

Randall's

Five

excellences

and

and

the

latest

8S.

OF

- So that all euch yearly subscriptions will end Janu-

copies.

"

-Or-

CHURCHES

Qur

Single

of our letters sent with money to pay for
premiums have been lost. We wish to make
good our promises.
By a united effort on the part of the
church members and Sabbath school scliolStreet

church, Dover,

obtained, last year, a sufficient

Sonny Skies,tiviisivinciniieasnrsnsinasd2
Pompeii and Herculaneum,..esseveeusss.1,23
on the dollar-and-a-half books, 16 cents
the dollar-and-a-quarter books, 16 cents
the 75 cents books, 8 cents each.
designing to get new Sabbath School
or to replenish old ones, can send us

by he willbe rewarded. The offers which
we now make are numerous, varied and
liberal. Look at them.

The great, irredeemable fault of the reRsious paintings at Rome, (says Dr. J. G.

;
1. For one new subscriber and $2,50,
(with 12 cents additional to pay postage)
we will send any one of the following books,
just published,or immediately to be publish-

Father Almighty, Maker of Heaven and
Earth,” in the form of an old man, partly
bald, and in a position where he certainly
had no visible means of support. The number of cherubim, both with and without
the necessary appointments for taking a

ed, for the Sabbath School

position, that can be counted in Rome, runs
up among
the thousands.
Angels, with

the bodies of women or of men, and wings

as a human being,

—3s

the

most

1. *
¢
. *“
««
. *“

orthodox

of us believe him to have been,—and so, of
course, the painters Have the right to paint
him as such. Bat the attempts to put
Deity into a form,—in'o human form,—and
to represent, in shapes and tints of human
flesh, those spiritual

existences

which

The attempt, in picture or

The Christ Child,” 190 pages; or,
Good Little Mitty,” 178 pages; or,
Making Something,” 184 pages ; or,
Jamie and Jeannie,” 155 pages; or,
The Boy's Heaven,” 151 pages; or,

. ** A Rainy Day at School,” by Mada,

in-

II
1. For two new subscribersand $5,0C,
(with 16 cents to pay postage) we will send
the book entitled ** Sunny Skies ; or Adven-

sculpt-

turesin Italy,” 261 pages; or,

:

ure, to express an inexpressible thought, is
2. “Bright Days ; or Herbert and Meggy,’
to dwarf the dimensions of that thought in
pages. Price of each book $1,50. Or,
257
the mind of every beholder. It becomes a
8. For two new subscribers and $5,00,
barrier beyond which his imagination finds
itdifliculcto push. Paint is so clumsy a (with 20 cents additional to pay postage)
material,—it is bound so closely to the ‘we will send a copy of the new *‘ Book of
necessities of configurction,—it finds it so Worship.” Price $1,00. Or,
essential to state its fancies in definite terms,
4. For two new subscribers and $5,00,
—it is compelled to be so liberal, that it
(with 28 cents additional to pay postage)
cannot be used legitimately to embody
conceptions of beings of another and a we will send one copy of ¢ Butler's Theheavenly essence. There is nothing
but ology,” 456 pages. Price $1,60. Or,
the impalpable power of words, emplayed
5. For the same, and (20 cents additional
in poetical combination,
that can lead out
to
pay postage) we will send one copy of
the imagination towgrd the spiritual, without
limiting its apprehensions.
«« The History of the Freewill Baptists,” 479
pages.

Religious Gossip,

1.

—

We use this term to distinguish a habit
that is quite common and growing among
us—of picking up and relating all kinds of
religious news. Some good men have the
habit of telling,

on public

occasions,

their

own private religious exercises, to the minutest details; and, whatever they can find
out of the religious exercises of others they

do _not scruple to divulge,
Do they hold a
religious conversation with an impenitent

For

three

new subscribers

and

Price $2,00.
Or,
new subscribers and

(with 16 cents
we will send

additional to pay
a

copy

of the

new

their

pockets

after

thev

that it was spurious.

convinced

were

Whaat does such an

action mean—provided that the man
ignorant, as is generally the case, as

is
to

loss

of

where he got the counterfeit?
that he is

not

readyto

bear

It means

the

fifty cents like an honest man. The action is a dishonest action. He has no
right to put a counterfeit where there is

we

sixty

will

Randall's Five

new

give

subscribers

one

of

$7,50,

postage)
$500,00

and $150,-

Baker

and

Octave Single Reed Organs,

in Black Walnut Case.

be paid by the receiver.)

THERE

‘IS NOTHING

SO CHEAP!

erected

last

(Transportation to

Price $85,00.

VII.
For eighty-hve new subscribers and
$212,50, we will give one of Baker and

Randall's Five Octave double Reed Organs,

BATES
Row,

GEO,

wonder,

Restore

Gray

Hair

to

Over

L -esulis. “e great
Zery

singh
su,

Every

Large

lights,

GEO.

Machine

lar, Flue and

L., & J. H.

every description,

plans, at low rates
and

no

pation except those of a peculiarly hazardous charac
ter.

:

All policies strictly nonforfeitable after first Lr
ment, under Massachuse'ts Act adopted by this Company. Safety, ability, and mutuality, are prominent

Is curable!

Apply to W.

P.

GANNETT,

for

We

:

$25

oe

Sm42

A DAY.—43 new articles for Agents, Same
ples sent free, H.B. SHAW, Alfred, Me.

13¢

BOOK

AGENTS

WANTED

To Canyasa for Mrs. Ellet’s new Book, just published
in beautiful style, and sold at a low price,

A New

National Work,

Now selling
‘in immense numbers

in all sections

Lady will want a copy; Gentlemen will want it for
them, Np family can afford to be without it. Agents,
particalarly Ladies, can do better with this book,
than with any other extant. Great inducements oftered, and Agents wanted in every township in the
United States.

EXTRA

PREMIUMS

GIVEN

To good energetic men or women, in addition to our
regular terms. Send for our Circulars,
with complete
information and terms,
Address HARTFORD
PUBLISHING

00K &

CO., Hartford,

00,,

Conn.

Publishers

443

by

Bahge New York, Brown's Tron Batldin tia

Solpiis, are authorized
in
this paper,

to

contract for

of Saw

to

OF ELGIN, ILL.
Prenounced by Watch
4

T

$200

Price

only

We pay Agents from $75 to

$200

per

month

vortlse to send Watelcs
PURPORTI A
(0.0.
We
{fo be cf cur mal
that
for
peno
furnish

J

i

per

$18.

WILSON

Shuttle Sewing

Machine

AT J. H. WINSLOWS,
‘ Comtral erect, Dover.
They do every variety of work, and come Twen
Dollars Cheaper thas eny other Firet Class Mach}

in the Markets

:

/
;

przpose, There , imi
To
tations in market
ELGIN
GENUINE
get
Sujets in your own locality or
WATCHES, apply to dealers
e honorable,
.
YO
nN
.
»
Room i650 & 161 Lake
Sales
a
oftice
She hore
Street, Chicago,
6weow40

IL.

\

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES,
At

Wholesale

an

expenses, or & commission from which twice that
amount oan be made.
Address SECOMB &
.
PIS DURGH, PA, or BOSTON, MASS, or 8T,
0
'
CAUTION.—Do not be imposed upon by other par
ties palming off worthless cast-iron machines, under
the same name or otherwise. Ours is the only genuine and really practical clfeap maghine manufac.
tured
12t35
CALL AND SEE THE

Hokers, Railroad and Express men, East and West

10 be the meet coriced
Time Keepers made,
Avoid parties who ads

Fully warranted for five
years,
We will
that will sew a
pay $1000 for any machine
|
eautiful, or more elastic
stronger, more
seam than ours,
It makes the ‘‘Elastic
Lock Stitch.” Every
fecond stitch can be out, and
still the cloth cannot be pulled apart without tearin
it.

Lj

bo National Watch Ca,

Mil}

male and female, to in-

manner.

4

Manufactured

Ad! who would Le

superior

PAMPHLET,

bhas-discovereda simple means of self-cure, which
he will send free to his fellow suffer~rs on receint of
a stamp to pay postage.
Address J. H, REEVFS
78 Nassau St., New York,
:
A

MONSENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE
This Machine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck,
quilt, cord, bind, braid and embroider in a
most

FOR

Hundreds of

Middletown, Vt.

positive remed #¥or {1 aud all disor-

month, everywhere,

of

our land. Itis fresh, lively, and sparkling; splen.
didly
illustrated with elegant Steel Portraits;
Kvery

SEND

Con

WHEN-

PURIFYING,

~~

UMI* DEON

and

VOID QUACKS.—A victim of early indiscretion, Salsing nervous debility, premature decay,
&c., having tried
in vain every advertized remedy,

Engines,

ANTED—-AGENTS—$76

For Incipient Consumption,

!

havea

Kidney,

GRAYS & CLARK,

troduce the GENUINE IMPROVED ' COM-

three cent stamp for circular, to 227 Grand st., N. YX.
Dr. Howe refers to Rev. Bishop James and Harper &
rugBrothers, New York.
Can be had of principal

cures.

ders of tug throat and lungs, and /

benefit.

New

Bronchitie, Asthma, Enlarged Tonsils, Loss of Voice
Narrow Chest, use DR. J. M. HOwWE’S INHALING
TuBE for common air, the best of all remedies. Send

of

Lathes,

all kinds

Constipation,

Address,

ean receive a sample of our medicine free,
__ Address, SAYRE & CO., 210 Brondway, New York,

England,—Oflice, 10 STATE STKEET, BOSTON ip

gists,

testimonials

eowl13t19

and permanent
rel'ef in all instances.
See
testimonials | $1,000 will
i
BE
giver by us for any ease in which we do not afford positive

best

England,

Manager

Mill Work,

CONE

Life Companies has been adopted by the Great West-

Active Agents wanted throughout New

skin; :

Erysipelas,

EFFECTUAL

REQUIRES

olier hinmediate

that ev-

liberal feature of the

BYSTEM

Machinery, (both circular and upright,) Iron
and Brass Castings, Gasometers and
151
Gas Works,
(ch. to Sep. 12, ’69)

special permits required for mariners, or for any occu-

points, while additional liberality convinces

THE

AND

Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of

and with unusual liberality to policy holders,

ern.

EVER

Boilers ; Barlow’s

Portable Steam

Uterine,

REGULATING AND BUILDING UP.

AND

COMPANY

Dyspepsia,

Complaint,

sumption, Neuralgia,

STATIONARY

All surplus divided among the insured.
Neo Restrictions upon Residence or Travel,

and

Weakness, General Debility, Catarrh, Incipient

for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

ROBERT BAGE, President. FRED'K W. MACY, VicePresident. WESLEY,E. SHADER, Secretary.

ery good, equitable, and

Cylinder

Shafting, Turning

Issues Policies upon all approved

Boston,

Urinary Diseases; Gravel, Diabetes, Piles, Female

Company,

Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s
Patent Expansion Ferules

of the
4t42

LIFE INSURANCE
OF NEW YORK,

Agent,

Street,

WATERS.

Rheumatism,
Liver

Diarrhea,

Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes
for Print Works ; Lap Welded

a Bell at

Ohio.

T

Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubu-

GREAT WESTERN
MUTUAL

Gen’l

Water

HEALING

MANUFACTURERS
OF
Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and

with

FACTORY,

W.

HOOD,

97

MIDDLETOWN

AMOS
PAUL, . . AGENT,
SOUTH NEW-MARKET, N. H,

BELLS!

bells within the reach

Fredericktown,

H,

6140

anie and nd ecomomy

SWAMSOO

Secretary.
4143

wants

that we agree

liked

be

80 sure are we tuaé they will

to refund the money if any one wishes to return the
machine free of_ freight, alter a month’s trial accord:
ing to directions.
Liberal discount to the trade everywhere.
Circulars sent free on application.

its

tion; alco,

of the pupils.

farmer

in use,

and most of them sold with the guarantee that the
money would be refunded if not liked.
If not found for sale in any town, and your store.
keeper refuses to get one for you. send the retail
price. $14.00, and we will forward free of freight. and

the

Application may be made to MISS A. H JOHNSON,
Principal, Bradford, Mass., or RUFUS ANDERSON,

&e¢.

SUCCESS.

ure all scrofulous affections, including

and it is believed is not excelled by that of any Female College in the country,

RM,

8 WONDERFUL

40,000 now

Salt Rheum, Tumors, Ulcerous and Cancerous Affec-

partment by able teachers and the most eminent Bo
vessors in
history and the natural sciences.
The
course of study has been revised with great care,

©)

is

or if

.

RIVALED for all diseases of the blood

health and development

A

tnat end

(NEARLY STEAM TIGHT.)

an-

Miss Johoson, who has been at the head
of this
Academy for twelve years, is assisted in every de-

ACADEMY,

at

be DOUBLE:

These Waters are performing the most wonderful

to the

CHURCH,

cogs

Shere:

H,

SPRING

furnished, and particular regard will be bad

0

the

CLOTHES WASHER.

1y9

newly

BELLS!

power of

DOTY'S

Natural Life, Color and Beauty,
It is a most delightful Hair Dressing.
It will Promote luxuriant growth, FALLING
HAIR is immediately checked.
Mrs. 8. A. ALLEN'S ZYLOBALSAMUM, another
Preparation
Sharation for Jor the Hair; clear and iransparest,

tention has been given to the health, comfort and
happiness of those who are to occupy it. 1t will be

BELLS!

€Coge-

cures yet known in the shortest time, and are UN-

fidished

D. D., Boston.
JOHN D. KINGSBURY,
Bradford, Mass., Sept. 15, 1869.

putting

HOOD, Gen'l Agent,
97 Water Street, Bostot
‘Wringers of all kinds repaired.

as a yd Dressing over kigh cost French Pomades 1a
ac
all not only in this country but in
Europe.
The Restorer and Zylobalsamum should not
be used one
with the other. BOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

would

and

the

wringers combined,
Sold bv Dealeis ever

York.

Agent,

Boa:d, including washing, fuel
tution, will be $100 for the term.

by

The “Universal” has taken more * first premiums”
as the best, at State and Institute Fairs thaa ally5{

Proprietors, 8. R. Van Duzer & Co., Wholesale Druggists,
35 Barclay Bt. and 40 Park Place, New-York.

and

obtained

little if any better than one without any cogs at all,
because the cogs fail to be of service when most

& CO.,
New

be

needed. The “UNIVERSAL” has not this fatal objeetion, but is WARRANTED DURABLE.
"ATE )

Ladies.

year,

i

Any sensible person can understand that a wringer
having cog wheels vw hich can Plug sipast or disconnect
when a large article is passing
between the rolls,is

GOOD !

New Style.
f{mpertant Change.
A REAL HAIR RESTORER AND DRESSING
Combined in One Bottle,

Officers :

VI.

For

SO

present season. The rooms for the pupils are unrivaled. In the construction of this house every at-

$7,-

prige volume, containing about 400 pages,
entitled ‘* Andy Luttrell,” and pronounced
to-be a superb book for the Family and the

00,

IS NOTHING

cannot

18 now establishcd

TYPE

00:est Church or School District.

50, (with 30 cents additional to pay postage) we will send *‘ Life Scenes from the
four Gospels.”
2. For three

building was

will find the

arments are run through the center when the pressure
8 taken offto admit larger articles, all the cogs may

Is a certain indication

METAL,

Academy

sure they

lost, and it consequently ceases to

RATES :

THERE

Cogv

on either end,

nounce that the Winter Term of the sixty seventh
year of this institution will commence on the first
day
of December next, in the new building. This

MERELN,

III.

CLUB

substan-

The great advantage of &foewell’'s Patent Don-

ACADEMY.

of Bradford

and

person.

NOTICE.

of decay at the roota,

FACES.

Young

from #5 to $12.

Price $1,20.

sels

For

the strongest

wheels on both ends of the roll. as some try to
make it a1 pear, for when articles disconnect the eo;

55 Water Street, Boston.
A= The Morning Star typeis from this Foundry,
+8

Trustees

either wrovght

Nature's Crown.’

Address orders to

The

by

:

fou Must Cultivate it
GRAY HAIR

And lately for its unrivalled

RADFORD

parts
strongly

The * Universal” cannot be thrown out of gear
when the pressures taken «ff, 10 adn it Jarge articles,
as is the case with other cog-wheel wiingers,

BEAUTIFUL HAIR,

~

K. ROGERS,

so

Our readers may be quite

Specimen numbers sent free,

And its large varieties of

JOHN

or both

“Universal” wringer a good and serviceable article.

or more

BOSTON TYPE FOUNDRY,

NEWSPAPER

;
¥

tially that for years it cannot be broken, in wringing

Will

JOB

“Universal has its iron

or malleable, and is built

be discounected and rendered useless,

ge

AND

The

complete

MRS. S. A. ALLENS
HAIR RESTORER

BOOK

194 an Sol or,
7. * The Birth-Day Present,” by Ma
Latham Clark, 174 pages. Price of eac
of these books, 75 cents.

habit the presence-chamber of the Most
High, is, in all féspects, an abomination.
The effect of pictures of this character,—
if they have any effect beyond that of disgusting the beholder,—is to limit the power of the imagination, or grievously to mislead it.

and the Family,

by Mrs. L. Maria Child, viz.:

most

in the world.

LOW

37 Park

+

ends of the roll
>
It also has the peculiar advantage of {wo pressure
serews, 50 arranged that each screw presses on both
ends of the roll alike, the same as if it was in the
for pressure,

as it is the

NEWSPAPER

“atl

teeth,

center, while the two togedher give double the capacity

First Lotter Foundry in New England.
COMMENCED IN 1817,

:

alicrnating

REMARKABLY

Remittances of money for our ‘publications may be sent either in Drafts on New
York or Boston, and made payable to the
order of L. R. Burlingame, in Post Office
Money Order, or in Registered letter.
Moneys thus sent will be at our risk.
Otherwise they will be at.the risk of those
sending them.
:

HARD AND TOUGH

strong

ble

L. R. BURLINGAME,

ALWAYS NOTED FORITs

and

other wringers, whether the cogs are on one

IIOME, to a Club of Five

PETTENGILL,

the

easily, yet cannot separate eo far that the cogs will
disconnect and lose their power, as is the case with

rate.

at

WEEKLY

long

Will find Less Work and Bigger Payin making
up Clubs at our rates thau is ofiered by any System
of Premiums whatever, for by taking single scattering subscriptions at regular rates and remitting to
us at our
;

Dover, N. H.

Premiums for New Subscribers.
We offer the following premiums for new
subscribers to the Star.

Holland,
in a recent letter irom there), is
their profane assumption of the power to
represent spiritual existences to the senses.
Ido not know how many times I have seen,
in
Rome,
representations of ‘‘ God, the

9
12

They can make a large money profit as they go along.

transform and

getting subscribers for the Siar, and by and

time
13
same

recommend

It has ‘patent cog wheels” (Rowell’s patent double

AGENTS IN EVERY TOWN

do likewise, and let no one of our churches,
however small in numbers, be without an
organ.
By a faithful; persistent and united

The Paintings at Rome.

AND

THE CHEAPEST,

10

Series.

our own publications, or will be filled with the
books of other publishers,and will be furnished to
Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices.

of European Morals.

copiesst

we

which, together with the *; atent stop” (which is on
no other wringer) allows the rubger ‘rollers to eepas
rate sufficiently to run through the largest articla

closed in a letter, which the Postmaster is obliged to
register if requested.

new subscribers to provide itself with. two
good organs. Let other churches go and

effort, any church can secure some one of
the organs now offered as premiums. Let
every one who reads this go to work now,
and continue to work through the year in

ome

examination,

gear), with very

put in $2.40 each, and forward in one remittance
either in Money-Orders, Bank €heckg, Drafts, or «n

ever baunt the poor man's fancy. and silently

his character, till he

at
“

NEIGHBORS
Combine and make up a clab of Five

their orders which will be immediately filled with

learns to receive the sanctity of weakness
and suffering, the supreme majesty of compassion and gentleness,—Lecky's History

all

careful

“Universal” as the best and strongest machine.

garments,

Bright Days,cecciceececsccssenssrcensessl,2p

Address,

““

FAMILY

of

subdue

number

Five

each,

Heaven,ceieieeceeannaensncaiacens

Postage
each; on
each ; on
Parties
Libraries,

> (From the Boston Traveller of July 2d.)

After

$2.40

Series.

Day

““

subscribers

Present,ceceecesccesassescnces

Bright

er

Which is the best Clothes Wringer 7

RATES

$4

Making HEARTH

Making Something, eeceeeessess
sees 41D
Jamie and Jeannie, cesescecanrienrienees 1H
Boy’s

Three

WRINGER IN

Has a Double Gear and Doublé Pressure.

hereafter are the below

Copies,

All over FIVE

The ChristChild;eeceasssessesnnsnsissse
Good Little Mittie,ceeeee veces.
des 41D

ceived it, is requested to inform us of the
fact, as we have recently learned that some

for Nothing.

FOR
1870,
INVARIABLY IN ADVANCE.

Rainy Day
Series.
A Rainy Day at School ceeetraeeccnniens

Any one having sent for one of the Pre-

TERMS

REDUCED

Series.

Child’s

Getrhe Most

ONLY

TO

TIE STRONGEST AND BEST
THE WORLD.

Tho:e who subscribe earliest will
x

Andy Luttrell,cese
seasons iesneesssnssssesl,hl
Shining Hoursieeeeeseessosseasseseetenssl.il)
Master and Pupilyeeeecesalociaiienieee
1.50
EMay Belles cvessaveesnematseesscaecrenss
1.50
Sabrina Hackett, coeeeseeseeaseienrianeaai0
Aunt Matti€yeesesesaciosceserensnsnencssl,00

Birth Day

»

THEREFORE,

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment. These Books are now ready for sale
and delivery.

Y. Mail.

IMPROVED.

ary 1st, 1871.

Superintendents.

Prize

A

+

:
AND

mins offered last year, and not Having re-

Washington

or more

ders are solicited.

- 8.

SR

Free!

can now be had

on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, o

TO PASTORS

HOME

ALL who subscribe before next January, for
Year, at the Reduced Rates printed below,
HEARTH AND HOME will besent from the date of
their eubscription to the end of this year
*

of the General Conference,

two

Abertise
“UNIVERSAL.’

Everything for Nothing!

improvements.

Treatise.

2 cents each for

2»

GIVEN AWAY!

|

The New Treatise; just revised by order

Premiums.

ars, the

Three

(Transportaton to be paid by the receiver.)
Adapted to churches and large vestries. | TO
Price $240,00.
One

Jlrs.

the music

Octave

HEARTH

Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case. having
seven stops and Book-Case, and combining

pared to do what-eommon honesty demanded—destroy the spurious bank
note afd

If we rely- would have trusied with our pocket book
—return a counterfeit fifty-cent ~piece to

us even unto. the very gates of death.

and fifty new subwe will give one of

fessional counterfeiters; but he was not pre-

meet bis own loss honestly.—N.

yi,

For one hundred
sceribers and $375,00,

man’s character in letters as large and plain
as those upon the bill.
Not thathe would
have acted asa direct accomplice of pro-

person? They will report all its details to
their friends and in public meetings. There Sabbath School ;—or, we will send the new
Christ’s Care.
are many things connected witha man's re- volume of more than 400 pages, written in
ligious experience which cgunot safely be
Press not your griefs down deep in your spoken about or made public, and ought not competition for the $500,00 prize, entitled
heart, for, like pitiless thorns, they will fes- tobe.
There are also relations made in the ¢¢ Shining Hours,” which, in literary excelter there, and their pain be gntensified. freedom of religious conversation with im- lence, high religious tone,and in many other
Bat ““ cast all your care upon him, for he penitent persons, and with Christians, that respects,is fully equal to the book last mencareth for you.” He will infuse sweet peace ought not to be repeated. We believe that
.
into your agitated heart, and extract the bit- the work of the Holy Spirit is often marred tioned. Price $1,50..0r,
ter sting from your sorrows. With the heal- and hindered by the publicity given to such,
8. For three new subscribers and $7,560,
ing balm of his smile, the comfort of his sym- conversations. There are also operations of we will send the ‘“Sabbath at Home,” for
pathy, you shall find consolation, Weare. grace in individual souls and in communi80 constitued that we cannot endure sorrow ties, in the presence of which we should theSurrent year, commencing with the No.
alone. If we have no religion in which to cover our faces and be silent, as was Elijah for Jahgary. Price $2,00.
shelter our stricken souls, we go out into the before the ¢* still small voice” of God.
:
1v.
‘great world for comfort. But, alas! the
world has ever proved itself inefficient for
3. new subscribers and
$15,00,
}s to pay postage) we will send
the truly sorrowful, It has infinite charms
Are
You
a
Counterfeiter?
for the light-hearted, but not one for the depst/ volume of Strong and MecClinA
——
spondent. The throbs of its heart are too
blical and Theological Cyclop®dia.
l
a
of
reader,
restless for the weary, and its songs are too
What usedo you make,
$5;00,
gay. The world is as a wildernessto the counterfeit fifty cent postage *‘ stamp”
i
sorrowful, barren of sympathy. It laughs which you find in your pocket-book, and
For eleven new subscribers and $27,
derisively at the souls which ory, Pity us ! and do not know where it has come from? Do
post
» says mockingly, Away with tears ; let smiles you invariably tear it up, or burn it np; ure 50, (with $1,836 additional to pay
dispel them.
Its quickly-khifting- scenes you careful that it does not get out of your age) we will send the first and second vol-umes of the Cyclopedia. Price $10,00.
suggest the terrible evanescence of its pleas- pocket, into circulation ?
whom we
have seen men—men
We
ures. Its pulsations are attuned tothe guy,
wholly on him, and lay our human weaknesses on his strength, he will lovingly uphold

r

to ‘express the man’s indignation, Every
oath stamped ¢ counterfeit” upon
that

the ideal.
It is the peculiarity of the Caristian types; that while they have fascinated
the imagination, they have also purified the
heart.
The tender, winning, and almost
feminine beauty of the Christian Founder,
the Virgin Mother, the agonies of Gethsemane, of Calvary, the many scenesof” compas
sion and suffering that’ fi l the sacred writings,
are
pictures which for eighteen
hundred years have governed the imagination of the radest and most ignorant of
mavkind.
Associted withthe fondest
with

the

the Michigan Insarance Bank, in Dotroit.
Ile merely wished to know it it was a counterfeit, The teller made no answer, but
simply brought a powerful stamp across
its face, and handed itback with the word

to constant and plodding labor,
and

bill to

| Adbertisement 4,

(Transportation to

be paid by the receiver.) - Adapted to the.
parlor or vestry. Price $125.00.
:

to

cumstances

from

in Black Walnut Case.

large

stances, and upon whatever bank in the
United States it may be counterfeit, We
once saw an apparently respectable man

all tears from your eyes in heaven.” Returnbirds, are as plenty as pigeons. Now
ing to your bed, you look from the window ; of
we are permitted to think of Jesus Christ

prey

Barn

ble importance. Rooted, for the most part,
during their entire lives, to a single spot,
excluded by their ignorance and other cir-

win their way into the very depths of his
beirg. ‘More than any spoken eloquence,
more than any dogmatic aching, they

passage from Henry Ward

No.

is a law compelling every

the

sented at its counter, for

tals of the vineyard,on the chapel where the
storm-tossed mariner fulfills his grateful
vow ; keeping guard over his cottage door,
and looking down upon his humble bed,
forms of tender beauty and gentie pathos for-

Types of Bible Truth.

of the

it may

on the stations of the mountain, on the por-

Thou knowest, O my Saviour dear,
What need I have of Thee!
Waiting is sweet if Thou art here
To bear the cross with me.

are one

tion of this part of our nature is of inestima-

panion of his life, around the cemetery where
somany whom he had loved were laid,

Waiting for God my heart shall sing,
And in its silence praise;
Praise, the sole offering [ may bring,
Through all the early days.

You

black letters, across every spurjous bill pre-

over the- altar Where he received the com:

. But. make my cross my joy.

with counterfeiters.

There

of the church bells, with the clustered lights
and tresseled splendor, that seem to the
peasant the very ideal of majesty ; painted

But since Thou dost command me so,
Like duty’s full employ,
I'll wait, not ask to come or go,

dent: Do not hesitate a second.
Ifyou
have not this habit fixed upon you, eultvate it! Without it vou are in league

deeply than our judgments, and, in the case

recollections of childhood,

Life wears in weariness; my heart
Sore "neath its burdens lies;
Waiting for God my only part,
My all of sacrifice.

evi-

stamp

which their imaginations cou'd expand.
Religion is the one romance ot the poor.
It alone extends the narrow horizon of their
thoughts,
supplies the images of their
reams, allures them to the supersensual and

Thy goodness may impart;

becomes

though less influential than our occupations,
probably affect our moral characters more

their whole

I have but more for rendering Thee

worthlessness

the very

it—tear itup-—do not return isto your poeket, a8 you value your honesty !
:

lessly

Thou hast no less, whate’er to me

its

it up

of tenderness and pathos. Our imaginations,

of our immediate

receive.

moment

tear

Do IT know-who gaveit to ms?

and engrossed forever with the minute cares

Thy strength, Tay fulluess infinite,

it or

burn

cir-

proceed-

nation to expatiate con'innally upon images

condemned

!

isto

into

honorable

rigidly. There are only two questions to
be asked: Is this a couateriit? Yes,

interest that animate the minds of other men;

Not that Thy greatness lacks the mite
My little help could give;
Could naught from

Romance.-

—

of the poorer classes especially, the caltiva-

But, Saviour, T am {ll content

ing

passing it

The

+ gang"”—vyou are not an honest man.
[Let this rale apply to a ten ceut ** stamp”
and to a ten dollar greenback, equally: and

Christianity has labored to soften the char| acters of men by accustomiug the imagi-

For pain, if borne to that retreat,
Has something of repose,
And bitter cups have drops of sweet
No other portion knows,

of his

again.

li

Thou knowest, O my Saviour dear,

possibility

¥#
MANESaap
ER

the contrary, abnegated self for our sakes
when he died for us. How complete his
love,—then how perfect his capacity for
sympathy.
Then straightway, *¢ Cast all
your care upon him, for he careth for

3

any

culation

Christ, on

Prices,

o——

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday
sells at as low rates

bought elsewhere

as they

in New

can be

England.

| In addition to the publications of others, we offer our own prize books which
are not excelled by any other books
of their class.

In another column, see

list, and retail prices.
ces

we make

A LIBERAL

to ‘Sunday schools.

From these pri:

DISCOUNT

rE

fn

u

hend the bitterness of our grief.

Aha

lous, and hence, they fail often to compre-

Need of Thee?

A

What

Jets

ca

fs

he

Morning Star.

WEDNESDAY,

The clerkships are chased after by incom.
petents. Loungers throng the city side-

| walks, while the untilled

NOVEMBER 3, 1869

effect.
‘GEORGE T. DAY,

-

for honors

be addressed tothe Editor, and all letters on business

We

and

.

These

since

commencement

the

volume,

and

to the premi-

subscribers in another

column.

offers

will hold

have been standing
of

the

and spoils,

defraud

the govern-

| cian turns quack that he may reach his low

Subscribers.

call special attention

ums offered for new

Forgeries ex-

ment through secret peculation or gigantic
swindles. The attorney undertakes the de| fense of a rich rascal to escape the slow
| climb to honorable distinction. The physi-

to

the Agent,

Premiums

the ambition of

hibit the corruption of the bank teller.
Politicians; having gone into the scramble

All communications designed for publication should
&c., should be addressed

False entries show

the confidential accountant.

Editor,

_ remittances of money,

acres call vainly

for labor, and repeat their promise without

present

good till the close

| goal by a shorter road. The clergyman
| studies the faces of his audience instead of
his Bible, keeps back the part of his message that is likely to be unwelcome, that
{ he may gain his hearers’ favor for himself
rather than that he may win their hearts
for Christ. Hard work is unfvelcome; the

friends have gladly

patience and the might of effort are put impatiently away; the cross is a grievous
burder: and a terrible offense, and so its

" availed themselves of them, and secured a
large reward for alittle effort. We hope

carried only in a graceful figure of speech.
What is wanted everywhere, is a genius

of the year.
eral, and

They are. both varied and libmany

of.our

for

many others will hasten to go and do likewise.

bread,

We have now to offer this special inducement to those who are not now taking the
Star. ANY NEW SUBSCRIBER SENDING US
$2,50

FOR

THE

NEW VOLUME,

to Jan. 1, 1871.
our ministers and

and especially

other accredited agents,

valuable weekly visitor into many family
circles where it has been a stranger?
do not often

We

ask for this special effort, but

we do most earnestly ask it now at the
hands of all our friends. The long evenings are at hand, when time for reading
will be more

abundant, and we believe the

Star will carry a blessing with it whereever it goes. While offering compensation
for service in obtaining subscribers, we still

put our chief reliance upon those who love
the Star and are willing and glad to work
for its welfare and wider usefulness,

Not

many of us are born

ability for turning stones into

or common

metals

into gold, or the

can not invent like Watt, or paint like Raphael,or build like Wren and Angelo,or sing
like Mrs. Browning, or magnetize the. mul-

SHALL RE-

at once devote a little time to the work of
soliciting subscriptions, and so,of sending a

work.

discords of the world into harmony,
by the
touch of a wand, or the muttering of an.
incantation, or the singing of a song. We

CEIVE THE REMAINDER OF THE PRESENT
VOLUME, FREE ;—that is, $2,50 will pay for
the Star from the date of the subscription
Will not all our patrons,

hard

with a great

titude like Beecher. Toil alone brings to
most of us a manly triumph or effects a
womanly ministry; and this, well used,
forbids the feeblest to fail.
Indeed, half the genius of these apparently exceptional souls lay in their tremendous endeavor.
Their intense toil
gave them a large part of their eminence.

out of

We have certain plans by means of
which we hope to make the paper of greater value during the coming year than ever
befere.
Of these plans we shall speak
hereafter. Whatever hard, patient, prayerful effort will do in supplying a good
paper, we mean shall be done. We ask,

bread;

let the

inquiry be after

a sphere of

useful service rather than for a way through
the

world

that

has

no

dust

and

sees

no

struggle; let each man

with

them,” is the demand.

A born

and then our sickly sentimentalism and our
baffled plans will soon give place to something that honors humgn nature and proves
its might.

This is nowhere truer than in the sphere
of religion. We are not to be fashioned into mature saints by some force coming sud-

There

is a measure

of truth

in all this.

‘The laws of material and mental physiology are real things, and cannot be ignored
without loss and mischief. Tendencies are
often positive and strong, and they will assert themselves in spite of protest and restraint. And itis sad that so much power
is wasted through misapplication, that so
many failures spring out of mistakes in the
sphere that is chosen, and that so many
forces appear in collisions and smash-ups
from switching off upon the wrong track.
But this notion is often pushed to a vicious extreme. Because young men and
young women don't take strongly to any of
the forms of honorable but taxing industry, they choose to be do-nothings. They
would like an easy life. They do not care

than a house

full of millionaires

from

the

upper circles, who use their money and
their respectability as so many reasons why
they should never enter into the taxing but
fruitful toil of Christ's true servants.
With a church fall of real workers, God's
garner will never be wanting in golden

sheaves.

¢

—

cessity of eating their bread in the sweat

a warning

ears.

of bodily harm deprives

from

The prospect

men

of their sen-

ses; the certainty of spiritual calamity does
not
disturb them.
wrong somewhere.

There

is

——GENERAL OR SPECIFIC?
ens’s last

something

Charles Dick-

effort is before the public,

and, 1

The question is’being asked by not a few
witness

the conversion of sinners and the real progress of religion, in our own circle, during
the coming season?”
It is well if that inquiry is earnestly
made. Itis better if there is a purpose to
try and see that result. It is better still,
if there is a genuine Christian expectation of
such a prosperity. There are, it may be,
some pastors and some churches that do

Itis having a circulation equal to that of
any of his other works. It is very brief.
It is this: “* My faith in the people governing
is infinitesimal ; my

faith

in

the

people

governed, is illimitable.” It was given to
the public the other day, at Birmingham.
The plot is not intricate; one can see
through it easily emough. But then, one
doesn’t know that one looks in at the right
end. Itis like the responses of the ancient
oracles ;—e\ ents must decide which is the
right

interpretation.

At

present,

like

double-ended steamboats, it will go either
way with equal facility. Ifitis a specific
statement, applying where it was spoken,
then it isthe severest Lit which the English
government has received in a long time.
He has a small opinion of the persons who
rule at present. But the masses can look
up, for his faith in their ability is unbounded. Oa the other hand, taken in a general
sense, as a piece of political philosophy, it
favors an absolute monarchy, and aims a
blow straight at the United States. It would
givethe crown all authority, and reduce
the people to servitude. But what a libel
is

the condition

of

the

Although he wrote a very sensible chapter
against slavery in the United States, still
he has ever favored the political subjection
of the people, and doubtless means to endorse that very thing in this case,
——THE NEW LyCEUM EXERCISES. Boston
is not simply self-complacent, but somewhat original. She has notions both old
and new. One of the latter sort appears in
the arrangement of a series of discussions

by a champion on each of the two sides of
dom, or quietly follow a routine, or toss off the vital questions that are stirring the com-

not raise this question.

They work at ran-

the responsibility upon God's sovereignty.
They expect to keep up the forms of religion.
They arrange for two sermons on a Sunday,
two prayer-meetings during the week, besides the Sunday school, an occasional lecture, the monthly communion, and such re-

for astonishment as the expected blessing

5,
of faith,
actical results are obvious and
It is sad that this should
painfal. Trade runs to daring speculation. not beso, We may toil in
;
strong arms and small heads, es- ance. The trath is mighty,
and try to live by their wits; of God unto salvation. By
‘Women that might make good biscuit ’ tified. God's promise lies
’
-~

be so. It need
hope and assurand the power

it men are sanc.
behind

it, and

ance.

He was,

however,

alone

nominational organizations.

=

munity. The disputants follow each other
on the same evening and before the same
audience, and the personal-friends and logical partisans of the speakers do not a
little, by. their demonstrations, to intensify
the struggle and keep the general audience in a sort of mental ferment. The idea
seems to be a good one, and the men and
women, who occupy the benches ought to

be stimulated to thought, instead of merely being roused to noisy applause by some
smart saying, or prompted to repeat a sentence of hostile criticism at the end of an
hour’s inanity.
;
The first of these discussions was on Protection and Free Trade, and was carried

on

by Prof. Perry, of Williams College, and
Horace Greeley of the 7ribunc. The second
was on Woman Suffrage, and the debaters
were Rev, Messrs, Haven ard Fulton, of

Boston. The debates were spicy and able,
but did not keep clear of dogmatism, personalities, and appeals to prejudice and passion. Mr Greeley was vigorous snd confident in his plea for protection, and piled”
up
facts as military men pile up sand-bags;
Prof. Perry showed great skill in using a
few principles and trying the effect of ver-

bal thrusts and taking generalizations;

Mr.

Haven was throroughly ¢elf-reliant, dignified, shiewd, and kept h's ¢t'ong impulses

FENIAN DEMONSTRATION.

in his

views, all the other speakers favoring de-

nervous, emphatic, and eager for a noisy

political enemy, should he soon fall at his ‘sation.

.

He was narrowly watched on Fri-

post. Bat it is to be hoped that the Ten- day, at the dinner table. Will ho eat meat
nessee Legislature will not reverse a ver- on the day when the mother church prodict which it has had the grace to render, hibits all flesh? He called for steak, and
and Mr. Brownlow will fight death tre- ate it in the presence of scores, many of
mendouslyso long as it appears, in any whom were Catholics. , Then he attended
sense, as an ally of Andrew Johnson.
Plymouth church on the Sabbath, giving
occasion already to be twice reprimanded
——THE FENIAN PRISONEKS. A guilty con- by the church. He is atthe Fifth Avenue
science needs no accuser. Its victim isin Hotel, but admits very few, and those specontinual

alarm,

and starts at every unex-

pected movement.
the same

cial

England manifests much

emotions.

It

of Fenian

prisoners,

is not asserted that

and

stration in their behalf
island into

a

state

throws the whole

Efforts

have

C. E. BLAKE,

Events

of nervous excitement.

A petition was
releage,

room.

country.

THE

Week.

chargeof his duty, in an unreconstructed
state.
Chief Justice Chase immediately.

creased the police force. Then an amnesty
declares that the Supreme Court -has jurismeeting was called, and he forthwith called

out the ‘militia.

diction in the case,

He has worried himself
for

a riot;

arguments on

and

and

shall be delivered, on

Canada takes but little sleep for fear of an
invasion.
All of which indicates an unea-

that

its merits

he

will

hear

to see if Yerger

writ

of habeas

cor--

pus, to the civil authorities. In case the
writ is granted, he will legally come be-

siness that seldom attends just .dealing.
Moreover, England knows well that her
prisoners have many sympathizers. She
knows, too, that the cause of humanity has
.many more, and it is chiefly among these
that their sympathizers are found. There
is no government but is upheld in lawfully
punishing its criminals. If England were
confident that she is dealing justly with her
prisoners, would every slight agitation of

fore the bar of the local rebel

courts,

and

of course be set at liberty. An infefence
from this decision is that military authority

has no lawful power to oppose the murderous proceedings of Southern ruffians. Rebel
offenders must be tried before rebel courts,
and therefore escape
punishment. The
tendencies would bebad, as well

politically

and legally, as morally, and the result is
anxiously awaited. .
their case throw her into such a fever?
THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY.
The
unfortunate
results of the recent gold
——AvrAskA. This poor land is not yet free
from abuse. General Thomas has spent speculation are still apparent. Gen. Butthe simmer there.making observations, and terfield, the Assistant Secretary of the
is convinced that Mr. Seward made a bad Treasury, has lately been implicatedin that
He at first denied
bargain. The expense of providing fer it disgraceful proceeding.
needless officials, is enormous. The soure- the charges, but on investigation gf the
es of revenue are few and comparatively subject, has resigned. It is desired to reworthless. Too much rain and too little tain no person in public office who is not
sunshine make agriculture a failure. It above suspicion of engaging in such villainoffers not the slightest inducement for emi- ous transactions. The successor of Gen.
gration. No mines that can be profitably B. has not yet been appointed.
STEAMER BURNED,
;
worked have been discovered. Timber and
The steamer Stonewall, with a heavy
coalare plenty, but there is plenty easier
of access, a thousand miles south of the freight of passengers and hay, took fire on
of last week,
at
territory. Trading interests
remain as Wednesday evening
they did before
the purchase. The General Neely's landing, near Cairo, Ill. , and was
found very little that was encouraging in the utterly destroyed. Over 200 of the passensituation there, and concludes that the pur- gers anc crew were lost. The scene was
chase must be considered as one of Mr. terrible,and the event has scarcely a parallel
Seward's wonderful speculations, in which in the appalling record of Mississippi river
disasters.
:
no one can see profit but himself,
END OF THE COLISEUM,

New
at

York Correspondence.

The Union Evangelical Convention met
Dr. Hatton's
church,
Washington

A

This famous building

is finally disposed

of. Having grown
to the most hospitable
dimensions of any building in the country ;
having been the scene of the most in-

teresting of modern

the afternoon.

The American flag was

hoisted and loudly cheordBeGPNede of a
highly inflammatory character were made,

and resolutiens

were adopted demanding

«the release of the Fenian prisoners.

Great

military preparations had been made

by

the government, but the day’s proceedings:
free orderly.
:

THREATENED RIOT IN PARIS.
Paris nearly wert into convulsions lately
at the prospect

of a revolution.

The Re-

publican element is very strong there, and

opposition to the Emperor is openly expressed. It was proposed by these liberalists to hold a ratification meeting on the
26th ult:, and seek the dethronement of
Napoleon. The old veteran was too quick
for them, however, and published such orders to the soldiers that the affair was not
attempted. Quiet prevails at present, but
many of the French feel that they are cruclly oppressed, and a serious disturbance is
likely to ogeurat any day, unless Napoleon’
shall make additional concessions, gnd re_gpect public sentiment.

, CATALOGUES.

A

catalogue

Hampton Institution, at New

of

New

Hampton, N.

H., has been laid on our table, which

indi-

cates that there is: real vigor in the faculty
and true studyin the classes, The Board
of Instruction embraces ten teachers, most
of

them

tried and

thoroughly

approved.

There have heen 320 pupils in attendance
the past year; or, counting by terms, 568.

A good portion df these are taking the regular course of study.
MAINE STATE SEMINARY.
The beautifully executed catalogue of this Institution,

located at Lewiston, Me., reports seven

teachers, and an aggregate of 171 different

students, of whom 47 are in the Ladies
course,

74 in the Latin

the Academical.

pupils equals

course,

Ifthe literary

the mechanical

pamphlet, they certainly

and

50 in

finish of the

finish of this
exhibit some of

the finest results of painstaking culture.
Bates CorLege.
The statement respecting the financial condition, necessities
and prospects of this institution, found in
another column, is commended to special at-

that something ‘more be promptly under-

CASE.

of a military officer, while in the guiet dis-

in-

ans, was held in Londonon the 24th uls.
Fifty thousand assembled at Hyde Park in

hour may well beget anxiety and a resolve

—

YERGER

© An immense meeting, favoring the Peni.

tention. What bas been done may well awaken gratitude ; the pressing necessities of the

The facts are these:
E. M. Yerger of
Jackson, Miss., has been tried by Military
Commission, and convicted of the murder

lately sent him

and he immediately

of the
ry

amount of uneasiness in the matter.
At the
bare mention of them John Bull begins to
count his beads, and to enumerate his standfor their

to his

the least demon-

Perhaps itis not believed that they are unjustly retained, but then there is a large

ing army.

friends,

been made to get him to speak in some
church in the city, and we are not without
hope ot Mearing him before he leaves the

she therefore has a guilty conscience. But
she bas the next worse thing ;—a regiment

as usual, the public is deeply interested.’ into weariness, waiting

other writings, and its meaning is plain.

i

minders of human frailty as the funeral services may bring.
Beyond this there is no definite programme,
no eager outlook for resmlts, no con80 much where it is lived, provided there is
fident waiting for the salvation of God. A
no tax to be laid upon brain or muscle.
They have a spite against effort,—a consti- sinner asking the way to Christ would take
them by surprise ; the solemn sense of God's
tutional aversion to work.
They have no
presence
that makes the Sanday school room
bent toward the farm, or dairy, or shop, or
a place for hushed steps and silent tears,
kitchen. They have an affinity for lazi.
would excite strange and anxious inquiry;
ness.
They appreciate being provided
and the bursting of a soul, long héld in un“for ;—they hate providing for themselves.
belief and darkness, out into joyful trust
They take to spending money as naturally and enthusiast love, would raise the quesic
a8 a duck takes to the water, or a young
tion .of sanity. Though these are the very
_ partridge to the woods, but they are re- things
are exalted in every sermon,
~ pelled by the idea of earning, as a rabid asked inthat
every prayer, and professedly un. brute by the sight of water. They see the derlie the whole religi
organism, yet
glory of life in being relieved from the ne- their appearance is quite ous
as often the signal

of the face.

heaven falls on leaden

on his philosophy

pastors and churches,—¢* Shall we

to

come. But behold the results of this man's
predictions! A voice from Germany is

United States, after so. many years of selfgovernment. Compare it with Mr, Dickens's

According to Your Faith.
5

Multitudes express no fears of the wrath

heard by balf a continent;

“Count that day lost, whose low descending sun
Yiews from his hand no worthy action done,”

denly out of heaven like a flash of lightning out of a clouded sky, by some strange
on the part of our friends, charity and ac- inward experience as inexplicable as a
tive co-operation. If these are secured, dream, or by some single spasm of desire
begotten by the terrible pressure of the |
success will not be doubtful.
Forward the
sense of sin. Fighting the good fight of faith
subscriptions.
to the very end,—always abounding in the
| work ofthe Lord,—this is what assures us
of standing at length faultless in the MasA Genius for Work.
ter’s presence with exceeding joy.
ly
And it is only by means of such toil that
There is much said about consulting the pastors and churches can hope to carry forthey are set to
natural bent of young minds, with a view ward the great cause which
of educating them wisely. Special train- serve. Such a genius for work in the puling is earnestly -insisted on. The regular pit is far better than a captivating oratory
college curriculum is objected to as the uni- that coruscates like the Aurora; and such a
form rule. “Find out what a young man’s devotion to Christian service in the pews is
something worth a thousand times more
tastes .are, and then train him in accordpoet, it is said, should not be kept beating
his brain against cgnic sections. A natural inventor should not be chained in the
treadmill of the classics. A man who carries with him great schemes of business like
‘Yanderbilt,or who is daily forced to wrestle
with a scientific idea like Morse and Ericsson, has no business in a counting-room,
and had better keep out of the pulpit.
Phrenologists claim an ability to determine
the decisive bent of young minds by manipulating the skull, and they gravely announce the purpose of Providence in fashioning the spirits which are constantly
despatched to this work-day world.

and his tendency to verbal, vehemence under thorough. control; Mr. Falton was

verdict in his favor from the audience, beThe different speakers gave the impresof grace have this honor.
The stated fore they had time to get cool, and so ad- sion that our creeds were not as essential
preaching, the daily prayer, the appointed dressed their feelings rather than their un- as our plans. Converts should be admit:
Sunday school -lesson, the word by the way derstanding, and bad his reward in the ted to the church of their choice without
that can be spoken td-day,—these are the noisy appladse that sprang from mére sur- being required to subscribe to the articles
meaps that God has chosen to use and to. face sympathy. These discussions will create of faith. Sectarianism had no friends here,
bless for the triumph of his gospel.
a sensation, draw an audience, yield some and proselytism found no quarter. SendIt is needful to believe this - heartily, in revenue, minister to the craving for ex- ing two or more of different creeds, where
order that the work be done. It is not that citement, and perhaps, in the long run, but one was needed, was a waste of talent,
som e noted revivalist is needed,-that the dis- stir up minds to-broader and more whole- strength and men ; and to multiply churches
sensions and inconsistencies are all disposed somé thought, and beget charity for diverse unnecessarily in small communities, is burof, and the machinery got into a certain style opinions ; but most “of the attendants will densome and unwise.
Notwithstanding the unity. manifest in
of movement.
TLis is not indispensable; probablygo away more strongly wedded
this
convention, there is evidently too much
nay, it is not always desirable. We need tothe views for which they go to seek a
friction in the movement of our church. mato learn daily to look to God and lean on justification.
chinery. This statement was regarded as
his promise, and then enter into the work
as those who have a plan, who maintain a ——ALLOWED TO RETIRE. The Legisla- holding a fact, and suggested the idea of
has decided to send Mr. some definite plan for future operation,
purpose, who never forget the relations of ture of Tennessee
Cooper
to
the
U.
S.
Senate, and indicated avoiding the friction.
A committee of
means to ends, who cannot restin the effort
merely, and who carry-iton in the confident its willingness that Andrew Johnson seek! nine was appointed to prepare and report
look for fruit and victory. With such a a solace for his serious mental disquiet in sucha plan to a convention which they are
spirit, effort will have anéw meaning and a a private sphere and in silence. The coun- expected to call a year hence. The action
victorious force, the Lord will crown the try owes: much to the men whose votes of this committee, it is believed, will bring
barred the passionate and guarrelsome Ex- to us some practical results, as fruits of.
faith for which he calls, ard the reaper
President out of the Capitol, and bade him this convention.
It is composed of the
shall tread on the heels of the sower.
:
spend his fury and vociferate for repudia- ablest men in nine of the prominent
deLet all our pastors and churches enter into labor at once, in this spirit and wich this tion within the borders of his own state. nominations represented in the convention,
That fury is sure to vent itself in noisy ha- and there is reason to hope that they will
faith, and we are confident that the salvarangues, which are annoying enough, even be able to find some common ground on
tion of the Lord will not tarry.
when their real influence is represented by which all evangelical organizations can
a cipher. But we are grateful that le is not arrange themselves, like the tribes in the
" Current Topics.
to carry his belligerency. and his personal wilderness, around the tabernacle ;—all’
rly
ee
—TnE DIFFERENCE.
South America is malice into the Senate Chamber for public ex- having one leader, one pillar of cloud and
frightened. The inhabitantsare in confu- hibition. Mr. Cooper, his successful rival, fire, yet each having its appointed position
sion from the isthmus to the cape. They is said to be both a statesman and a gentle- in the encampment and in the march, and
present a spectacle very much like a May- man, and the Senate has great need of each- its reward when its destination is
moving in New York City. Families are such men. Senator Brownlow’s health is reached. If such a result should be realleaving theirhomes; merchants are mov- such that death may claim him almost ized, the convention will not be soon for:
ing their wares; operatives are forsaking any day, and Mr. Johnson is said to be gotten.
Father Hyacinthe is creating quite a sentheir labors; mechanics are deserting their still intent on securing the seat of his old

shops; and there is a general rusk for all the
supposed places of security. Germany is to
A tireless worker is likely to exhibit the blame forall this. Or rather one of her
best fruits that are set down to the credit of | citizens is; and that amounts to much the
genius. The grandest successes recorded same thing, for it is the custom now-a-days
‘by the pen of history are those which em- to charge the whole body with the faults
body the highest forms of labor. Elihu of each mémber.
The citizen's name is
Burritt used to insist that his knowledge of Falb. He is an astronomer, and he lately
language was no greater than that of most prophesied that earthquakes and other dire
men would be if they were to work at the calamities were about to visit that country.
problems
- of philology. with his intensity. The
impressible
inhabitants
forthwith
He will have it that his taxing industry is became alarmed, and are having a panic.
the very pith of his-genius; aid he-is not Is the world - becoming better, or are we
wide of the truth. Give us the spirit of more credulous? (A long time ago, a solearnest work; let men and women scorn
emn warning to flee from a destructive
indolence and be ashamed to eat unearned flood was heeded by only eight persons.

the fullness of that love. These are they
on whom we depend, and we believe we do
not trust them without good reason. The
responses of the next two months will tell
us whether that confidence is misplaced.

anee

goes with its faithful proclamation. Itis
not meant to return void. The very means
used are those which God has appointed for
the salvation of m¢n. The regular agencies

taken ; the opportunities presented for future
hope and achievement may well render its
generous helpers both earnest and confident. God grant ita sacred and sublime
success.
We call attention to the advertisement of
¢ The Christian at Work” in another col-

umn.

It is an excellent paper, ably edited,

as the

name

of

the

Editor-in-chief abun-

dantly testifies,

Denominational News and Notes,
Urgent

Appeal.—Once More.

By a little oversight of some one, my
name was not appended to the appeal in
last week's Star, for funds for the

Foreign

Mission. Inow wish to say that all that
was stated in that article, and also in the
appeal from the Corresponding Secretary of
the week previous, is'true. We must have
help promptly or our mission will be seriously embarrassed. We have made our appeal to the ministry

and

churches,

and on

them the responsibility now rests.
D. Loraropr,
One of the Ex. Com.
Dover, Oct. 29, 1869.
:

A Proposition.
——

IN AID OF THE FOREIGN MISSION.
The following has come in answer to the
urgent appeal published ia the Star of Oct.
20, for aid to the Foreign Mission Society in
the present emergency.

A brother proposes to be one of twenty to

pay $2,000 into the Foreign Mission treas-

ury, on or before the 15th of November.
Are there nineteen others who will give $100
each, and relieve the Society from its present

embarrassment ? Who will respond? Let
the responses be prompt and quick.
C. O. LieBy, Treasurer,
Dover, Oct. 25, 1869.
a

Bates College.
NE

t, 11 21d before8 our friends at

reques
thehyanniversaries

at L

entertainments;
hav- of the college; and I nowNay

€. 1.

the condition

its con tition

ing been on several occasions most ruth- before the readers of the
Star. 1 propose
Oct. 20. The Convention was composed lessly dealt with by winds and storms with- to do it in few words, and to make the
of men whose names have been household out losing its identity; having contributed whole subject understood.
4
words for a generation—Bacon, DeWitt, in no small degree to the success of divers
r. Bates’s second subscription is dated
Matthews,
Crosby, Waterbury,
Graham, pedestrian and other muscular contests, July
11, 1868. Hepledges $75,000 when
Newton, Beecher, Harris, Bishop Mell- and in various ways acquired quite an en- $25,000 are subscribed by good responsible
vaine, and others, younger in years, but viable reputation, it jwas at last basely persons,”
$50,000 of the same *‘ for the
strong men, richly endued with the gift for swindled into a lottery enterprise, and by purpose of completing present buildings and
a mere similarity of humbers, becameé the erecting new ones,” and $25,000 for the
which the apostles tarried at Jerusalem.
The lucky
The session on the 20th was given en- property of one Mr. Merguire.
general endowment fund.
5
tirely to devotional exercises. The scrip- ticket cost the trifling sum of eighteen
In
completing
the
separation
of
the semture lesson was the 17th chapter of John. cents, and the lucky Merguire has been of- inary from the college, $25,000 were borfered
$15,000
for
the
property.
It will
Christian work in co-operative unity was
rowed from the college treasury; and Mr,
the subject of earnest prayer. The first probably go to mend dilapidated buildin gs. Bates expects, and justly so, that this
PRIVATEERS.
person called upon for remarks was an 1)
amount shall, in good faith, and in accordAnother Caban privateer was captured
Episcopal clergyman. , He was not preance with the terms of separation, be repared for organic unity, but he cleared on the 16th ult. by a British gunboat. She placed. Infact, then, $50,000 are required
away the bars from the pulpit and table. was_subsequently released, however, on in order to meet the condition of Mt. Bates's
‘He was ready to acknowledge every min- the ruling of the Attorney General at Nas- subscription. It has been expected, howister! as a minister, and admit all lovers of sau, that she had been illegally captured.
ever, that Lyman Nichols, Esq., of Boston,
Jesus to the communion. The theme of She then proceeded og her way, and land- after whom Nicnovrs HALL is named, would
the Convention was Variety in Unity, illus- ed a thousand recruits for the Cuban ser- meet one half of this amount. But Mr.
trated by the variety of nature. While vice. It is thought that the officers of the Nichols, with whom I have recently conferGod's order is in unity, we see things in Cuba will be released.
red, gives no encouragement that he will
endless variety.” Organic Christian unity |
RELIGIOUS LIBERTY IN CUBA,
aid us for at least a year to come, He still
would reproduce, Babel, while denominalA decree from Spain establishes religious says he will remember the institution, but,
tional variety is God’s plan for reaching all
So, in this direction,
liberty in Cuba.
The document is liberal he can set no time.
classes. One speaker, a clergyman from
we must continue patient and waiting. in
its
terms,
and
provides
that
religious
the United Presbyterians, took exception to
opinions shall not alone prevent a person
Itis already known, that, notwithstanding
this theory. He was ready for a union of from holding
office under the Government. we have not met the conditions of Mr.
all denominations in a working body, mak- A Protestant church
will now be formed in Bates's subscription, yet he most generousing a common faith of those things concern- the city.
The decree is received with gen- ly proposes to expend at once the
$50,000
ing which we agree, and forgetting the bal- eral satisfaction,
:
°
named in his pledge, in putting the grounds
Square, in this city, at three o'clock, P. M.,

fod

a

i

attempt to get on by mais of fascination,
‘The professions are packed with imbeciles.

and in erecting the left wiry. I think the
whole work will be finished by November,

church,

Forks

will welcome themto Sony

Vi, Also, Oct. 25, Mr. E.W.
WhLLINGTON Q. M.—Held its October ses- | Turner
both yf Hinesburg,
and ise SN Parington, both’of Lincoln,

‘sion with the church in Cornville. An excel

lent season was enjoyed . “The churches all reTn
ported steadfastness, and some. of them pros- |: Tam
erity.
We were favored with the labors of

|and a large and appreciating congregation { Bros. Sivageof the Anson, Bowden
of the
canbe gathered at short notice, to listen to Waterville, and Andrews of the Farmington
The
preaching
was
earnest,
warm,
and
But the most pressing want of the college
1Q. M's.
Stanton,

Profs.

and Stanley,—are

Hayes,

now performing the work of instruction,
Prof. Angell being in Europe. Prof. Hayes
is just up from n fever, and I have taken
chargeof two of his classes during his sick-

LT

baptized

and joined

the

Dec. S1at 1869,

ment, the 29th of

June next.

Central Institute wiil close Nov. 10. There
will be prize declamations on the evening
of the closing day.
A. L. G.

In this way, we

and Churches,

In other words, we

shall be able to open the college

jacent towns were

lish Literature. Our buildings and grounds
will be in good order; we shall be free
from debt; and the work of founding a college can well be said to have been fairly begun.
)

: od

What is the work, then, to be done, in or-

>

&

dedicated with the usual services, on Thursday
evening,
Oct. 28.
A crowded
audience was
present to express the interest which the occasion elicited.
Several of our ministers from ad-

in the fall

of 1870, with a Faculty of six men,—Profs.
Stanton, Hayes, Stanley, Angell, and a new
Protessor,— Professor of Rhetorie and Eng$

foundly gratefulto God, that, since the close

ural taste, is 83 by 60 feet in dimensions, has am-

a

yenience and beauty.

to

stand

$21,725,

and

question to pastors, churches, and Sunday
schools,

to

men,

women,

and

children:

Will you raise this amount? Will
pray for the college, and will you
prayers, and money, as the sacrifice
God will accept in this emergency ?

afterwards
«be published

in the

Star; butl will give it again.
lows:

Fifty Thousand Dollars Subscription.
a

WHEREAS,

It

——

186
TWENTY-FIVE

requires

THOUSAND DOLLARS to complete the separation of the Seminary Department from
Bates College, and make the

pendent ; —

College

:

ANxp WHEREAS, Benj. E. Bates, Esq., of
Boston, Mass., on the eleventh day of July,

1868, made a new subscription to the ColNC lege, in the sum of Seventy-Five Thousand
Dollars, on condition that the friends

of the

College would raise the sum of Twenty-Five
Thousand

Dollars ;—

the

Treasurer

of

Bates

College,

Dollars, and interest annually.

WITNESS,

they propose to domate, and forward the
same to my address, Lewiston, Maine. Or
sending money, they may send it to the
same address.
Brethren of the ministry
and laity, please take the cause of the college to your hearts and into your closets as
you do the Missionary cause, and then I
well know what your answer will be. I
wait anxiously for that response.
0.B. CueNey, Agent of Bates College.

with

the Kirst Belmont

Revivals, &o.

house.

the

held, always™ filling

Whereas, the

Their congregation has numbered from 100
to 150. But deeming it my duty to pursue
the Theological course at Bangor, there
also being F. B. churches destitute of pastors and preaching within a few miles of

the Seminary, left the church

which

is now

at Canton,

I

of preaching.

destitute

pray that the Lord of the harvest may
gend them a man of God who will care for
the flock and break ung them the bread
life.

For

further

inquiry,

address:

of

Wm.

W. C. HuLse.

Berry, Canton, Me.
Oct. 25, 1869.

I had the pleasure
with the church at

Stony Forks, Tioga County, Pa., beginning

‘the 16th ult. Meetings were continued
about one week, and truly the Lord was
with ue.

and

Quite a number

reclaimed.

The

ed.

were

season

converted

was

oneof

deep spiritual interest to the church. Saturday, Oct. 9th, Ihad the happy privi-

produces these effects, and

and

“

Subscribers,

Three

‘

Subscribers

“

ji

Bix

“

one

Old,

4

and

one

Old, i

36

and

one

Old, %

“

2

Bl

12,00

:

Annum, in Advance.

Send by Check, Draft, Post-Office Order

i

JR. & €0,,
SIDNEY E. 37MORSE.
Park Row, New York.

C.

ALLEN

THE

e t-onble cf wriling.
11do to commence
's Literary Companion—
rublished—ail
t, profitable
&

0.

LAPHAM

a

809 &
teow

Principal.

"TROY Q. M. will hold its next session with the
Granville church, commencing Dee, 2, at 2 o’clock,
P.M.
J. P. BURMAN, Locating Committee.

to

$200

ufacturing

Selling

Received.

Instructions
REA BRAD4144

:

FREE !!

Entliely

«"“'R ‘Carpenter, Fleetville, Luz Co.m,Pa RI

Original

Mission,

A Coon, Russia,
N'Y
?
‘Stranger ” Granger, N. H,
5,00
8 Boardman, Kendalls Mills, Me
Rev G P Blanchard, to redeem the pledge made at
Lowell for Roger Williams ch. Providence, R I 100,00
109,50
Treasurer.

the November

will

Beautiful premiums for clubs,
Back nuinbers can always be

L. SEWELL

HOLIDAY

&

CO., PUBLISHERS.
CHICAGO, ILL.
FOR

JOURNAL

1870.

NONTAINING a Fairy Sosy. for Christmas, Plays,
C Puzz'es and Wonders, 16 large pages, illustrated.
gent FBEE on receipt of 2 cent Stamp for postage.
ADAMS & CO., 25 Bromfield Stree*, Boston, Mags.
4144

Alof

Park, Mass.,

also,

and

Mr.

Mattie

George

F.

hi

300

Tripp of

Oct. 20, by Rev, N. Brooks, Mr. Bradley B. Aldrich
all of Manchester,
In Monmouth, Me., Oct, 2¢, by Rev. C. Bean, Mr,

®arl BE, Judson and Sarah J. Flood,

In Charlestown, Mags, Oct.13, by Rev. Addison
Parker, Mr. Benjamin ¥. Badger, Jr., andC. Alice Ma-

William Howard, all of
ria, daughter of
In East Orange, Vt., Oct. 6, by Rev. 8. W. Cowell,
Mr. Jacob Currier of Orange, and Mrs, Catharine
Taplin of Topsham, Vt.

In Wheelock, Vi, Oct. 16, by Rev. F. L. Wiley, Mr.
Loren J. Hall and Miss Rosa E. Mooney both of

signature

the

AT

WORK

SINCE DR. TOBIAS FIRST intro-

its Sooth-

and Vomiting,

Every

used
on

From Jay Cooke.
PHILADELPHIA, April J; 1869.
H.W. ABAMS: Send me ure hundred copies of
Christian ut Work, and three hundred copies of Good
Words, best paper, for one year, beginning with first
number of Good Words, send bid and 1 will remit.
Truly Yours,
JAY COOKE.
From

PROFESSOR MORSE, Inventor of
the Electric Telegraph.
PUBLISHER CHRISTIAN AT WORK—SIR:
Please

send me en copies for ope

per, T'he Christian

your

outside

JOHN

WHITTIER.

G.

the author :—
«I have examined

the

Ballads, and I find

thatin

ons to COBBLER KEEZAR'S
In the illus
desired.
RIV ERIOU TI, MY PrLAYVisioN, THE Wao
MATE, and THE COUNTESS, especially, 1 recognize
the scenery familiar from boyhood, ang/which I have
the reader of
endeavored to associate in the mind
ncidents ot lomy
Ballads with the character an
. WHITTIER,”
cal traditions.
“JOHN

pesfirty;

American

THE

OF

STORY

COLUMBUS.

THE BRAVE.

PUTNAM

By
With

Worse than a IBed of Thorns are the mishave
To escape them, men
ories of indigestion.
Yet they are banished summa
committed suicide.
rily, and the vigor of the stomach permanently restored by the occasional use of TAREANT'S EFFER-

VESCENT

digestive,

SELTZER APERIENT.
secretive

and

Its effect upon

please find

Inclosed

ER:

excretive

organs

18

most

§ CO., BOSTON.

I

WORK—DRAR

BRUTH-

list of fifty names for the

:
Christian at Work.
As 1 am in the post office, I have a good opporia.
have
nity to present the claims of the paper.
thirteen publications which come to my address, this
and I place it at the head of
being the fourteenth,
the list. May God bless @nd prosper the work, Your

L. W. MILLS,

brother in Christ.

SPECIMEN COPIES.
of THE

A Copy

WORK

AT

CHRISTIAN

mailed three months, for examination, on receiptof
fifteen cents.
Three different numbers of GOOD WORDS (our
illustrated paper, ordered as above by Jay Cooke,
Esq.) mailed. for examination, on receipt of five cents.
Address

A.W. ADAMS,
735

|

a

Broadway,

pegetable and harmless.

New

Co

a
Smates

Address

his recent western toup
From MF. A. GREEN Esq.

hundreds

"

ersey City, N. J.

%

TEST

aan
be genuine, ang
Of

Nervine

imonials, refers

jurious effects of

ences, eté., SENT FR

ing”

York.

It p

the bloodNnvigorates the s Stem, Possélscs great
power, 1s unequaled as a Tonic,
antl strengNgening
and Appetizd,
enables the stomach to
food, makes
sibe

LINCOLN.

1t4t

Postma h

ay €

of testimd

of T. R. Abbott & Co., au
and
the firm to be prompt

Nliabl

[ Trademark x Copyrighted.)

the

salutary. It renovates and regulates them, and is
not only salubrious but agreeable and reireshing.
DRUGGISTS.
SOLD BY ALL
2043
:

OSGOOD

FIELDS,

DEAR

POST OFFICE WHEATON, ILL.

Illus-

With Illustrations by S.
BAYARD TAYLOR.
BY
EYTINGE, JR.
are lllustrated with Colored Pictures, and
They
60
Price,
Covers.
Paper
in Illuminated
bound
cents each,
/
be
will
or
ga They can be procured of Booksellers,
gent postpaid on receipt of price, by the Publishers,

AND

The Christianat Work,

CHRISTIAN AT

PUBLISHER

By R. H. Stop. |

OF ABRAHAM

BALLAD

of Ohio.

WORK—REV.

HEAD OF THE LIST.

J. T.

With Illustrations by FREDERICKS.

AT

laboring 10 bring the lost to Christ; He blessing—and
constautly saying, Go out—call-bring—pray —1 ever
live to rescue and save. May God bless the paper,
jt ever wise and prudent, earnest and lovand keep
ing—Catholic and P1ote stant—devoted to the one end
of saving einngis,
2
Yours, very truly,
CHARLESP. WILVAINE.

in American his-

TROWBRIDGE (Father Brigathopes).
trations by FREDERICKS,

"SAMUEL ¥. B, MORSE.

SIR: I received this week

pishing American children books ofa higher order
than most of the « urrent juvenile literature.

a perpetual attracsion for
and girls. They are as follows :

God prosper

bad not seen the paper before.
It seems'to me just
what is needed ; Christian~—and at work; Christ and
his sslvation; sinners sought and found; Christians

Children.

have

and may

From BISHOP M'ILVAINE,

Series has been prepared with a view to, fur-

or legend, and

©

EDITOR CHRISTIAN

THE UNCLE SAM SERIES.
For

year of your excellent pa-

at Werk,

enterprise.

Respectfully, your obedient servant.

it once wil

the

the Druggirts and Storekeepers
De
the United States, Price, 50 cents. t44
Place, New York.
by

Sold

-

CHILDREN, ete.,

From Hundreds of Kind Letters and Testimonials we give the Following:

bottle
of the genuine
y

of ‘‘S.I.Tobius”

NEGLECTED

ENGRAVINGS,

truthfulness of illustration, and in beauty and deli
cacy of execution, the pictures are all that could be

This

CHRISTIAN

IN HIMSELF.
IN THE FAMILY.
IN THE CHURCH.
IN THE SABBATH SCHOOL.
IN THE YOUNG MEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION.
AMONG THE MASSES.
IN GENERAL WELL DOING.
OUTCAST AND FALLEN,
ete.

This is one of the most exquisite holiday volumes
ever issued in this country. The publishers have
much pleasure in presenting the following note from

THE

ELIAS

MWORLD

HOWE.

RENOWNED

are
8a Those Machines
Sewing
Fam:
of
ty
varie
every
to
adapted
M AG H | N ES + lily Sewing and Manufacturing

there.”

if

THE

Send for a Circular.
387 Park Row, N.Y.

person after having

Any

4, THE

Epsom, and Miss Betsey 1B. Sanborn os Candia,

and Miss Augusta’ E. Hutchinson

DEPARTMENTS.

Dr.

¥. At-

In Bath, Me., Oct 5, by Rev. M. Brooks, Mr, Hen
Fu
rv 8. Tacker of Boston, Muyss., and Miss Nellie
Winslow of Bath,

Pa.

LIFE.

Book.

be without it.

DARD.

A
;
Mr, Oliver P. Blais

Mra.

merica,

Uniform withthe Illustrated
With60 Illustrations.
“Snow
Bound.”
Richly
Lound in cloth, $5,00.
Turkey morocco, $9,00,

3.

Joy, COE & 0of, Publishers Agence, Tribune
Mr.
| LYRICNYE v0 60 19 by Rev. W. L.bothNoyes,
And it seemed to be a general feeling
of West | Buildings, New York, Brown’s Iron Building, Phila
Gray and Miss Kita W. Newell,
"5
|,
the
had
with
thut
sessions
united
best
One
the
of
one
four.
was
g
this
hat
baptizin
of
lege
delphm, are authorized to eontrsct for advertising
een enjoyed for years, The next session 13 to Burke.
In Starksboro, Vt, Oct. 18, by Rev. R. M. Minard,
church, and other additions are looked for. be held with the Clymer and Harmony church,
, | in this paper.
Balsner
A.
Mary
Miss
and
Morrill
G.
Emmons
Mr.
A, LOSER, Olerk.
A few others are expected to go forward in Dee. 17, 1869.
on

has

2.

K.
C.

Heath, both of C.
In Hampton, Oct. 2d. by Rev. L. L. Harmon, Mr.
Orlando L. Blake and Miss Melinda J. Blake, both of
H.
In Ossipee, Aug. 22, by Rev. D. 1. Quint, Mr. Bion
E. Harmon of Freedom, and Miss Mary I. Stanley of

wood of Manchester,

Wn. Johnson were with us

& SONS,

all American boys
By STEDMAN.
1. RIP VAN WINKLE’S NAP.
With Illustrations by 8. EYTINGK, JR.

{V]

Lovell, Me:
In Candia, by Rev. A. €averno,

PEACE.”

Address

The subjects are persons famous

Married

dell of Hyde

never

tory

.

to

OF

BALLADS OF NEW ENGLAND.

Concord, N. H,

In this city, Oct 14, by Rev. J. Malvern, Mr.
vah Champion and Miss Sophronia Wiggin, both
Dover.
In Concord, on the 19th instant., by Rev. A.
Moulton, Mr. Wm. J. Fernald and Mies Maria

CIRCULATION.

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL GIFT BOOK,

Address

ALFRED
12t44

articie.

BY

any one who

each: 10
each; 60
40 cents
;

The circulation of THE CHRISTIAN AT WORK exSouls ER of any other large Religious Journal in

of the rare virtues of this valuable

speaking

ceived

and First Class.

12 ces ts; or free to

try to raise a club.
Subscribe NOW.

| sént.

Single Copy, 75 cents; 5 Copies, 70 cents
Copies, 60 cents eaen; 25 ¢ opies, 50 cents
Copies, 45 cents each; 100 Copies, or more,
each per year.

HOUR

St., Philadelphia,

Sick Hesdache

pot, 16 Park

last of November, will receive

Single number,

EXPRESS.

D Lothrop & Co. Boston, Mass
T N Huntington, Bath, Me
Daniels Bro’s. Waterbury Center, Vt
Charles A Whittemore. Brunswick, Me
J H Davis, Piitsfield, Me
)

'TERMS—Payable in Advance.

the United
the “Venitian Liniment” in
duced
States, and never in a single instance has his medi
cine failed to do all, if not more than is stated in
As an externai remedy in cases of
his pamphlet.
Chronic Rheumatism, Headache, Toothache, Bruises,
Burns, Cuts, Sores, Swellings, Sprains, Stings of mn-

throughout

and December Nos. of 1869 FREE |
Tag LITTLE CORPORAL has a larger circulation than
any other Juvenile Magazine in the world, and is better worth the price than any other magazine published.
Because of its immense circulation, we are enabled
to furnish it atthe low price of ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.

i

Subscription

wrapper.

Al new subscribers for THE LITTLE CORPORAL for
the new year, whose names and money are sent in before the

D. D., Baptist.

Denominations.

ing and Penetrating qualities are fel as poON as taken. The oath with which each botule is accompanied
will show that there is nothing injurious in 1ts comThousands of certitirates have been reposition.

CORPORAL.

LITTLE

BY MAIL.
H 8 Huntley, Lotta alleys CattCo. NY
Vt
Ea Orange,
g
Rev L D Howe, Cattaraugus, N Y

Methodist.

The last named Department includes Work for the

Dysentery,

THE

8 M Cowell,

TAYLOR,

D&P., Congregational.

and

Taken inderful curative powers are miraculous.
ternally for the cure of Cholera, Colic, Diarrhea,

in America.

“Wrsmith—N K sSargent—Mary E B Tourtellott—Mrs
B Way—J C Ward—Mrs A Webster—Mrs D M Woods—
D B Winkley—8 § Wiggin—L B Young (2)

Books Forwarded.

Rev. H. G. WESTON,

sects and Pains in Limbs, Back and Chest, its won

The most Popular Juvenile. "Magazine

—H Perry—J E Root—Esther Ridley—A M Richard
A A Smith—M Nearl—R W Stearns—A E _Stone—dJ Suope

Chestnut

TIS NOW 22 YEARS

TWO MONTHS

FREE!

LANSING

Rev. T. W. CHAMBERS, D. D., Dutch Reformed.
Rev. G. C. HOLLS, Lutheran.
Rev. A. C. ROE, Representing other Evangelical

“Who Would Suffer?”

Moulding and

Rubber

Weather Strips for Doors and Windows.
and Price List of Materials furnished.
STKLET, Boston, Mass.

J Atwater—J J Allen—F P Auger—E W Bascom—Mrs
M T Brewer—B B Bradbury—L Chase—L C Chase—C W
Covell—Alice Camp—A L Chamberlin—R Co~ley—Mrs
J L Cole—G B Clough—J Dann—W Dennett—0O G Douglas—dJ Dewitt—W F Daniell—P 8 Doolittle—W 8 Emery
—D 8 Frost—L Gifford—D
Green—-S B Given—N B
Gregory—G W Gould—G H Hubbard—A Hill—Clarinda
Johnson—S8 Kimball—Mrs Mary Lord—T C Loud—O Lee
—R McFarlin—W W Moses—A Moses—R M Minard—,
J Norton—G P Pillsbury-—J L Phenix Jr—W F Pinkha

Rev. GEORGE

4t44

made by
PER MONTH
any man in any townMan-

$30

and

811

1,005 Agents Wanted.
N. TIBBALS & SON,

Lg

Poss Office Addresses.
Rev. C. C. Foster, No Tunbridge, Vt.
*
M.A. Quimby, Epsom, N. H.

ANGEL

PICTORIAL
A

weeks. Send for a private circular, containing terms,
premiums, &c. Address
+ W. J.” HOLLAND, Springfield, Mass.,
Chicago,
Ill
i
2t44

Clerk.

COMMITTEE.

Rev. W. I. BUDINGTON,

PREMIUMS.

T. S. ARTHUR

for the Cheapest and
AGENTS
— D,
ANTE
Best selling ENGRAVINGS offerel the public.
Oae of my Eograving Agents reports a profit of $132
for two weeks’ canvassing; one Mady $225 for one
month; one young lady, with but little experiente,
hss sold over $500 worth of goods in the last six

the memory of the late Rev. H. S. Sleeper, with relig-

YORK.

ADVANCE,

List ana Specimen Number.

commence on Monday

G. H. RICKER,
T Nov. 22, 1869. North Scituate, R I., Oct. 26, 1869.

NEW

:

EDITORIAL

Tool-Chests, Books, D lls, Sewing Machines, Silver
Ware, Organs, &C., &, are offered by the publishers
as premiums for subscribers.
A@~Send for Premium

INSTITUTE.

HE WINTER TERM will

IN

“BED-TIME,” or “THE

3

g, C.
LEWIS, Sec’y of Trustees.
3tds
New Hampton, N. H., octils, 186%.

Printing

OF

Rev. JOSEPH T. DURYEA, D. D., Presbyterian,
Rev. STEPHEN H. TYNG,
Jr., Episcopal.

1 Copy,
.
.
.
woilite
tie
.
.
$1.25
5 Copies,
«
.
.
.
.
«
.
oD
10 Copies, and one to getter up of club, .
10,00
Every one sending a club of five or more subseribers, to THE CHILDREN’S HOUR, will receive as a preminum a copy of one of our splendid + teel engravings,

aA

INSTITUTION.

HAMPTON

NEW

INTER TERM begins Friday, Nov. 19.
Board from $2,5" to $3,50 per week.
Tuition from $4,50 to $6,00 per term.
Apply early to the Principal.

INTERESTS

$ Office Editors.

H. W. ADAMS,

”

CHILDREN’S

TERMS,

INSTITUTE.

TERM of this Institution will
HE WINTER
For parT oven Nov. 25, and continue ten weeks.
ticulars, address
GFrORGE B. FILES, A. B., Principal.
Pittsfleld, Oct. 28, 1269.

AY

THE

Rev. A. C. ROE,

to bear fruit in aiter years.

CENTRAL

more

Rev. STEPEEN H. TYNG, Jr., Editor.
Rev. J. B. WATERBURY, D. D., Asso. Ed.

with delight and profit. It speaks, through simple
form of language, the highest truths, and while the
little ones are fascinated by its sweet stories, these
heavenly truths drop like good seeds into their minds

3m4d

MAINE

100

read

To such gs are not

I.

TO

735 BROADWAY,

THE CHILDREN’S HOUR

as much gs men.
address, and testthe

Holidays!

Aggressive Christianity,

is pronounced by the gecular and religious press, by
fathers and mothers sll over the land, by ministers of
all denominations, the purest and best magazine for
shiliren in the world.
YOUNG AND OLD everywhere

g their whole time

for

children

and will make it for 1870 the moet attractive
charming children’s magazioe in the country.

—Wearcenow prepared tofursment at home, the whole of
Business new, lightand
cary. foom Sue. to $1 per

%

Send for Circulars. |

THE CHILDREN’S HOUR,

AEREREERREEER

sntfree by
Vvork,addiess

H.D. FOWLE, Chem-

gifted authors, write regularly fur

;

tered Letter.

Committee,

CURTIS,

Something

DEVOTED

Alice Cary, Virginia F. Townsend, Phebe Cary’
Mrs. M. O. Johoson, T. S. Arthur, and many other

or Regis

AGENTS!

(CHRISTIAN
AT WORK.
A LARGE MONTHLY(JOURNAL,

«THE CHILDREN’S HOUR.”

per

$3,50

Terms,

agents

extra discount for
144

“THE

is the most beautifully illustrated magazine published.
For 1870, it will exceed in interest and beaun.y, all
previous years.
.
In THE CHILDREN’S HOUR for January will be published four original illugtrations, on tin'ed paper, by
Bensell, and engraved by Lauderbach,of Longtellow’s
exquisite poem,

ns
f

“

Sample Copies Free.

Conference will be deferred from
o’cloek in the evening of Taesday,
to see a full delegation in the eventhe.e will be A mouument raised to

SILAS

family wants!

THE CHILDREN’S HOUR

17,50

7,00

;

General
© Abid

Agents wanted at once! Quick sales! Large profits |
A young lady makes $22.40 in one-half day! Others
can do it. I'offer the largest premiums ever offered.
Send for my private ciicular. W. J. HOLLAND,
Springfield, Mass., or Chicago, Ill.
2044 Ps

THE CHILDREN'S HOUR.

5,00

“

And to any larger nnmber at the same rate.

Dover, Oct. 29, 1869,
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OW I have it! Something new! Attractive! Valnable! Just what Agents want! What every

in the world.”—
The Sunday School Times,

and one.Old,
for $550

Two

Solu every where.

«Take it all in all, it is the best magazine for

One’ New. Subscriber

Four
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ESTABLISHMENT.

Home

is; Boston.

&

AGENTS! AGENTS!

Incase of failure, I request

No failure for over ten years.

We will send the NEW YORK UB SERVER for one
year to

Establishment are hereby notified that a special
meeting of said C rrporation will be held at their office in Dover, N. H., Nov. 24th, at 11 o’clock, A. M.

Viz:

Entirely vegetable.

DAVIS
Agents.

and people.
It may be had, with
sixty days, by applying at once.

all dealers tO return money, and charge it back to me.
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ER Littiefleld, (2) New Shoreha
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Mrs § C Tower, Columbiaville, Mica
Rev A Hill, West Paris, Me
“CC Foster, No Tunbridge, Vt
Turner N Seward, Leighton’s, N H.
Rev J Clough (2) Loudon, N H
H 1 Smith, Waterbury Center, Vt
W L Noyes, Sutton, Vt
N A Jackson, Ellicottville, Catt Co. N Y
Rev A Losce, Bear Lake, Warren Co. Penn

PERRY

‘Have unquestionably the best book. for both

Fowle’s Pile and Humor Cure.
use.

A

“BROUGHTON & WYMAN,

The greatest and only remedy in the world that is
Warranted a Perfect
Cure for all kinds of PILES, LEPROSY, SCROFULA, SALT RHEUM, CATARRH, and a'l
Diseases of the Skin and Blood. Interval and external

Rev

the

from

Po

Publishers, 13 Bible House, New York,

Companion,

Youth’s

by

4teowdd

‘We make the following liberal offers for

Notices andAppointments,

Letters

entertertaining.

Publishers

BEST FAMILY NEWSPAPER.

nials from eminent men who have used them.

G. M. PARK,

weekly
wide«

Subscription Price $1.50. Send for a specimen copy to
PERRY MASON & CO.,

ence, all the News, Religious and Secular, and a great
variety of the best Reading, Origins] and Selected.
Now is the time to secure the oldest and

SUDDEN CHANGFS OF WEATHER are productive of
Throat Diseases, Coughs, Colds, &c. Thrre is no
more effectual relief in these diseases to be found,
than in the timely use of ** Brown's Bronchial Troches”
Taey possess real merit,and have proved their eflicacy by a test of many years, having received testimo-

G. TT. TAY,

Sold
.

together with many other well known and popular authors.

344

I. D. SIEWART,
SiLAs CURTIS, §

eight-page

in its character,

and

& SON,

at Port Burwell, Canada.

io.

Rev. Edward E. Hale,
Harriet Beecher Stowe,
Mrs, Louise Chandler Moulton, “Sophie May,"
Mrs, Helen 0. Wecks,
Miss E. Stuart Phelps,

spread in-

World, by way of California, Japan, China, India,
Egypt, &o.; together with various other correspond-

secure it

Baptist

an

:

alike to young and old —and has
for contributors such writers as

BRONCHI:

WORLD!”

This is one of the most

ious services.

ing

Dr. E. D. G. PRIME. who is making the tour of the

4144

BELKNAP Q. M.
the afternoon to 6
Nov. 9. We hope
ing. At the Q. M.

THE

Is now publishing a series of Letters

publication with
promising and readable Youtt’s
1t18 issued from Boston,
which we are acquainted.
is most judiciously conducted,and has among its contributors such writers as Mrs. Stowe, Rev. Mr. Hale,
Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, and others equally acceptaIts announcements for 1870
ble to the young people.
are more than ordiuarily attractive.

Rockingham, G. W

na

to glow

Lady can
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It gives a great variety of reading, interest"

ME NEW TORK OBSERVER

To preserve and dress the Hair use Lyon’s Kathai-

York.— Held
FreENCH CREE K Q. M., New
Kast
session with the North
its September
The
church and was one of marked interest. was
first,
the
being
meeting on Friday evening
_ |
both interesting and profitable, and eachOn ‘subse
Sab80.
less
the
none
was
quent meeting
and the
bath evening one yequested prayers
was
churgh
meeting was protracted. Each
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represented by letter and delegation...
eninglen
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ron.

PRINTING,

wake.
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151 Washington 8t., Boston, Mass.

for 75 cents at any of our stores.

will provide ample grounds for a building,
postpone the erection of one for ‘themselves, till
:
the same shall be completed, and,
Whereas, the continued agitationisidetrimental to the interests of both Institutions, therefore,
Resolved, That we respectfully recommend that
the Education Society at its next meeting, decide
to continue the school at New Hampton, and proceed immediately to erect a building upon the
ground furnished by the Literary Institution;
und participating in the earnest desire that the
Biblical School remain at New Hampton, we

De

any

.

NW

Companion

iv...

he hopes every sufferer will try his remedy, as it will

methods

by specific

disease

=
: /

rapidly ap-

successfui

most

5

paper
— practical

cotton nothing, and may prove a blessing. =
Parl¥es wishing the prescription will please address
Rev. EDWARD A. WILSON,
3m42
Williamsburg, Kings County, New York,

qualities

.

The

The object of the advertiser in sending the

Prescription is to benefit the afflicted, and

Dr. R, L. Hamilton,of

of the

Whereas, the trustees ofthe Literary School
and

Vanvalkenburgh and

is

\
*

formation which he conceives to ‘be invaluable ; and

Remember Hagan’s Magnolia Balm is the thing that

Village,

G. M. Park,

colds

The plainest features are made

Biblical School is situated in a

4

and

Heoalthful Bloom and Youthful Beauty.

healthy and pleasaut place, in the midst of F.
W. B. churches, on the direct lineof the proposed
through R. R. from the West to the East, where
the expense is very much less than it would be
in a city, and,
Whereas, there is a general feeling that the
school has not had a fair trial in its present location, although it is on record that the Literary
Institution has more than met its engagements,
and the corporation has fully invested the Education Society with the power to control the property of the Institution, and,

Feiss $

Srony Forks, PA.
of holding meetings

coughs

the

Supl.

Y

DAVIS

Sirs .—I am pleasedto no. fy
you of the benefis which I have received from ALe
LENS LUNG BA: 8AM; having been troubled with &
cough for several years past, the Balsam was recom.
mendedto me.
immediately procured it, and found
it to relieve my cough more readily than snyt
ever trieds My wife has also used it with most satisfactory results.
4
Yours very truly.
3
:
Capt. D. FOSTER:
Capt. FOSTER is a ship owner and builder residing

obtain Books

ASTHMA,

FOR CONSUMPTION,

SURE CURE

18, ete.

Magnolia Balm for the Complexion.
*
Roughness, Redness, Blotches, Sunburn, Freckles,
and Tan disappear where it is applied, and a beautiful Complexion of pure, satin-like texture is obtain-

Sept. 14—16.

pledge ourselves to use our best endeavors
ise $3000, 10 aid in securing that ohject.

6mdd

all

Messrs, PERRY

scription used (free of charge), with the directions for
prepa ing and using the same, which they will find a.

TROCHES.

our

its last session

wich Q. M. at the August Session,

to

Three

Resolved, That the Belknap Q. M. approve the
preamble and resolutions adopted by the Sand-

Formerly the people worshiped in the
Universalist house one half of the time.
Daring my vacation of four months, ending
the 19th of Sept., I have been trying to
preach the Gospel to them. A Sabbath
school was organized, and a monthly con-

sure

The Secret of Beauty lies in the use of Hagan’s

M. Park ; Boston, H, QuinHuapp; Wolfboro, G.
Weare, O. F. Russell, The Conference pass:
by;
ed the following as expressive of its views on
the subject to which it relates, and it was voted
that its action be sent for Dublieation in the Star.

$6,000,00, nearly all of which is paid.

for

THE YOUTH’S COMPANION.

at Factory

Be

can

vy

Read what Capt. Foster writes : ru kb
PORT BURWELL, March 23, 1869. =

suflgred several years with a- severe lung affection,
and that dread disease, Consumption—is anxious to
make known to his fellow-sufferers the means of cure.
To all who desire it, he will send a copy of the pre-

are

and prescriptions known onlyto himself. His advertisement has filled a very large space in almost every
paper. The sick will do well to address him if they
would be healed of “whatsoever disease they have.”
He prescribes now chiefly by letter, sending the prescription as soon as he has diagnosed the case.

erected, with appropriate religious services, to the
Collecmemory of the late Rev. H. S. Sleeper.
tion for Home and Foreign Missions, $13,00.
The church of twenty-six members, recently organized at Franklin, was admitted to the Q. M.
delegates
Corresponding
as a sister’ church.
chosen to other Q. M’s.: Sandwich A. D. Smith;

N. Durham, J. C. Osgood;

season

He treats every known

Mov. 0—ii: at which time a monument is to be

CANTON, ME. Perhaps a few words stating
the condition of the church and Society in
Canton, Me., may be of interest to its
friends abroad. For a number of years,
this church has been struggling hard for an
and trying to maintain the cause of
existence
Christ. During the past year a neat brick
house has been built at a cost of over

“4...

church,

imitations

cians of what might be termed the Specific Practice.
His idea is original. He does-not.patent medicines.

things left for

Meredith Center church,

nothing.

BRONCHIAL

516 Broadway, is one

This was an exceedingly profitable season for the
church and for those from abroad.
The power
of God was manifestly present. Very interesting,
instructive and spiritual sermons were preached
by brethren Locke, Butler, Smith, Hurlin, RusNext session to be held with
sell and Erskine.

Lewiston, Oct. 27, 1869.

cert was

the

Q. M., N. H.—Held

for

good

A SUCCESSFUL PHYSICIAN.

N. C. BRACKETT, Clerk pro tem.

BELKNAP

cheap

MINISTERS

Sacramento

gon; even from Australia,
for it. And throughout Cana
ably known, and sold everywhere.

THE Advertiser, having been restored to‘health ine
a few weeks, by a very simple remedy, after having

should be used internally and externally.
Lung fever, common cold, catarrhal fever, and nasal discharge of a brownish color in horses, may be
checked at once by liberal use of ** Sheridan's Cavalry
Condition Powders.”

last session of the Freedom, N.Y. Q.

town.

and

BAPTIST

MERRITT,

TO CONSUMPTIVES.

them to

is no better remedy than ‘¢Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment.” For all diseases of the throat and lungs, it

HARPER'S FERRY Q. M.—Held its last session
with the church at Charlestown, Sept. 18th and
19th. The meeting was well attended and full of
interest.
Bros. Wm. R. Preston, and Joseph
Veney of Martinsburg, Jesse Robinson and H. E.
Keyes of Harper's Ferry, were licensed to preach
the gospel.
A resolution favoring the practice
of sending female delegates to Quarterly Meetings was unanimously adopted.
The collection,
which amounted to forty-five dollars, was sent to
purchase a lot for the new church at Shepherds-

Will not all the friends of the college copy
this form, filling the blank with the amount

ute

proaching,and every one should be prepared to check
the first symptoms, as a cough contracted between
now and Christmas frequently lasts all winter. There

UNITY Q. M., Me.—Held its Sept. session with
the church in Thorndike.
It was a season of
much interest.
Churches generally reported by
delegate and letter. Messengérs were present
from Montville and Prospect Q. M's, and Rev. KE.
Manson from W. Buxton, which added much to
the interest of the meetings.
Collection for
Missions, $9,84. Next session at Dixmont orner.
B. Foaa, Clerk.

Now, THEREFORE, In order to secure the
independence of said College, and to meet
the condition of the said Bates's subscription,
which is hereby acknowledged to be a. valunable consideration, the subscriber promises
to pay in
months from date, to the
order of

for so

The

WESTMORELAND Q. M.—Held its last session
with
Jacob's
Creek
church,
Sept. 18. The
churches were represented both by letter and delegation.
Our covenant meeting was highly interesting.
We had the testimony of every brother and sister present.
Preaching on Saturday
evening by brother Reardon, and on the Sahbath
and Sabbath evening by Bro. Joy.
Next session
with the Bellevernon church,
G. AMALONG, Clerk,

inde-

SPEAKERS

enced its benefits, It possesses
claimed for it by its proprietor.”

WOLFBOROUGH Q. M.—Held its Sept. session
with the 2d Wolfborough church.
The session
was a very interesting one, and it was rendered
much more so by the presence among us of Rev,
C. O Libby. from New Darham Q. M., and G. W.
Bean and J. Erskine, from Sandwich.
Corresponding Delegates were chosen as follows: C.
Paris to New Durham, 8. F. Bean to Sandwich,
and E. G. York to Parsonsfield Q. M's.

Iu is as fol-

CONSUMPTIVE

To THE WEAK, THE WORN, AND THE WEAR¥;
the
Editor of the Boston Recorder says, “We can most
unhesitatingly recommend the Peruvian Syrup, a
protected solution of the protoxide of iron, to all the
weak, the worn, and the weary, having richly experi:

‘Quarterly Meetings.

once given in the

FREEWILL

a soothing effect.

SOLD EVERYWHERE.

M., resolutions
were
adopted, attesting ' the
personal worth of the late Mr. Artman, and also
deeply sympathizing with his widow in her affliction. They also express the great loss that
the Q. M. and church have sustained in his
death.

Star and Freeman,
Our friends know that all the money we
receive is to be funded, and we shall spend
only the interest. Every donor can choose
his own time for payment.
The form of

subscription has been

.

BROWN’S

Resolutions.

Atthe

be read at the commencement dinner in June
and

OBTAIN the true

their benefit, to the amount of $28.
Gaines, Pa., Oct. 14.

amount, however small, will be thankfully
received, and the whole list of donors will
next,

are

The entire cost, including

for the greenbacks and other'good

you
offer
that
Any

many worthless

offered, ‘which

I
mMDonation.
2
Rev. J. L. Phenix, Jr., and wife would tender
thanks to their friends at Stony Forks, Tioga
Co., Pa., for a very friendly visit at the house of
Mr. Osborne on the evening of the 8th inst., and

leaves to be raised $28,275.
As the agent. of the college, I put this

PUBLIC

cisco

in all departments, and in any desired quantity,on
specially favorable terms, by sending their orders to
D. Lothrop & Co., 38 & 40 Cornhill, Boston.

Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the
Troches,

lot, &e., falls a little below $25,000. It.is an ornament to the city, a creditto the denomination,
and its completion marks an important era in
the history of a church that has known both
struggle and success.
Hs

proper legal shape until the first day of
June next.
From the first day of June,
1870, he pays $350 semi-annually, until the
principal is paid. This donation causes my |

CATARRH,

they have

cifie coast. and )

June 22. 1868.

WM.

BRONCHIAL TROCHES

. will most invariably give instant relief.

and

Arrangement.

:

BROWN’S

| higher with the

Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A. m., 5.45 P:¥
and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8.12 P, M.
For Great Falls, 10.10 A, M., 2.45, 5.45, 7.40 p. M.
For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.4, 545, 6.45 P. mM,
;
For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A. M., 2.45 P, M.
For Lawrence and Boston at 5.51, 8. 10.55 A. M.. 5.08
P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and Fridayat 7.88 P.M
Leave Boston for Dover at
7.30 a, m.,12 M,,8, bP. M
and on Monday, Wednesday, andFriday at 6 p. M.

clear and strengthen the voice.

ple, and excellent vestry rooms, and is fitted and
furnished throughout in a style that at once eschews extravagance, but respects harmony, con-

This pledge will not be put in

subscription book

Disease.

SINGERS

many years was its leading officer and most influential member.
The house is built of brick, in good architect-

good brother has pledged to the endowment
fund of the college the sum of ten thousand

dollars.

BRoNGH!AL

For BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA,

took part in the services.
The
sermon was
preached by the pastor, Rev. I. D. Stewart, and
‘pointed out the work to be done by a Christian
church, and the spirit in whicl
that work is to
be undertaken and accomplished.
A brief history of the church from the time of its organization was embraced in the discouyse, and appropriate notice was taken of its successive pastors,

and also of Deacon William Burr, who

at Lowell;

lect often results in an incurable Lung

GINS

in attendance, some of whom

der to secure the results I have indicated ?
My subscription book, commencing July
15, 1868, foots up, $11,725; and I am pro-

of the recent anniversaries

AAD

i) :

shall at that time receive $25,000 to the en- |.
Dedication.
dowment fund from Mr. Bates, and bring up
The House of Worship, erected by the Washthe assets of the college to over one quarter ington St. F. Baptist Society of this city, was

of a million of'dollars.

J. W. Care Clerk.

and THROAT DISEASES,

Ministers

Summer

Requires immediate attention, as neg,

East Pittsfield

Notices.

BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD.

ACOUGIL, COLD, OR SORE THROAT

the work of two men. “The college is running’ church, Oct. 24.—The fall term of the Maine

* in debt at the rate of $2,500 a year, and, of
course, we cannot add another man to the
Faculty in sucha condition of the funds.
. Now, I propose that we fill up the $50,
000 subscription by the time of commence-

: Special

from the heart; the social meetings full of life
and the Spirit. Next session to be held with the
church in North Harmony, commencing Friday,

EASTERN ME. . Rev.E. Manson, formerly
of West Buxton, has settled over the F. W.
B. churches in Newport and Dexter. His
P. O. address is Dexter.—One person was

Our Professors there are each doing

ness.

Jonx L. PHENIX, JR.
:

~
them.
Oct. 14, 1863."

Three men,—

is strength in the Faculty.

|

F. P. Augir, Mr.
Quiney, Mich., Sept. 80, by Rey.Brown,
both of Q.
ey here and Mise Eva M.

HC

soon. I would say to brethren
and buildings of the college in proper order, baptism
, warn Christian hearts
in the ministrythat

1237
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& E
PLUMM

OF &50 Bromfield St., Moston,

|
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’

The Genuine has Dr. Abbott's nanie and address on
each box.

Direct all orders to

; De: T. R. ABBOTT, Jersey City, New Jersey.
3m
i
X
8: M.PETTENGILL

& 00,, Newspaper

Advertis-

ng Agents, 10 State street, Boston, and 37 Park Row,
New York, sre authorized to edntrast’ for advertising
| the Star,
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OR

THE

Pudny

trances, and

capable of being filled with

life

and

did animation.

go

on

Toil swings the ax and forests bow:

The seeds break out in radiant bloom
Rich harvests smile behind the plow,

tootings and
Children's

or

fires

forge and mill,

they

of the

from

big brother,
for instance,

all day?

Prayer.

Can a mitigation

—

knite

and

tle heart a child carriesin his

1 ask not that to me

to

breast

Or sunshine to the sea.

contemplate

Bat, kneeling at their feet,
While smiles, like summer-lizht oa shaded streams,

heart.

Beckons the young away
From glen ahd hillsideto her banquet fair,—
‘Bin, the grim she-wolf, coucheth in her lair,j
Ready to seize her prey.

tentively, also—yea, until the last

great

cricketer

bas put away his cap and shoes in the house
_ | where such things are kept, has locked tke
‘f'door, and disappeared with the key in his
pocket, and even then they will lie on their
stomachs before the locked door, and strain
their eyes very hard to obtain a glimpse of a

Tew tracks beyond its threshold.
Of all

the games

of

children

the

most,

enchantingis ¢‘ Ispy -the wolf,” but mind
you say ‘‘ Hi spy.” It is bliss to play it
anywhere—in city streets or anywhere—bu$

The bright and purpling bloom
Of Nightshade and Acanthue, cannot hide

The charred and bleaching bones that are denied
Taper, and chrism, and tomb.

{in the country it is ecstacy.
fresh haycocks is the place, or

Lord, in this midnight hour,

A

field of

ground

full

of shrubbery—the time, a green summer
twilight, when the bats, wheeling around
.those large domes invisible to the eye of
sense, invite you to toss your hat with the

I bring my lambs to Thee. O! by Thy truth,
Thy mercy, save them from th’ envenomed tooth,
And tempting poison flower!
O Crucified and Crowned,
Keep us! We have no shield, no guide but Thee !
Let sorrows come—let Hope’s last blossom be
By Gries dark tempest drowned ;—

old distich:
¢ Bat, bat;
Come into my hat!”

But lead us by Thy hand,
O gentle Shepherd, till we rest beside
The still, clear waters, in the pastures wide
Of Thine own sinless land !
ANNE CHAMBERS BRADFORD.

And the birds coming home 0 bed
murmur, “ Are you there, sweet? Here
-( am I!” and the moths,

beetles

are

the

hurrying.

bees,

to

the

their lodgings.

Gravely the children) looked

The Family rele.

and

‘on by

bees,

birds, and moths, perform the solemnity
of choosing who shall be wolf, who shall
count, and where shall be the goal. ‘A
great

Child Life.
—A

Since all the people in the world have
been children once, it is strange that so

Books

subject have the air of

treatises on unknown animils—they are
mere
speculations.
Children’s
words,
thoughts, and actions seem to us as mar_velous and inconceivable as if we had never been children ourselves.
Even a mother
knows
not half the

elm,

shrouded

in leafage,

a sure,

solid thing to fling yourself against at the
end of a race, is the ideal ofa goal.
The
child

selectedto

count,

places

his

fore-

head against the gnarly bole of the elm
and counts one hundred.
The wolf is hid.
All the children-sheep,

a-looking

for

him,

tread sofily, carefully,over the grass, lifting
branches, -exploring darkness, tracing up
and down the walks. In the midst of their
arduous search, a cry of ‘* GATHER, SREEP!”
startles every

ear, even to the farthest cor-

ner of the field. When the sheep are huddled

“thdughts and amusements of the children. to the side of him who called, the fearsome
If she hears them making great noises in shout arises, ‘“ Ispy THE WOLF !” Oat tuma corner,

she

hardly

perceives

headed giants they are killing

corner.
them,

the

two-

in that

same

bles the grey old wolf, intent upon devouring
sheep, the little sheep fly headlong towards

From a picture-book she reads to the goal, where they are safe.
least one, a mere lamb indeed,
i before it arrives, and

“Qdds fish! says the grid-iron,

, sheep

without observing the curious, interminable

train of suggestions evoked in their small
brains. Nor do they ever remember it
themselves in after life, except in glimpses,
odors,

or in

some other intangible way.
There is an old book, like the very smell
of honeysuckle for reviving childish sensations— Pilgrim’s Progress. Just turning its
leaves makes a wind to blow from the

Delectable

Mountains.

Just

lifting

its

cover gives us admiitance to the. boundless
:
world seldom recognized by
~ adults, but lying side by side with our old

world, and

One, the
is caught
is

hence-

| forth a wolf, hides with the wolf, and catches
| sheep—and so on for an hour, until all the

Can’t you agree?
I’m the head constable,
Fetch them to mel”

by means of associations with

that lamb

constantly inhabited by chil-

Oh, that is a wonderful, wonderful world!

Tolive in it is not to live these common

are

converted

iow

wolves.

ler fatherlived in one of

And

Somehow,

the

childhood

country.

Happy

seems

the

agnate to

man who

re-

members an infancy among trees—greatng. No, to live in the children’s er his heart, finer his aspirations, for such
world is to spend your time in vanquishing a remembrance. Rural children can well

Tt is to go a-row-

for want of meat and bread,

of understanding

berries

a

afford

to

dispense

with

the

precocious

knowledge of men snd things, the personal elegance, the polish of manners, and
the
familiarityswith splendid pageants,
mense visionary leagues. Itis to hunt In‘woody ravines under tables, | possessed by their city fellows, A city boy
op mountain ranges of sofa, feturn- is slightly blacé ; to a rustic, life is fall of
fag, early and late, in an overtarned ottoman, with a fire-shovel for oar, over im-

says now,

but

for

want

all
the
she
the

bare,

and

then

covered

with

waterand high dashing spray. She: picked
up the tiny shells as they washed ashore,
but they were strange to her, and she wondered where they grew. The sea weeds
and the delicate
and she held out

mosses floated near her,
her hand for them, but

they were nothing after all but wet, coarse
grass clinging to her fingers. The fish
were brought in and placed upon the shore,
where they sparkled in the warm sun. She
would pass a tiny finger over the bright
scales and along the fins, and wonder
if
they were formed only to be torn away, as
she had watched the fishermen tear them
away many and many a time. She wondered and grew hungry most of all in a
storm when she stood upon the beach and
saw the waves lash themselves,

in

more

than

her

then

dash

usual mood.

The mosses had floated by her laden
their delicate, feathery

with

fruit until she

was

bewildered. The tiny shells had washed
ashore and had drifted near her. She
gathered them, and spreading them out
upon the rocks, sat with her eyes
(oh!
such longing, wistful eyes) fixed upon them.
So intent had she become, that she did not
perceive
the approach of a carriage containing a party of ladies and gentlemen,
which

had

driven

down

of kitchen towels, holders

holiday pantomime will not give an urban

y, and hanging the Indian chief child the unimaginable thrills of delight
for fire irons with two arms that going once a year to a ‘circus or sunoul.) tat door knob, It is burnt menagerie will afford the country boy.
theater out of a large Country amusements have a freshnesg, sim-

re,

smi

ks for side-en- plicity, and relish, unknown in town.
A

There

be

near

the

as he did then,

¢ Peace,

beach.

They alighted, and commenced to stroll up

This

among

still.

and

girls get trusted by the old

argued with myself

that

lady.

I

Christmas was

coming, and that somebody or other would

be sure to give me a penny then, and perhaps even a whole silver sixpence. I
would therefore, go into debt for a slatepencil, and be sure to pay at Christmas. I
did not feel easy about is, but still I screwed
my courage up, and went into the shop. One

farthing was the

amount; and as I had

never owed anything

before, and my cred-

it was good, the pencil was handed over
by the kind dame, and I was in debt.
It
did not please me much, and I felt as if I had

done wrong; but I little knew how soon
I should smart for it. How my father came
to hear of this littl stroke of business I
never knew, but some little bird or other.
whistled it to him, and he was very soon

down upon me in right earnest.
him

for it; he

was

God bless

a sensible

man,

and

none of your children-spoilers; he did not
intend to bring up his children to speculate, and play at what big rogues call
financiering, and therefore he knocked
my

getting into

debt on the head

and no mistake.

at once,

Ile gave me a very pow-

erful lecture upon

getting into debt, and

thing, mightone day owe a hundred pounds,
and get into prison, and bring his family
into disgrace. It was a lecture, indeed;

rocks, Lottie, the fisherman’s
She cameup immediately, and

seeing the intent eyes fixed upon the shells,
and wishing to catch the expression in them,
said, very gently, ‘What is it, little
girl?”
did

not

start,

but,

as

she

the

had

lady’s

face with all the hunger in her eyes,

and

clasped abouther knees, and drank it all in

asone who is famished—drank it in to
serve as refreshment for days and weeks to
come,
Finally the beauti
—her face was
like that of an angel to the child—was called
by the rest of the party, and arose to. go;
but the child sprang toward her, and cried

out with her whole body moved and trembling, * One thing more—why do the waves
come 80 far and no farther? Why are the

like it was to stealing, and upon the
in which people were ruined by it;

and how a boy who would

I think I can

owe a

hear it now, and

far-

can feel my

ears tingling at the recollection of it. Then

I was marched

off tothe shop, like a de-

serter marched into barracks, erying bitterly all down the street, and feeling dreadfully ashamed, because I thought everybody knew I was in debt. The farthing
was paid amid many solemn warnings,
and

the

poor

debtor

was

set free, like a

bird out of a cage. How sweet it felt to
be out of debt! How did my little heart
vow and declare that nothing should ever
tempt me into debt again! It was
a fine
lesson, and
I have never forgotten it, If
all boys were inoculated with the same
doctrine

when

they were

young, it would

be as good as a fortune to them, and save
them wagon-loads of trouble in after-life.
God bless my father, say Jy and send a
breed of such fathers into Old England
to save her from
being ‘eaten up with
villainy; for what with companies, and
schemes, and paper-money, the nation is
getting to be as rotten touch-wood.—Jokn

“Ploughman's Talk.
ws

The
“Sir,”
“do you
* No,”

A

Persevering

Boy.

They might call in

Kiwis the
bd

of ten

sermons,

accurately

the

author's

own

countrymen.

It

isa

the volume

is more

or less a species

parents, in spite of their

treatment of

the:

state’s

cles in the Revolution, which are being considered by radicals and couservatists

alike, and which

crowd themselves into the pulpit as well as upon
the rostrum.
The volume is sure to get attention, but it will not probably be accepted as a soJution of the question by any class of readers. It
is interesting and agreeable reading, and though
sitions, both in substance and form, yet there are
passages that will call for a second reading and
amply reward it. Itisa pleasantly told story,

and its interest deepens
Bushnell

virtually

to the end.

What DF.

approves in his treatise, Mr.

Sargent makes his heroine

actually do,~that is, -

turn wooer without sacrificing her delicacy and
womanhood. and offer her hand in marriage with
adignity that shames the extravagant folly of

half the:

men who

venture

upon

that peculiar

undertaking.
We gave the book the compliment
of reading it through at a sitting,~—a fact, howev-

er, which proves, either that it is not a very great
poem, or else that the reader has a luck of appreciative and assimilative power,

“ Nidworth”

is

is one of the

LAS

MARNER,

very choicest of its kind.
Entering into full
sympathy with all that is strange, and glorious,
and thrilling, and mournful in the life and vicis-

pp.,

and

The

volume

devoted

to Venice

situdes of that most remarkable of cities, the author portrays its various phases and peculiar experiences with the freshness and vividness of a

citizen who

has been a sharer

in its glory

and

grief, and of an artist who uses words with the
same skill that marks a painter’s use of pigments.

an

admirable

story for

the

man,

*“ 1 have

no

such want.”

The boy looked disappointed; at; least
the man thought so, and he asked, ** Don't
you succeed in getting a place P”

been after a boy, but it is not so, I find.”

*¢ because this is a very big world, and Ifel

also

issue

itis
this

worthy of the vigorous pen and high art of
well-known writer, who never copies, and

same

for facts, nor consent

that rhetoric

and sentiment usurp any portion of the place
that belongs to sober description and authenticat-

ed history.

The statement in

the literal truth.

his preface

tells

He says: * I have sketched the

House, is a work

made

deeds of their nobler ‘spirits; and described the
glorious structures which perpetuate the memo-

pages.

ry of their old renown.

phy, and the numerous

This acvoli
than

and well-executed illus-

trations aid nota littl@ in giving interest and value to a work that deserves a wide circulation.
“ Contradictions” is another of the Prize Series of volumes, whose excellences are so many,
and so, generally and cordially recognized, and it
is by no means unworthy of the position which
it occupies.
Itgives us a clear, inside and manyfeatured view of the Edgerton parish, bringing
out its saints and sinners, its principles and its
policy, its aspiring faith and its worldly follies,
and giving especial prominence to the glaring
and the more hidden contradictions which belong
to this actual human life of ours, even when it
has to do with the sacred work of religion. Some
of the character-painting is well done, and not a
few readers are likely to find some of the moral
faces of their own acquaintances among these

photographs,

to

and if they

impart a thorough’ knowledge

observe closely, they

it-

of the

:

Pamphlets, Magazines, &c.
THE NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW comes
late,
but its momentum is great from its ponderous-

ness and the mental
typogra-

will commend

peculiarities of the Greek verb. It is neatly
bound in flexible covers, and the whole instruction
is compressed
within 104 12mo,

This I have sought to

do with all honesty and exactness.”
count of the work done in preparing the
only varies from the fact by telling less
truth would warrant.
The beautiful, tinted paper, the clear

that

self to scholars and young students, especially
by means of its: brevity and beauty, by the condensed form in which the main points in Etymology are presented, and by the special effort

history of the once mighty State; I have rapidly
summarized the annals of her art, literature and
science; 1 have described the manners and customs of the Venitians; have dwelt on the nobler

force lying behind it.

The

articles in the Oct. issue are long and able.
The
Genesis of ‘Language is in itself a thorough treatise; Fisher's review of Hazard’s writings is a
discriminating “eulogy: Adams’s
article on the

Civil-Service Ge

plea for the

abolition of the White House patronage, for the
sake of an intelligent method of selecting candidates; the article setting forth the relations of

the Suez Canal to the life of Kgypt and the prosperity of commerce, is an elaborate and valuable
one; and a conspicuous dignity and ability run
Boston: Fields, .
through the whole number.
Osgood & Co.
THE BIBLIOTHECA
SACRA is less scholarly
than sometimes, though its papers deal with just
that class of topics that are wont to secure carefal and thorough treatment in its pages.
If the
papers are not eminently able, none of them are
worthless or weak.
It discusses: the Resurrection of the Body; Natural Theology of Social

may perchance see now and then a picture that
will prompt them to look still nearer home,
Science ; The Konigsberg Religious Suit; Mount
The volume entitled * Cats-and Dogs,” is one
Lebanon; Doctrine of the Apostles; The Brethhaving more significance than the title would at @ren of our Lord; The Cadex Vaticanus—Rival
Andofirst suggest.
It contains a large amount of in- editions; Notice of Recent Publications.
ver: W. F. Draper.
formation respecting the most prominent mem.
bers of these two families,—the
lion, tiger, leopWe can only notice the following by their tiard, hyena, wolf; &ec., &e.
And the style and

method in which the information is imparted,
are
very admirable. The conversations are full of
naturalness and life, though now and then appearing a little over mature it may be, and the
anecdotes and illustrations render much assistance in imparting the large amount of information in Natural History which the book holds between its covers,
a

THE WRITINGS OF MADAME SWETCHINE.
Edited by Count De Fulloux of the French Acad.
emy., Translated by H. W. Preston.
Boston:
Roberts Bros. 1870. 12mo. pp. 266. Sold by
D. Lothrop & Co.
THE WOMAN WHO DARED.
By Epes Sargent,
12mo. pp. 20,
Same Publishers, &ec, 1870.
NIDWORTH, and his three Magic Wands.
By E,

Prentiss, author of * The

Susy

Books,” &c,

This volume, in which are collected the frag-

the

cts.—They

another volume of Charles Reade, in paper covers, which includes PEG WOPFINGTON, CHRIS
TIE JOHNSTONE, and other stories, Price,50 ots.
—THE MINISTER'S Wir, by Mrs. Oliphant, is
another édntribution te their Select Library, and

he will not allow, for a moment, his fancies to be

Same Publishers, &e.

answered

it for 75

substituted

addressing a man,
fur youn?”

in *asingle volume of about 500

sell

who -keeps equally clear of weakness and moral
dirt.
A GREEK GRAMMAR FOR BEGINNERS,by Prof. |
W. H. Waddell, of Georgia, issued by the

A yet he never loses the accurate poise of his
Judgment through his indulgence of imagination;

to work

a boy

Was it science
“ Don't be discouraged,” said the man, in
the would teach—the latest thoughts of | aa friendly tone.
oi
profound scholars on the deep study of
“0, no, sir,” said the boy, cheerfully,

Ab, ho!

volume

‘want

‘vain— she must talk now,

tides and tidal laws?

a

said a boy,

“Ihave asked ata good many places,”
The sweet face changed instantly, and ‘said the boy. ‘* A woman told me you had

the sat down again.

18

ing through

There will be

ing away from the rest, walked farther up
the beach, and suddenly spied in her nook

Lottie

long as

choice book, Sermons, we know, are proverbially dall literature, and most readers expect surface-thought, prolixity, platitudes, cant and dogmatism, as well as a peculiar sort of goodishness,
in a volume of set pulpit discourses.
And itis
true that they often find what they fear, and go-

how
way

wished, looked straight up into

As

and beautifully ‘reprinted from the English edition, which has lately appeared and made a mark

and down the sands, watching the waves
and chatting together.
io
Finally, one of the party, a lady, wanderamong the
daughter.

all.

Tur PERFECT MAN; or, Jesus an Example of
Godly Life, By the Rev, Harry Jones.
Ros
ton: D. Lothrop & Co.
1367.
16mo. pp. 161.

And

be

for

deficient

claim and the chureh’s verdict, respecting marriage, have the clements of true nobility. At is
a contribution to the discussion of those questions, relating to Woman's Rights, thug.are dragged out upen ‘the platform of 80 many conven
tions, which furnish the staple of so many arti-

Literary Review.

told

still.’

Is avery big wirld, and

enough

somewhat

of penance, which is accepted as a mater of duyoung.
Wealth, Knowledge, Love,—~these are
ty. But we have here something fur removed
That was all. The lady was gone. Lot- from this. Mr. Jones is a fresh, racy, suzgestive the three things that were successively sought
by the use of the wands, as they are aptto be
tie watched the carriage from the highest writer; his thought follows no routine, and sought by those who reach the true method of
rock, holding her hand above her eyes that keeps clear of the usual pulpit ruts; his insight life ut length through struggle and disappointing
experience. © The dissatisfuctions and mischiefs
-she-might see-it better, and when it was out into character is deepand clear; his sympathy
with the questionings and struggles of the heart
of sight, sat down again and thought it all is tender, profound, and appreciative; and he’ that come of mere money and knowledge are
over. Doyou think she went home hungry ? deals with his great theme with something of clearly pointed out, as well as the joy and profit
of a life which an unselfish and beneficent love
Ithink not.
She was never hungry—just
Johu'’s mingled familiarity and adoration.
Simanimates.
There is just enough of the fairy eleas much—again.
Shehad the knowledge
ply accepting without question the doctrine of ment in it to Keep the children’s interest perpetwhich made
the .sea and land perpetual Christ's divinity and atouement, his ohject in this ually awake, and 0 much of high moral téachbooks to read, and above all, she had the volume is to present those aspects of his charac
ing that the main lesson cannot well be missed.
strong abiding sense of the goodness, ten- ter and relations. that exhibit his human side,
and render him the embodiment of that truly
HISTORY OF JOSEPH BONAPARTE, King of Nader mercy, and love of our God.
godly life which-men are required to aspire after
ples and Lialy. By John 8. C. Abbott,author of
Aud the sheltered place in the rock, and measurably permitted to attain. It is a work
the “History of Napoleon Bonaparte,” &e.
New York: Harper & Brothers.
1569. 16wmo.
where night and day the roar of the break- needing to be done, and for the very admirable
pp. 391.
ers was so plain, and around which the and striking way in which this -author has
Mr. Abbott has done a good work in preparing
wind whistled and blew, became™to her wrought at, if not fully wrought out, his task, the library of historical biography which the
many will be devoutly and tearfully grateful.
what the dearest treasure you have on
Messrs. Harper have been publishing for many
The book almost enchains a thoughtful reader,
earth isto yon. So God, who sent the ra- ' deepening his interest to the end; for it has the years past. The histories, are generally conven to the starving prophet, filled this ‘hun- mastering power of calm strength, of mental densed and yet comprehensive, the fruit of wide
reading and good judgment, and they are writgry soul with food."
stimulus, of fresh and fruitful suggestions, and
ten in a style that is always picturesque and
of high spiritual impulse. It is a book that ought
pleasa
We know of nothing in their line that
to go into the hands of clergymen to help them} '
compares”
with them in value. This new vol
Debt.
preach, and into the hands of laymen to teach
ume has apparently been prepared with more
them how to apply the gospel to life. It is likely
than the usual painstaking, and the eminent
When I was a very small boy, in pina- to go into both circles, and to carry a large bless- character and position of the subject, as well as
ing with it.
the relation of the book to the Napoleonic dynasfores, and went toa woman's school, it so
From the same House, which is exhibiting an
happened that I wanted a slate-pencil, and enterprise and a character that give it already an ty, will gain for ita wide and critical reading.
had no money to buy it with. I was afraid enviable position even among older and well- The author's chronic tendency to flatter and
panegyrize the Bonapartes, is, of course, sure to
of being scolded for losing my pencils go known firms, we have also the following:
appear, and it is by no means kept in abeyance
often, for I was a real careless little fellow, THE QUEEN OF THE ADRIATIC jor, Venice Past in this volume
; but there is more moderation
and Present.
By W. H. Davenport Adams,
and so did not dare to ask at home; what,
displayed here than in some of the works which
author of * Buried Cities of Campania,” &c.—
1869.
16mo. pp. 326.
have preceded it. The book is thoroughly welthen, was John to do? There was a little
shop in the place, where nuts, and tops, CONTRADICTIONS; or, High Life at Edgerton. come, _
ByA. K. D. 1869, 16mo. pp. 352.
The
same publishers
complete
their ex
and cakes, and balls, were sold by old Mrs. Cats AND DOGS; or, Notes and Anecdotes of
cellent and cheap edition of George Eliot's
two great Families of the Animal Kingdom.
Dearson, and sometimes I had seen boys
Works, by the issue of CLERICAL Li¥E and Sp
By Mrs. Hugh Miller.
1869.
12mo. pp. 240.

upon shore. She feared over and over
again that they would sweep up into the
village and overwhelm everything ; but no!
something drew them back continually, and
so the hunger after the reason and cause of
all this came more and more to Lottie’s unsatisfied mind.
One afternoon Lottie was in her usual
geat, and

¢ Peace,

You will not be afraid then.
a great calm.”
:

night with: monstrous. clusters of “ measureless means of surprise,” The finest storms stayed before we are swept away P”

aposed

“His disciples awoke him,” she

cant character, and her

fur enough from the first class of poetical compo-

there is above, the same Lord who comforted the frightened disciples, and that he

dozen

about her could mean. She studied
ebbing and flowing of the tide, but all
could make of it was that at one time
was

a

¢ Lottie,
dear,” and the brown hands.
were clasped tightly in the stranger's,
« when there is a storm upon the sea, and
you stand upon-the rocks, remember that

not

the wonders

beach

what

of

“The Woman who dared” is poetic in form,
and there is something besides measured lines
and rythm to justify the use of the word, poem.
Linda, the heroine, is really a fine, fresh, signifi.

ever has ** a mind to work” can hardly lack
“or aplace to work.
.

her, ‘and then thé great Lord, feeling for
their fear, lifted his mighty hand over the

Where did
{ what an hour! What haleyon flights with pointing to the shells, asked:
the sweet-scented wind blowing in your them grow ?”
She saw the want in the child’s heart, and
hair! Whata rapture of escapes! What
eager whispered consultations while the dropping down beside her, and taking up a
countér mounts rapidly to one hundred ! shell, she told her of them. She talked
What heart-bounds when you hear the until the child’s eyes were fixed with wondeep voice of the enemy muttering *¢ Wolf! der upon her face; of the strange creatures
Wolf I” after
you
have
placed
him of the ocean, the beautiful sea mosses and
irretrievably between you and the goal! their formation; of the land beyond the
What a breathless lying in the grass with great sea, where the little shells lay thick
hunters stumbling over you! After the last upon the shores ; of the coral reefs and the
ray of twilight has lapsed, what audacious tropical climes, and of the great creatures
stratagems and expedients! And then when of the deep; speaking with simple lanthe moun comes up and reveals the girl's guage, which the child's mind could grasp,
white garments, and the very latest hiders, and from her abundance to the other’s hunger. She sat there with two brown hands
what a burst of laughter and huzzas!

days
of eating, drinking, dressing and un-

~ bears in dens of shawls.

row.

huts which stood in a row on the end. of a”
rocky point by the ocean. Ier mother was
dead, and Lottie kept the house as best she
might. With care upon her, she had grown
older than her age infeeling, and so the
rough games of the fishermen’s children had

when

now

100m

ship in a storm, of the Lord lying asleep on
a pillow; of danger, distress, fright ana sor-

For the needs of her

meat, with occasionally afew wild

They
matches very at-

the cricket

It was a story

everywhere;

in the world, and therefore room enough for
work in making the world better,
Who-

there was a great calm.”

thoughts never satisfied her—there was

clean

the base-ball grounds to observe the
matches, and study rules of ball.

. Than rain to deserts, spring flowers to the bee,

. Pleasure, with smooth, white hand,

and

hour before the fishermen’s boats would be’
seen far off upon the ocean, she would wrap
a great shawl about herand slip away down
to the shore among the rocks.- There she
would sit and look off upon the water, and
think and think until she was hungry.
Not

Thon spare them, though they dearer, dearer be

=

it,

and terrors.
It is a wonder how the dear children
manage to memorize the intricate rules and
terms of their games—nothing but the most
intense interest would enable them to do it.
Urchins hardly able to follow a hand-organ
about the streets, may be seen playing
diminutive games of ball with lath bats, and
they trudge on long prodigious journeys to

I ask not length of life,
Nor earthly honors. Weary are the ways
The gifted tread, unsafe the world's Dest praise,
And keen its strife.

In that allnring land,

‘into,

After the work was
no attraction for her.
done at the house, and she had full half an

beneath,

The future—where, amid green, stately bowers,
Ornate with proud and crimson-blushing flowers,

ewriously

None are cognizant of his longing , anguishful yearning for his mother, of Bis alarms

Nor cool its fever-flame.

Are gleaming from their glad an1 sinless dreams,
I would my prayer repeat.

look

enough to feed upon.

first he goes to school? None. The babyscholar must carry his own = oppression.

Diadem and wreath

childhood.

for Lottie's cup.

only

true culture and refined literary taste that appear

our young readers live, too, thers will be
enough to do’in overcoming the evil there is

Thou

We

Lottie had a hungry heart.” Ever since
she was old enough to think at all, her

Shakspeare's day to this—going to school ?
Is there a balm for the bursting, pitital lit-

1 ask not wealth nor fame

written upon the

fork,

there's

of Hosts,

They called the beautiful lady again, but
she did not go; she had yet one more drop

can

do inthis wld.

‘A

The quiet elegance of the ‘mechanical work .

is in perfect keeping with the serene wisdom, the

Yes! God has something for everyhody to

lest

earth.

of ‘hiw, *O Lord

waters, and said,

to

cover the

it,

Well, well, the child-world is a realm not
to be re-entered when once left behind.

Lottie’s Hunger.

for

to the

over

nets.

out handling anything
with

said

not pass

who is a strong Lord like unto thee?

freely shout
and run, draw the bow, wrestle,

make

their knobs,

may

rulest the raging of the sea; when the
waves thereof arise, thou stillest them.””

gathered at the expense of a long, warm
walk. For she was a fisherman’s daughter,
and that was the reason she had a hungry

My boy, my trembling star!

They are but two, and all

blows.

hunt, fish and row, drive and swim.

to post

devised

of thistle

wonder
much
at the dwellers therein.
Sorrow to the hand
that would
restrain
them!
While lite still is fresh, let them

shoes on the mat, and so forth ? And what
can soften the climax of misery,
from

My lonely heart's arithmetic is done When theses are counted. High and Holy One,
0, hear my trembling call!

silk parasols

young life a burden, of learning not to. put
feet on chair rounds, not to touch the wall
in ascending the stairs, to open doors with-

of drumming

are.

pink

makes

pillar

waves that they

fer.

in it.”
}
«« Just so, justo,” said a gentleman who
overheard the talk, ¢ Cum3 with me, my
boy; I am in want of somebcdy like you.”
He was a doctor; and the dcctor thought
any boy fo anxious to find his work: would
be like'y to doit faithfully when he fount it;
$0 hé took the boy into his employment and
.
found him all thut be desired,

safe.

He has said that he has ‘seta bound

holy man

their

so sure to

but

hand is over all, and he will keep you

and

but

refrain from the almost irresistible pleasure

The bluest flower-bell in the shadiest wold,

girls

own mortal body Lottie had suflicient—that
is, she had coarse bread and fish, or.salted

woman child!

about

who

be

the inevitable weary task,

The whitest lamb in April's tenderest fold,

known

in

to,

under

from

country

They kidnap beesin morning-glory cups,
aud * catch
butterflies with long-handled

the little one taste the awful sensation of
being beaten about the head with a pillow,

My girl, sedate or wild
= By turns—as playful 4s a summenr-breeze,
Or grave as night on star-lit Southern seas,—

little is

Is

Particu-

coming

up

tanned,

they turn again and

beds, and things coming in at the door.
Is there a remedy for that grievous woe, the
tyranny
of great children over the lesser,

and drives him, indeed,

Soothe not the aching brow that throbs

them,
are.

know?

are

rors
of hands coming

Athwart my white,

For these, my jewels.

console

to

‘shy,

make doll families out of hollyhock . petals,

whispering among their little selves, now
and then saying ** Boo! into black corners,
and getting their nerves ready for the hor-

Moon-marb ed easement, with hier solemn mien,
Silently watching o’er their rest serene,
G:zeth the star-eyed night.

:

can
what

for lying in bed

ignorant of what they

Industrious hands on sea and soil.

His fitting emblems

one

knows

little,

adventures. | have exquisite, dainty devices, all onknown
in cities, for their entertainment.
They
understood

to look for thieves on the way, the children

And beckons angrls down to bless

strange

No

assuaged.

The

and

larly if conducted thither by a person prone

Links luke to lake with silver ties,—
Strung thick with palaces of trade,
And temples towering to the skies.
'Tis labor works the magic press,
* - ,- Ang turns the crank in hives of toil,

Serene,

railway

stations

rarily

the dark, I should like

Here sun-browned toil, with shining spade,

They slecp.

are

there any alleviation

Whose trunk is seamed with lightning scars,
Toil launches on the restless tide,
And theré-unrolls the flag of stars ;—
The engine, with its Jungs of flame,
And ribs of brass and joints of steel,
From labor's plastic fingers came,—
With sobbing valve and whirling wheel,

—

with

muititudinous

woes

because no one

The monarch oak, the woodland's pride,

Mother’s

whistlings,

stoppages, and

And cities cluster round the loom.
Where towering domes and tapering spires
Adorn the vale andrecrown the hill,—
And plumes with smoke the

splen-

©

certain that God has something for me to do

beautifulul story of God's care
o
and providence,
to cooning (thatis, roasting corn in a bonfire which she taught to the longing soul:
by moonlight), or as racy as a night fishing | «The kind Father in heaven is watching
expedition, or like boating on a free wood- over the sea, Lottie,” she said, ‘and over
ed lake—nothing that compares with squir- you and all of us. - He holds in his care all
rel hunting. Why, merely to ride the old the earth, and when you look at the waves
mare to the post-office on summer evenings and see them go back-*Wwithout any harm,
isa capital thing.
remember that it is because your Father's

journeys across thé continent in a row of
chairs, mamma's arm chair the locomotive,
with broom smoke-stack, tea-engine-bell,

§-Gnee.

Stout labor lights his beacon

It is to

‘8, 1869,

STAR: N OVEMBER

widen isno > pastime known oon the pavvesents sequal

a. sugar ~ToOSter na

soldiers for actors—a structure to be contemplated with deep, silent joy—a structure

Labor.

The

MORNING

1870.

12mo.

pp. 279.

mentary thoughts, the gushes of a-deep religious
experience, the conclusions deduced from large
research and continuous reflection, the vocalized
meditations in quiet hours, the outreaches of the
soul after God’s fellowship and4ikeness, the
processes

of inquiry

when

great

themes

were

being considered, and the golden aphorisms
which a gifted and rarely excellent woman leaves

behind her, is one that serious, earnest

‘preciative readers will gratefully welcome.
may

It is

offer, and

the reader may be sure that every page will have

something Suselenty pithy and suggestive to of-

I

"~
.

largely for

the

future.
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tles, farther than to say that they maintain their
characteristics and vigor, and plan and promise
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knot-of friends through all; b
John Randolph of Roanoke.

Overwork

Court Circles of the Republic,” ad-

vance sheets of which are sent us by the

ts

|

.

. One of the most remarkable characters in

American history and society was John
Randolph of Roanoke. It is probable that
- his peculiarities gave a degree of extraneous
‘“ His
and scenic effect to his speeches,
rile, his isvlation,

his rich appointments,

than from his finely modulated

sffected, facile, and impressive,

Where

work

to hasty meals and want of exercise, softenrain. 16 was when passion mounted to its ing of the briin to excessive thinking, and
The why the meals are hasty. or the
zenith that his intellect threw ous isfinest 80 on.
His brain overmsked, seems to esciaps notice,
corusraions like meteor ¢ showers,
[tc were easy to get a hint that would lead
gauns frame, his ¢1d werous countenancs, 4
voice shill yet strangely sweet at times: an to the real tru h—ifthe same suprriicial obeye that seemed ginted with power t) re wl servation dil not prevent it—trom the exthe secrets of the heari—-wers acessories ceptivual cases; the men who<e brows are
to his torcible oratory. He pointed his sar- sunny and unseamed ; who-e laugh is hearty

casm by exrending his long.thin, elish fore- and ringing, notwichstandiog they perform
finger towards the offender, keeping it an amount of work waich seems incredible
quivering
till the climax of his scorn was 10 those whose own toils are 80 onerous that it
reached, when it rested immovably, as if p184¢8 their conception hw Seanfand blood,
at that m ment the death shot Hashed from and mind, could pessibly endwre more.
an appropriation for the pubic buildings.
He ruse, and ia his shrill, clear voice, mv-

ed to refer the subject to the committee on
A workman in the
unfinished business.
gallery, irritated at the opposition to what
was to constitute his support, cried out in a

voice something like Mr. Randolph's: * And
I move, Mr. Speaker, that the g-ntleman be
Thais

referred to the same committee.”

re-

tort upon the ill-formed orator set the whole

house in a roar.

The sergeant-at-arms was

despatched to arrest the offender; but he
had disappeared.
An Irishman just arrived in the country,
was anxious to become acquainted with the
eccentric orator of Roanoke.
He undertook

to iatrodnce himself, and approached him

with—** Have I the honor of addressing the
distinguished

American

orator,

Mr. Ran-

olph?™ “Thatis an honor I allow only to
those with whom [ am acquainted,” replied
Randolph, in his sarcastic tona. Alter som»
conver-ation, he asked ths Irishman how
long he had beea in the country.
Hb re-

plied: * Ihave been but a short time ia the

country ; have had the honor to be intro
daced to General W., Colonel B . Mjor C.,
and numerous o' her offi ers.
Your revo-

lutionary

war,

Me.

Randolph,

been very unfortunate;

must have

in teed,

I may say,

disastrons, for it seems to have cu: off all,

tha privates, and lefi nothing but officers
behind,” Rindolph was £6" much p eaved

His words

Political Glory.

nal begins to gut,

there is

no

help but

s'op and cool it off, if ruin is to be avoided.
Let it go on and it cuts faster and faster,
till the crash comes. We are less wise as
regards ourselves. We allow ourselves to
fret, and to acquire the habit of fretting,
until fretting becomes chronic.
We fret
while we ear, and while we ought to sleep,
and by fretting, rab nature of needful rest.
The machinist, when he finds his machine-

ry sque king, appliesthe ol; it the bearings

have

becom:

su

hot

as to end inger

works, he stops and allows

them

The

be

human

like maaner.

machine

should

Icshould

be

the

to cool.

treated

in

well oiled and

worshiped

us the formula in the wordsot’ his inimitable

What is the oil that will stop the squeakRandolph's first and onlv love was unfortunae. Tae ladv was Miss Ward, of ing—the lubricator that will keep the maWiotapeke. For thirty years the statesman chery from heating? Dickens bas given
idol

of

his youth,

and

no

rupted himseltin a speech on some other
subjsct, and exclaimed : *“Mr. Speaker, I

Mark Tapley, ** Keep jolly.” Good humor
is what will keep digestion perfect ani the
brain from softening, while it will, at the
same time keep the heart from hardening.
We know a man who does daily an amount

have discovered the philosopher's stone! It of work, the mere contemplation of which
.is this, sir: pay as you go!" Ina letter would give some of our nervous friends
he sys:
* The muck-worm, whose mind
knows no other work than money-keeping

or money-getting, is an object of pity and
contempt.
I hold it essential to purity,
digoity and pride of character that .every
man's expenses should bear a due relation
to his means and prospects in life.” Oae
day, while he was speaking, the Speaker
beg wn privately to write a letter.

Rindolph

perceived it, and stopped short in the middle of a sentence.” The Speaker, presently
aroused by the stillness, inquired whether
the honorabls gentleman from Virginia hal
finished his speech.
*‘ Mr. Speaker,” returned Randolph, in his high falsetto voice,

and pointing his long forefinger, “I was
waiting until you had finished that letter.”
His last speech in the Ssnate, and the

master effrt of bis life, was in reply to Ru-

a fit of

land.”
This implied doubt amused Mr.
Pinkney, who went over to Mr. Randolph's
seat, introduced

himself, and

that he was *‘ from Maryland.”

came

close

friends

assured him

afterwards;

They

and

be-

hysterics.

We have

seen

his desk

of the

House.

After

midnight,

when most of the members had composed
themselves to sleep as they.best might, Randolph began to utter a disconnected farrago

laugh again,

he

went

style,

apropos

to nothing

at

it,

put

ic

the honorable gentleman from New York
denies the truth of what I have been saying!”

. “Good

gracious!”

sputtered

forth

ne

mystified Dutchman: * Mr. Speaker, [ have
done nothing of the kind!” The II use,
now thoroughly aroused, shook with inextinguishable laughter,
Love of opposition and change was a disease of his organization. Ie followed Jufferson devotedly for years, and then broke
off on u trifling provocation,
Ia loved Mr.
Madison, and soon figreely hated and deHs was enthusiastic in his
nounced him.
admiration of Munroe, and afterwards ponred out contemptuous epithets upon hin, 1:
was ong of the earlio§t supporters of Gen.
Jackson, and one of tha first to abandon
him. ]He insulted M¥, Clay in the Senate,

fought with him, a

then rashed ina dying

stats across the co
try as fast as his horses
could be driven, to be reconciled to him.

He clung

to Macon,

Tazewell, and a little
»

IV.

it, but made

I wai

great

and a gor-

Tne Duke was not in

his appearance on horseback

soon after ithad passed,
with

ata window

the procession,

geous show it was.
difficulty

threiding his way

through

the densely

ly
A

Tennyson is, perhaps, tive feet nine inches
in hight, but he stoops much ashe walks,
and thas looks shorter.
He does not seem
to be above fifty years of age, yet his gait is
feeble, and ths wearing of glasses ads to
the impression of being o dor. His dress is
extremely old-fashioned —indeel he looks
more like an old’ picture stepping out of a
frame than a gentleman of the n n-teeuth
century.
His cout, shor in the waist, is of a

sort of lingsy

wolsey

material, of a gray

mixed color, and fits him very tight; vest
and trousers of the same material.
Around
his ample shirt collar a black cravat isloose
ly tied. Bat nothing can detracs from the

power of

his massive

forehead,

broad, and

nothiog could

esque than

the

long

place in the hearts
hops tho loss susand eommuaity, is
the writer.

D. I. QUINT.

high and

be more pictur-

black hair, fine as silk

(bus plentifully sprinkled with gray), waich
talls over his fine head down even to his
shoulders.
His eyes are dark gray, and

atthe ead of it, and went

home

self-satisfied and content. No danger of
his getting dyspeptic, or his brain softening ;
he keeps his machinery oiled. He is not
one of those described by Hood—
¢ Morbid, all bile and verjuice and nerves;
Where other people would make
He turns his fruit into pickles.”

preserves,

dreams that make

hungry.”—Scientific American.

men awake

——

breakfast, though severa! visitors dropped
in before the eompletion of the repast.

Nothing

could

exceed

the

unpretending

modesty of his establishment, unless

the frank
an

dignity of his manners.

impressive

the

it was

It was

scene to behold a man who

impress of benevolence

and

sincerity.

It is entirely frée from pretension.

With

the repose of expression, which is comparatively rare in American features, his face
indicates intellectual alertness, as well as
a certain

depth of sentiment, which is not

always preserved amid the wear and tear
of a long political career. No one who
sees Mc. Bright, and who understands the
art of reading ‘the character in the features,
can doubt his integrity and goodness of
heart.

He

shrewdness

shows

no

traces

which is often

tiul to success in

of the

deemed

statesmanship

The following,

wily

essen.

and

diplo-

macy, but with no lack of sagasity or ready
resource, his transparent candor is no less
remarkable than his brilliant eloquence.
Judging. from his countenance and his bearing, I should set him down as a man who
would
natarally love flowers, and little
childeen, and gord women.
[ shonld no:
wonder even it his Quaker edocaton hal

still left a vlace in Lis soul for the emchanti

from a recent Japanese

sermon reported in the Cornhill Magazine,
by Mc. Mittord, British Secretary of Lega-

tion in Japan, will do for an illustration :
There

clam,

is a certain

with

| Now

He will outlive two such, and do the work
of four. Hissleep will always be blest with
the *‘ golden

tn

species

of murex, or

a very strong lid to its shell.

this clam,

if it hears

thit

there

T. WARD.

CHARLES U. C. HaTcH died of consumption at
‘West Milton, August 6th, aged 30 years. He
was a man of quiet hahits, but of sterling worth,
In all his life he was upright and honorable, and
won the éstcem of those with whom he dealt.
He made no: public profession of religion, but
wus always a regular attendant at divine service. During Mr, ‘Darant’s stay in Dover, he
became interested in religion, and expressed to a
friend ‘the hope that he had obtained pardon for
his sins, It is believed that he died a Christian,

and rests in heaven,

CoM.

CHARLES HERBERT died in Newmarket, Aug.
9, 1869, aged 10 months and 13 days, son of

Charles E. and

Georgie J. Tasker,

‘Little Her-

bie” was a beautiful boy, a bud of promise,
spiring fond parents with joy and hope. A
days’ illness sufticed to waste that fair form,
close those thoughtful, lastrous eyes on all
low. He has gone abové to mingle with

blood-washed,

and join his glad

choral symphonies

voice

of the redeemed.

infew
and
bethe

in

the

The strick-

en parents and the brother and sister, have the
prayers and sympathies of many friends.
Cox,

AARON

FRANK,

son

munity at large, who deeply feel their loss.
EL1zaBeTH

B., wife of John

Hunt, died

Dauviile, N. H., of cancer, July
8 months,

Sister

7, aged

in

6) years

Ll. embrace | religion

in

her

youthtul days, and from that tims till the last
momentsof consciousness, was enabled by faith
to rejoice in a present Saviour.
Sne died in the
triumph of faith, and we doubt not has entered
that plac: where sickness hy sutfvring are never
known.
She leaves a larg®
circle of weeping
friends.
Serviges were attend-d by the writer.
.
C. B. GRIFFIN.
DEA. ABRAHAM ARTMAN died very sud lenly,
August 4.0, in Sparta, N. Y., of congestion of
the heart, aged bd years. He experienced religion in 1340.a0d uoeited with the Lutheran church,
and subsequently with the F. W. B. church. He
always had a watchful eye to the interests of Zion.

"he funeral services were held in the

house of

God where our brother had so long been an active worshiper.
A sympathizing audience attested the fact that a good man had lett us.
Who
among us shall wear lus fallen mantle?

J. Woop.

~ Ahbertiseemnds,
FOR

as to
of;

say

still,

so,
when

it is
I

nothing

shut

myself

boast
thus,

I do not feel much anxiety.” And as he
was speaking thus, with the pride that apes
humility, there

came

the noise

of a great

splash, and the murex, shutting up his lid
as quickly as possible, kept still, and thought
to himself what in the world the noise
could be. Could it be a net? Could it
be a fish-hook? Were the snapper and
the sturgeon caught? he wondered, and
he felt quite anxious about them; however, atany rate

he was

safe.

T

Ww

little more carefully, lo and behold ! there he

wasin a fish-monger’s shop with a card
marked*‘sixteen,cash,” on his back! Many a
man's self-confidence is only the complacent
shutting of his own clam-shell. But it will
hardly save him from the *¢ fish-mongers.”

@ bitwarics.

Has been in

0

Also,

SECOND-HAND

Boilers

each 4 x 20 feet, with two Flues 15 inches
diameter.

ries published in the Morning Star, who do not
patronize {t, must accompany them with cash
equal to five cents a line, to insure

Brevity is specially important.

Not more than a

single square can well be afforded

obituary.

an insertion,
to any

single

Verses are inadmissible.

HERBERT FIELD
died on the bth ult., at
Munistee, Mich,, nged 21 years and. 2 months,
He was cruelly murdered in his office, and his.
body thrown into the river where, after a search
of fourteen days, it was found. A mun vamed
Vanderpool, with whom he was connected in
business, is in custody awaiting bis trial for the
horrible deed.
Herbert was from his earliest
infahey the subject of religious. training and of
many prayers.
When very young he gave evidence of his love to the Saviour, and was in the
habit of taking partin the devotional exercises
of the fammly.
In a letter from his pastor at
Munistee, he is spoken of as his intimate friend,
and the friend of every good cause; and that
while enguged in active business, he was not in.
different to the claims of religion,
Hig parents,
two sisters, and a brother, with a large circle of

friends mourn Horbert’s crnel aod untimely
death, Muy this dread affliction be sanctitied to

BEAUTIFUL

PHOTOGRAPH

PLATED

ALBUMS,

choicest styles in Morocco and

ON

NICK

the

newest

This Loan amounts to $6,500,000,

First Mortgage Land-Grant and Sinking Fund Bonds,

and

Velvet Bindings.

One-Half the Regular

secured upon the extension of the Railway from near

Sheridan, in Kansas, to Denver, Colorado, a di
8
of 237'miles, of which 12 miles are completed, and
the
re: t is unger construction. It 1s also a Mortgage Ub.
on the R)ad. the Rolling Stock and Franchise of
first-class Railway, besides now running through the
state of Kansas,

And in successful opération for 437 miles
west of the Missouri River, and earning alr
J
enough to meet all of its expenses and existing ob!
gations, besides
:
£4
More thanthe Interest upon this new Loan

of

SWAMSCOT

16¢f

By

employing

liberal eommissio

MACHINE CO.,

BAPTIST BOOK
IN BOSTON,

our house.

£20

38 &

STORE

& CO.
40 Cornhill,

For Sale at this Office,
A complete set
vols.) for $35.

of Freewill Baptist Quarterlies (16
Any person wishing to purchase,

will have that privilege until the middle of Oct. after
which the books (if unsold) will be withdrawn.
COLTON’S

SELECT

FLAVORS,

DELICIOUS, strictly PURE, of the Choicest Fru'ts.
Dr. J. G. Holland (Timothy Titcomh), Spring
field, “They
are the stanaard in all this vicinity.”
Jalius
Sayer, Newport,R. I..the well known dea!

A VALUABLE GIFT,—80 pages, Dr, 8, 8,
FITCH'S “DOMESTIC
WAMILY
PHYSICIAN”
describes all Diseases and there Remedies. Sent by
mail, free,

om17

Address DR

$20 A DAY

8.

o. FITCH,

714 Broadwav

to Male

Agents to introduce the

SKEWING MACHINES.

BUCKE

New

York,

and Female
Y E $20

SHUTTLE

Stitch alike on both sides, and

is the only LICENSED SHUTTLE MACHINE sold in
the United States for less than $40. All others are in.
fringements,and the seller and user are liable to vros.

ecution and imprisonment. OUTFIT FREE.
i
Address W A. HENDERSON & Co., Cleveland,
Ohio,

dm34

WANTED —- AGENTS —- TO
SELL
THE
AMERICAN KNITTING MACHINE,
Price $25.
The simplest,cheapest and best Knitting Machineever
invented
Will kait 20,000 gtitehes per minute.
Lib
eral inducements to Agents, Address AMERICAN
KNITTING MACHINE CU, Boston, Mass., or St,
Louis, Mo.
12185

For

Sale.

A Good Chance for Investment.
[4 0
<\V

CITY OF DOVER BONDS for sale, Inquire.of the subscriber at the Morning

Star Once, Dover N. H,

L. R. BURLINGAME

L

is

to

form

A

>

Three Millions of Acres in the State of

ee
as oe Conpany we
Value of the Company's property, covered
by¥his mortgage,
net,

while

goods which are not on our catalogues, and for which

or purchasing an article for about one-quarter, of its
value.
Iu every order amounting to over $59, accompan‘ed

hy the cash, the Agent may retain $2.00, and in eve y

order of over $100, $3,00 may be retained to,

or Mer:

below we give a partial list of Commissions :

For an order of $30, from.a ¢!'ub of Thirty, we will
pay the Agent, as commission, 28 yards
Brown or
Bleached Sheeting, Good Dress Pattern, Wool Square
Shawl. French Cagsimere Pants and Vest Pattern, fine
large White Couuterpane, ete., ete., or $3,00 ia cash,
For an order of $30, fiom a club of Fiity, we will
pay the Agent as comm's ion, 45 yds. Sheeting, One
pair heavy Wool Blankets, Poplin
Dress pattern,
Handsome wool Squire shawl, Silve.-case Watch
ete., ete., or $5,00 in cash.

For an order ot $100, from a club of One Hundred,
we wi | pay.the Agent, as commission, 100 yds. good
yard wide Sheeting..Coin-Si ver
Hunting Case Watch,
Rien Long Wool Shawl, suit of all Wool Freach Cassimere, ete., ete., or $10 in cash.
a
We do not employ’ any Traveling Agents.and cus.
tomers should not pay mooey to persons purporting
to be our agents, unless personally acquainted.

98

&

100

Summer

Seven per cent. Interest in Gold,
semi-annually, on May 1 and Nov. 1, and are

GOVERNMENT

TAXATION,

Payable in Frankfort,London, or New York
at option of the helder, without notice, at the follow.
ing rates:

On $1000 Bond in New York, $35(gold) each half year.
3

“

“

“

£8

London,
Frankfort,

£758.10.
*
87 ir. 30 krtzs,

‘

“

The Agents of the Loan, before accepting the

trust

had the condition of the Road,and the country through

which it runs, earefully examined.
They
are happy
to give the Loan an emphatic endorsement as a

FIRST

CLASS

NVESTMENT,

in every respect perfectly sure,and in some essentials
even
Better than Government Securities.
The Bords wi}} be sold for the present at
96, and acerued Interest, both
in Currency,

;

-at their market value, without commissions.

Pamphlets, with maps giving fall information, sent

CO.,

on application.

St., Boston,

Mass.

DABNEY,

MORGAN &

CO.,

No. 53 Exchange Place,N. Y,

CHURCH MUSIC BOOKS
SUPERIOR

FROM

the Agents Yoyevies the right to advance the rate.
The attention
of investors is invi‘ed to these well
secured bonds, which we recommend as one of the
most profitable investments in the market.
Gold and Gove 'nment Securities taken in payment

SEND MONEY ALWAYS BY REGISTERED LETTERS,
For further particulars send for Catalogues.

.

from May 1, i869, and will pay

e

they fil) up their entire club, for which

&

I) RUN,

the Company paying the tax,
The principal of the Loan is made payable in
Cui, in the city of New York, but each coupon will

This off ir is more especially to assist Agents in the
Western and Southern States, but is open to all customers.
faa

PARKER

merely
:

THIRTY YEARS

FREE

CHARGES.

Cash

at $28,000,000

the Loan

The Bonds have

Blankets, Dress Patterns, or some other article of val.
ue, giving some members of the club an opooriunity

whea

thi

$6,600,000.

we issue checks till all are sold; besides, in every
large club ve will put checks for Watches, Quilts,

Agents will be paid ten per cent. in

oy

and although not pledged as a security for

Tne holders of the Checks have the privilege of
either purchasing the article thereon described, or 01
exchanging for any article mentioned on our Catalogue, Bambering over 350 different articles,—not one
of which can be purchased in the usual way for the
same money. .
»
The advantage of firet sending for Checks are there:
We are constantly buying small lots of very valuable

chandise

oF

Kansas,

of the goods we sell.

PAY THE EXPRESS

GRANT
ACRES,

‘The lands embrace some of the finest por'ions of
the magnificent Territory of Colorado, including a
coal field and pinery. The Company also holds as an
asset another tract of

Merchandise,

.

Standard

J.

KK.

JESUP

Im32

EXCELLENCE!

§& CO,

No. 12 Pine Street, N, Y.

@

Book for
from.

Cheirs

to

select

These justly eelebrated editions of the BIBLE have

A complete collection of all the church tunes which
are wide y popular 'n America, with the most popular Anthems and set pieces, compiled from all soure-

e:,—preceded by a Course of instruction for Singing
Schools.: Cewtaining about 1000 favorite pieces, re:
lected by 50v Teachers and Choir Leaders, who have
been intere-ted in this long-expected work.
Tae Singing School Department is new,having been
prepared by Dr. Lowell Mason. rendering it one of

the nok attractive books for Sicging Schools
isrued.
:
444 pages. Price, $1.50; $13.50 per doz.

The

TRIBUTE !
now

before the public.
with a ring e copy at

$1.25—postage paid.

THE TEMPLE CHOIR.
A Collection of Sacred and Secular
variety

of

Tunes,

Music,

Anthems,

by

FOR

THE

NELSON

&

BATCHELOR’S

remedies the ill effects of bad

DITSON

A GREAT SUCCESS!
Nearly 400 pages of New Music

JUBILANT

Glees,

VOICES.

Tunes!

Graceful

Harmonies!!!
dteractive Melodies!!!

82me,

do
do
Butler’s Theology,
do
do
History,
do
Christian Baptism, Bound,
do
0
do

single,

Church Member's Book,
do
do
do
Treatise,
0

upon Thought,

do
do
do
The Book of Worship,

gingle,
dozen,
single,
dozen,
smgle,

,15
1,44
1,00
9,60

,30
2,88
,26
2,40
25

ozen,
single,

2,10
1,00

do
0
dozen,
of Jesus, (Ques, Book.)single,

9,60
15

do
do
Lessons for every Sunday in
the Year, (Ques, Book)
do
do
do
Appeal to Conscience,
do
do
do
Communionist,

single,
dozen,
single,
dozen,
single,

Choralist
horalist,

i
single,

.

Minutes of General Confer.
ence,
dozen.

,86

dozen, 8,18
single, 1,60
dozen, 15,36
single, 1,20
dozen, 11,62
single,
,25
dozen, 2,40

do
do Paper Covers, single,
do
do
dozen,
Life of Marks,
single,
do
do
dozen,

a

ISABBATH SONGS.

of Freewill Baptists Books,

dozed,

1,44

Bo228 dev
11 ,88
,16
196

,08

1,26
12,52

108

Music!
Sensible

With suggestive

WORSHI1P.

Hymns ! !
Sound Theology!!!

Exercises

for Sunday School

Cone

9,14
1,88
18,62
1,40
18,9
+29
2.8%

certs,

,02
28
20
240

JA
17
1,2
12,00

Copies of either of the above sentby mail on receipt
of price, and specimen pages free.

08
60
O04
38
04

2,6¢
1,20

9,16
04

11,76
Jd

8

Price, da paper, 30 cents;

LEE

04
44
Kis
20
02

2
244
Js
15
18

dozen,

1,20

‘1,44

8064

single,

,76

20

9

|ow ’

& 00., Newspaper Advertise
8. M. PETTENGILL

New York, are authorized to contraet for| advertisi

&£&

For
One new

Sale
MASON

in boards,

85cents.

SHEPARD,

PUBLISHERS,

BOSTON.

4142

at this Office.
& HAMLIN’S

OCTAVR

FIVE

PORTABLE CABINET ORGAN.

1M

,20
2,00
,14
1,85
,08

best bound, best everyway

book for your School.

2

N68
20

The best printed,

SUNDAY
SCHOOL SINGING BOOK.
Examine “Sabbath Sonifs” before getting the new

8
3.48
fF
2%

There is no discount on the Minutesby. th

Star,

FOR CHILDREN’S
Good

96
y—
8,26
20
2,40
y04
A8

Row,
ng Agents, 10 State street, Boston, and 37 Park
ng
the

PRAISES

The new Sunday School Singing Book,

and by the dosen ; also Postage on the same.

do

in

and CONVENTIONS, than any other Book.

Good

& CO., 711 Broadway, N. Y.

Poslibody, 18mo. it Sheep, single, 1,00
0
0
dozen,
9,
do Embossed Morocco, single, 1,10
do
do
do
ozen, 10,66

do

and

Has better Music for CHOIRS, SINGING SCHOOLS,

Street, Boston.

Price.

Story

invigorates

1y8

EVERYBODY

Thoughts

dyes;

$13.50 per dozen.

277 Washington

do

DYE.

York.

The above books sent post-paid on receipt of price.
OLIVER
DITSON & CO., Publishers,

Prices

HAIR

leaves the Hair soft and a beautiful black or drown,
Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers
and properly
applied’ at Batehelor’s Wig Factory, No, 16 Boad

Price, $1,060. $13,50 per doz.

Single

YORK.

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world;
he only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, instantaneous ; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints

compris:

MASON and WM. B BRADBURY.

Ty

SONS,

ST., NEW

Dr. LOWELL

Price, $1.50;

U. S8.:

The combined efforts of more than 50 composers.

Elementary Exercises and Sucial Songs, suitable for use in the Choir, the Singing
School, and the Social Circle.
F. SEWARD, assisted

AGENTS

52 BLEECKER

street, New

$13.5) per doz.

By THEODORE

SOLE

THOS:
4tS&O0ON&ED.

Choristers and Singers unanimously agree that it
surpasses all other works of Church Music by this
popular author.
(Until Nov. 1—Clergymen, Choristers and Teachers
wio have Sob Jo examined Wis, yaluable work, Ax)

a great

ble Book Stores, or at the

THE

most successful Book

ing

long been considered the best that are anywhere published, as regards the Type, Paper and Binding.
An assortment of them may be found at all respeeta-

ever

BY L. 0. EMERSON,
Author of “Harp of Judah,” “Jubilate,” &o.
Fresh
and
JAttractive
JMMusic!

Price, $1.50;

Assortment and Lowest
Prices.

D. LOTHROP

time

or

LAND

MILLION

A Sinking Fund for the Redemption
“ho
of the Bonds.

Rates.

spare

secured ky

extending in alternate sections on. either side of the
track, from the3vitn mile post in Kansas to Denver,
The proceeds of the sale of these lands are to be ins
vested by the Trustees in the 7 per cent. Bonds them
selves up to 120 or in U, 8, Bonds, as
g

Ageats should collect ten cents from each customer
and forward to us in advance, for descrip ive Checks

And Religious Publications,
most Complete

THREE

and all gode sent by us will be as represent: d, an
we guarantee satisfaction to every one dealing with

e supplied

SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBRARIES
The

your

1s, ether in Cash

Bonds are also

GOVERNMENT

clubs and ser ding us orders, you can obtain the most

CHORAL

Boiler

SOUTH NEWMARKETN.,
ch28t

FREE

In addition to this the
first mortgage of the

We want good reliable agents in every part of the
Country.

Seven per Cent..

Thirty Year Gold Loan, Free from Tax.

Mi®rOCCO TRAVELING BAGS, HANDKERCHIEF AND
GLOVE BOXES, &,
.
;
GOLD AND PLATED JEWELRY,
of the newest styles.
We have also made arrangem nts with some of the
leading Publishing Houses, that will enable us to sell
the standard and latest works ot popular authors at
about one-half the regular prices i—such ss BYRON,
MOORE, BURNS, MILTON. and TENNYSON'S WORKS,

:

er ia luxuries. *‘I have trebled my sales with them.
Grocers and Diuggists treble their sales with them

Persons wishing obitua-

WARE, SPOO~8

EL SILVER, DeSSERT FORKS, FIVE-BOTTLK PLATED
CASTOS, BRITTANIA WARE, GLASS ‘WARE, TABLE
AND POCKET CUTLERY, in great variety.
ELEGANT FRENCH AND GY¥RMAN FANCY GOODS,

The

eopbm30

Particular Notice !

PLATED

y it
r
a
p
m
o
(
a
v
l
i
Pec Ra
hy

ans New

Quilts, Cottons, GingTable Linen, Towels,

Hosiery, Gloves, rkirts, Corse8s, &o,, &c.
SILVER

dg
ES

AMERICAN
TUNE BOOK,

manufactured

Steam

And so the

time passed, and by-and-by he stealthily
opened his ‘shell and slipped out his head
and looked all around him. There seemed
to be something wrong, and as he looked a

agency of the

JUST PUBLISHED:

Grist Mill

use about two months only.

good

up

Shaw's, Blankets,
hams«, Dress Goods,

SALLE

SECOND-HAND

is

to

the Manu-

Our stock consists, in part, of the following goods :

NEW

One day a snapper and a sturgeon, lostig |
envy at this, said: ‘* What astrong castle 8 1-2 x 20 feet, with two Flues 18 inches
this is of yours, Mr. Murex; when you shut in diameter.
up your lid from within, nobody can so
Above Boilers in excellent condition, Ap
much as point a fiafer at you. A capital
figure you make, sir.” When he heard this,
the murex complacently reglied: ¢ Well, ply to
so

goods from

LOA

We beg leave to announce that we have,

netion.

1y39

{

ONE

GOLD

$6,500,000.

in all

factarers, Importers, and others, for Cash, and often
a an immense sacrifice frow the original cost of pro-

OF

Steam

are

the principal cities to purcbase

have agents

COMMISSIONS,

P. SmiTH.

loud noise, and thinks itself perfoctly safe.

you

We

FTE

A PACIFIC RAILWAY

Our facilities for transacting this immense business

are betier than ever before,

of the late Aaron and

any danger astir, shuts up its shell with a

although

ONE MILLION DOLLARS,

ONE DOLLAR

SECOND-HAND

gentlemen,

cubs, and merchants, in every part of the country
from Maine to California, amounting in value to over

ELMINA T., wife of Dea, Chas, P. Ward, died
Oct. 19th, at Kvans Mills, N. Y.
From early
ehildhood sister Ward had been a followerof
Christ; and afer titty years of labor here, she
has now gone to that heavenly vest which is not
measured by the flight of years.
[er last sickFOR
EACH
ARTICLE.
ness was long and severe.
Gradually disease. ndvanced while strength departed.
At length deWe
do
not
coffer
a
single
article
merchandise,
feated by death, she was in death victorious, | that can be sold by regular dealers atof our
price,
We
triumphing over its power, and now, we trust,
do not ask you to buy geods irom us unless we can
is stinging praise to him that liveth and was dead
sel them cheaper than you can obrain them in any
and is alive forevermore.
Her gentleness and
othar way.—while tne greater part of our goods are
fidelity won for her many friends.
;
sold at about

have the peculiar appearancs about the lids
common to all stadents, ani especially night
readers, which is very clearly perceive l
and defined by photogeaphs of the poet.

A Japanese Sermon.

were |

shipped trom our house iu Que Year, to families

in tuil Gi and Cloth Bindings,~and husidreds
others.
¥
|
EE
These and everything else for

Eliza Hanson, of Hollis, Me., died Sept. 8th,
aged 19 years and 9 months.
Amiable aod Kind,
be endeared himself to his friends and the com-

Sketch of Tennyson.

all

in the

deliberate tones: ‘* And now, Mr. Speaker,

meat by Witiam
on the route of

and had his hearty

had wielded sucha vast power over the
universe.
Gradually the
whole House politics of Great Britain in an environment
awoke, and looked with wondering eyes which reminded me of the historical sketchupon the orator, supposing him mad.
His es of the Spartan simplicity in the domestic
purpose thus answered, he turned suddenly life of Samuel Adams inthe days of the
on an honest Datch member from New York, Revolution.
The personal appearance of Mr. Bright
who never ventured anything more than a
zealous yea or nay; pointed his slow, un- is pretty faithfully represented in the familmoving fiager at him, and cried in his shrill, iar photographs. His countenance bears
of long words,

ton was the day of the dissolugion of Pariia-

anid henevolent, filling a large
of all who knew her.
‘We
tained by the afilered family
her eternal gain, Services by

ORTY THOUSAND CASE3OF GOODS

B.S. GERRY,

by HoLuMEs & BLANCHARD.

himself,

through ia good

Rn-

to a curious and novel stratagem to gain the

_..

from

er

attention

Portland papers please notice.

Stones 30 inches in diameter,

dolph in announcing his death, called him
John Bright.
“the boast of Maryland, and the pride of
the United States.”
The London correspondent of the N. Y.
His device to put down Barnabas Bidwell, a Missachusetts lawyer and an active Tribune gives this description of a visit to
democratic Roliustan, was curious. Rn- the illustrious Eaglish statesman, Jobn
dolph, at
Bidwell's maiden speech, was
:
:
dressed in bis usual morning cos'ume,—his Bright:
A letter of introduction from an intimate
skeleton legs cased in tight-fitting Yather
breeches and top boots, with a blue riding- personal friend of Mr. Bright in New York,
coat, the thick buckskin gloves from which he procured me a cordial invitation to visit him
His famwas never parted, and a heavily loaded riding at his private London lodgings.
whip in his hand. After listening attentive- ily remain at their country residence, durly for about a quarter of an hour, he rose ing the greater part of the season, and with
deliberately, settled his hat on his head. and his simple habits, he does not indulge in
Acocompawalked slowly out of the House, striking the luxury of a house in town.
the handle of his whip emphatically upon nied by a gentleman, who has the entree
the palm of his left hand, and regarding to his rooms at all tinies, I selected an early
poor Bidwell as he passed him with
a look hour for an interview, and found the illustrious statesman at his quiet and solitary
of insolent contempt.
*Qa one occasion, John Randolph resorted

i

loaded down, before his arrival at his office, lis mouth is constantly smiling, but his eyes
witha mass of matter which would have seem to be absent while hs is speaking—
made our neighbor Stewandtret turn three searching everywhare for somethiay that is
shades more sallow than is his wont, if it not present—that speculative look that is
did not bring oa an attack of jaundice out- not easy to convey by description, and must
right. He did not go into hysterics, nor get .be comprehended rather than clearly detinbilious; he only laughed a good, hearty, ed.- His voice is rich and sonorous, bat he
rollicking laugh at the good joke of suppos- chooses his words slowly, and, I should
ing one good-humored pair of hands could think by this, betrays that in his composition
get through with such a stock of businessin he is equally careful and slo #.
a single day. Anil then, to turn the joke

fus King on the Missouri question. He referred to the new member as *‘ the member
from Maryland ;” and then pausing, as ifnot
certain, added, “I believe he is from Mary-

I saw the Dake of Welling-

to

cooled,

the

Thelast time

crowded streets. His popularity at that
time wag at its nadir, and the noises with
which he was saluted were not as flattering
as those which greeted him on his return
The healthiest men we know are those who
from Waterloo.
Just opposite my window
do not work the hardest, but do the most he was brought to a stop by a coal cart, in
work.
Thera is no paradox about this. which was a sooty wretch, who began sh ikEvery business man sees among his employ- ing a bag at him with stentorian shou's and
ees examp'es of men whe work hard yet covering him with dust. Several minu'es
accompli=h little, otaers who easily accom- must have elasped whilst he was ignomiaplish much.
jously enthralled. What
he
raid,
I
How is this to be explained? Mach is at- could not hear, but I could
see the
tributable to the want of system on the part expression of his face, and it was cerof the inefficient, more than to the want of tainly not the same as it wore when he
the proper spirit. Nervous irritability is the cried, ** Up, Guards, and at them!” The
greatest weakness of the American charac- spectacle was so'paintul that I heartily wishwer.
Itisthesharp grit which aggravates ed somebody would heive the heaver from
‘friction and cuts out the bearing of 1he entire bis dirty eminence. The sympathy, howhuman machine. Nine out of every ten men ever, of the many-headed, to my amazewe meet are ia a chronic state of annoyance. ment, was with the blackguard, who was
The least untoward things set them in a evidently an exponent of the then popular
state of ferment. Impatience is the poison voice.
ad I been older, I would have
that heats the blood and ruins stomachs, been less astonished. It is quite enregle
more than excess of pepper and mustard. that the path -of glory should lead to coal
Every machinist knows ‘that whea a jour- dust.— Lippincolt’s Magazine.

with his re narks that he invited him to call
and see him at bis lodgings.

other ym ige was ever enshrinéd in his heart.
He had a great abhorrence of debt. On one
occasion, ia Congress, he suddenly inter-

Corinna, Me., August 27, aged T+ years, 2 months.
Her illness was long and severe, but God's
- grace
helped her to biarir. -She had bsen a Christian
during the most of her life, and atv the final hour
experienced the Christinn’s hope.
Her life and
death were a lesson that may well be heeded.

Kills one,

scorched and consumed
its victim like fiery

Randolph
was once oppos ing a motion for

.
WALTER BLAKE,
SARAH. wife of Thomas B. Andrews.
died fn |

|

;

is claims to. a baronial family consequence,
his aristo sratic assumption of superiontv, his
capricious and dangerous temper, all sev
him apart, and male him a popular marvel.
There was sumthing in his general asp ct
which reminded one ot his lineage from the recreation and exercise. Those who - write | utterance of a sage who had wisely decidroyal Powbattan,
His ‘eye wus piercingly upon this subject rarely look beyond the ed on the value of different purposes in liie.
Dyspepsia is traced
His invective was tremendous; it surtace of the matter.
brillant

it t) the victim's heart.

sinners to seek an interest in the Saviour,
‘

flowed ike a river of. oil sparkling with
Burr E. Tromas died in Palermn, N. Y.,
the want of work kills ten, the fires of pas- golden sands, and oft'n tempered by a - June 13, uged 3L years. Brother Thomas was
vein
of
spicy
humor,
showing
a
rich
and
hopefully
converted to Christ when quite young,
sion consume
twenty,
sinful indulgence
which time he has lived a consistent Chrisdestroys fifty. In cases where work seems generous nature. I was struck with some since
tian, and as such he had the respect and confi
to undermine health, it is not so often of his. remarks on the nutural tendency to dence of all who knew him. He leaves i wife
oader
and
quiet,
as
age
advances,
and
may
that the labor is tho much, as the fanlty’
and two children with a large circle of relatives
way in whichit is done, the spirit in which make this slight allusion to them, as the to mourn their loss. Lis example of fidelity
expression
of
a
practiced
statesman
somewill long be remembered by his Christian associit is performed.’ Labor, to be pgm inently
W. R. STONE.
endurable, must be healthy ; thas 1s, it must what in contrast with his public ca- ates. Funeral services by
ErizaseTn B., wife of Jonathan Young, died
be adapted to the mental and physical ca- reer.. **The longer L live,” said he, **I
pacities. of the worker, and especially if am more and more disposed to seek some in Ettingham, Sept. 3, after u long and severe illaged 61 ‘years, She gave her heart to God
brain labor, it must be pleasing. It must point ‘where progress is not necessary.” ness,
when but a youth, was baptized
by Rev. 8,
not be allowed to iotrench upon sleep, inrer- He illustrated this idea at length, showing
Burbank,and
waited with thé church in that place.
6 it was not the whim of a statesman
tere with the regular and deliberate taking
A large circle of friends are deeply afflicted.
of food, nor preveot a proper amount of weary with the claims of reform, but the She who has departed, was affectionate, genial,
against overwork.

have figured in tho prominent circles of the
gove rament:

and Underwork.

The major'ty of mankind need no caution

publishers, contains this interesting account
of one of the: most marked characters tha

or organ

| Poberise

11, and be the means of inducing many careless |

.

I will not pretend to give you a report
of his conversation, even if I could do so
without violating the decorum of the familiar interview with which I was honored.
I will only say that it was singularly un-

gon was his first aud longest official love.

entitled,

book,

EB. F. Ellet's ney

Mrs.

ments of music, Certainly |

more sweet an 1 harmonious tones from flare

months ot -his-inaagueation.— Jeffer- | V yolee.

Lin six

CY at

«The

o

Randolph
him with-

them been elected President,
wonld probably have denounced

The retail nrice of every fnstrument of this

is $125,00.

This excellent Organ

bargain, if it is taken goon
80

will be

quality

bold at a

Address

,

L.R, BURLINGAME,
;
Dover, N. IH,

$100 a Month Salary
PAID for Agents, Male and Female; business new,
pleasant and permanent. Address,enclosing 30 stam
Van Aiden & Co., 171 Broadway,
New York.
s@~A
80 ample of another article, which, retails. at
sent for 50 ots,

W

ANTED.

re

Fifty smart oanvassers, Male
or Fe

male. to aell
entitled, “Sunshine
hold subjects sure
SELL,55 Cornhill,

onr néw and elezant Engraving:
and Shadow :” one of thosa honseto please, Address, B, B, RUS«
Sue
Boston,

be

Ed

»

«Bb
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.
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THE MORNING STAR: NOVEMBER 3, 1869.
Paragraphs.
Hural any Domestic,

FOREIGN,
A girl of eighteen is about to be beheaded at
brought $1,686 in gold in Lon-

A royal proclamation is to be issued immediately, transferring the northwest territory to
the Dominion of Canada.

A new German Alpine club 1s talked of, with a

tendant is to cease his visits.

view to the thorough exploration of the German
Alps, and the publication of periodical works on
the subject.

ed by the Sultan with the most imposing

pox.

The Great Eastern will leave Medway November 10th with the Indian cable on board, for lay:
ing down between Aden and Bombay.
“Pére Hyacinthe, not having returned to his
convent as ordered by his Superior, has been dispossessed of all his charges.
Transatlantic

French

Steam

Navigation

Company has entered into a contract to supply
all its vessels with the electric lights. They
believe the greater safety in navigation by night
will cover the expense,
A large party of female
ed from Liverpool for
ket race mesting has

emigrants

have

sail-

Canada.
The Newmarclosed. The weather is

eold and frosty throughout Great Britain.
“ George Peabody’s health is slightly improved.
The Queen has expressed much interest in his

condition.
The International Commissjon on the question
of jurisdiction over the Suez Canal, began its
session at Cairo yesterday.

The reconstructed cabinet of the New Dominion has been

made

public.

A

communication

from Earl Granville to Sir John Young says
that the English government is in favor of unit-

heart.
who

After his death at Missolonghi in 1822, his
enclosed

case.

Four

years

later, afte thie protracted siege of Missolonghi, a
sullying party, carrying the relic with them, cut
a way with great sacrifice of life through the
Turkish lines, but the heart was lost in crossing
the marshes.
y
An old trapper, who crossed the western plains
35 years ago, says that there was no grass at all,
but only a few sage bushes and cacti, Now there
is a thin soil formed over the land and gravel,
and grass covers the entire surface.
It appears
that this enriching process goes on faster and
faster every year. This is why so many people
have been astonished at not finding any * Great
American Desert,” and conclude it was only a
myth. « The truth is that it did exist, but has
| passed away.
Of the

total radiationof the sun, only one part

in 2,300,000,000 reaches

the

earth,

and

this is

sufficient to liquify a stratum of ice, 100 feet
ing British Columbia to the New Dominion.
thick over the whole earth. This heat is the
The Austrian Emperor was warmly received source of all available force except that from
by the Sultan Thursday eveming., It is rumor- the tides,which comes from attraction of the
ed that the Russian government has protested moon. Steam-power comes from heat stored
against Austrian troops passing through Tar- up by the sun in wood or coal, water-power
{ from heat which has raised vaporto the clouds,
key.

Troops
are leaving Madrid for Havana,

The

cabinet and people are still at variance respecting
a successor to thé Spanish

throne.

The

dissen-

sions which have recently broken out between
* the cabinet
and people, render the choice of the

Dukeof Genos as King of Spain probable.

Gen-

eral Prim
is doing his utmost to prevent a ruption in the coalition of the church and the mon-

~ Mbe London

ion

American finances,

‘ments

an “editorial

wherein

on

the wriler com-

on Secretary Boutwells advocacy of pay-

ing the national debtin gold, and considers the

| to fall in river-beds, and wind-power
from

the

sun’s

heat

rents.

producing

also comes

upward

cur-

;

xp

1's appeal for paying the debt
hig glory and

not be
‘which
"The
it, that

patriotism.

The

obli-

before

the sap

begins

to flow.

if

dens in a manner as well as it can be done in the
in the fall, so that the canes can be cut and buried
in sand in the cellar, or in garden or field soil out
of doors. Many writers on grape growing have
said that cuttings should be packed in boxes,
mixed with moist sand,and placed in cellars; but
cuttings may just as well be preserved by covering them with common garden or field soil, or
with sand. You may take any variety of grape,
and cut the canes into single eyes,or long cuttings,
with two to four eyes, then lay them
anywhere
upon the ground, and cover them with any soil
80 deep that they willbe well preserved in the
spring, Or you may dig a hole in the ground,
put the cuttings init, and cover them 6 or 8 inches
deep, and they willbe in
good condition to
set the next spring. ~We bury cart loads every
fall, and make heaps three or four feet high,
about six feet wide; and as long as necessary.
We first lay a tiexsof cuttings about six inches
deep, upon the surface of the ground, (we should
dig down a foot or more if our garden were not
on a flat, where water stands sometimes in win-

ter,) and ebVer with soil, then another tier, then

cover, and so on till we get the heap about four
feet high, then we cover it about eight inches
deep with earth, and throw a little nay, straw, or
anything over the heap, to prevent the rain from

it is better to lay the cuttings loose in the tiers
and work the dirt among theni, notwithstanding

had taken possession of Silesid by

that we have had bundles keep perfectly well; yet
itis reasonable to suppose that it is safer to have
the cuttings inclose contact with the earth than
otherwige. Bat if one bury his cuttings in hu nd
les, it would also be safer to pack them on

of

con-

that monarch in the following manner:
The
motto on the coin, * Ein reichs
thaler,” (A

crown of the kingdom,) he had divided in such a
insulting coins to be all melted
few of them still exist.

down,

The latest deep-sea soundings

but some

show

that the

put too simply and nakedly. It waters from the polar seas are constantly distribAmerica owes primarily to its uting over the beds of all the oceans. The equanation does not want any other torial waters fopm a superficial stratum of about
which the creditor’s rights have two-thirds of a mile: while below that are the
out te jt. The security of American polar waters, which, athe depth of several miles
have a temperature of 39°F, as

proved

by

self-

re;
thermometers let down to a depth
equal to about the hight of Mount Blane. Even

at these

depths, and with this extreme. cold,

animal life is found in considerable variety,

Hitherto no Jews have been admitted to any
Austrian university as professors.

bition has now

been

removed, and

This prohi-

the first

Jewish professor has been appointed in the
person of Dr. Mauthner, who has obtainedto

the chair of ophthalmic surgery in the

sityof Innsbruck.
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American...#7

.. @..

From

..

Ordinary.....24 @.. 25
No.

:

Sheetings and Shirtings—

P

Medium 4-4...13 @ 14
Drills,brown....16 @ 17

Print Cloths. . x ¢ 8
Cotton Flannels 15 @ 80

TiCKIng .se0e++20 @ + 30
. 46
+ 80

Mous.de

@

. 20

MR. CHAS. L. FOWLE,

Ginghams......14 @ . 17

Univer-

their

ends,

so that the

and snows will be more

moisture
equally

warms

mutton

brown
lilac.

tree,

the

sesses is a military

fully recommend them to public favor.
(Signed)

drawn

away

internal

vice will very far

My Dear Sir:

been

a Failure.

discovered

exceed

it would

Medium..3

50

tt

Vestorsianss 8 8
est or

0.52

CHEESE,
Factory,
ex. b!1 @ 16
Farmers’.....12%

2 tion
CORN

@

4

16%

Grain

ed, and the few vegetables

rot if not used withina few
earried on.

P

aie

C. L. FowLE, E#q., Agent, &0.—
Dear Sir: Last Spring and Summer we
of

Yellow.......0

EGGS

72 3.

weeks.

of rain and great lack of sun preclude the
of any profitable cultivation of the soil.

very

af

chine.
Toads

:
are the

best

protection for cabbage |

against lice.

Bulphuris

PT

valuable for preserving grapes, etc.,

or

®
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GOLD AND

lowest

Sponge

prices, and gives purchasers an opportu-

Other kinds of Reed Instruments furnished on as,

tion after a few weeks’ use, MR. HARMON

the money and take

spelled to deal in

© warrants every

years, if well used.

HARMON’S

MR.

GOOF

& Vermont 60
@

. 50

Medium.... .46 @
Coarse.......44 @
Other Western—
Fine and X...44 @

TERMS

o
First TerMs.

40

+
.

Instruments

Reed

Five octave Portable Melodeons are

per quarter;and all of the first quarter's
rented for $5
from the price of the Melodeon, and al
rent is taken
80 $3 of each $5 ped for subsequent quarters. '

Explanation—If the price of a new Melodeon is $60
the first quarter's rent reduces the price of the Melodeon to $55; the eecond rent reduces the reat to $02;
the third to $49; the fourth to $46; the fifth to $43,

Land go on until the price of the Melodeon is
to notting.

Medium ......43 @
Common..... 43 @
Pulled, GEE. ed [7]

reduc

secon TERMS, Five octave Piano cased Melodeons, Rosewood, highly polished, and five Octave Sin-

gle Reed Organs of best quality, are rented for $8 per

Yuet ter, and

do.combing.. 65
Buenos.Ayres..20
CapeG
Hope #5
African, wash....
Unwashed
..15

each quarter's rent reduces the price of

the Instrument $6.

4
@
a
@
@..

.

.

Now Fork... 58 oe.
estern.
. 80
stern

Trirp TERMS, Five octave Double Reed Organs,
and six Octave Plano cased Melodeons, Rosewood
highly polished, are rented for $10 per quarter, an
each quarter's rent rgduces the price of the instrument
$8.
Mason & Ham)in’s Cabinet Organ included.
rol aEber priced Instruments are rented on as liberal
rms.
:
Each quarter’s rent is to be paid strictlyin advance
or no deduction will be made from the price of the
Instrument.
:
{
A person renting an Instrument, will have the priv.
ilége of retaining it so long as Rent is paid in advauce, and no longer, and shall have the first privilege of purchasing the same at the reduced price b
paying down. If an Instrument is paid for in fu

months, all of the rents paid
After being rented ixInstrument,
-

Mess¥ bbl..28 25 @28 76
Prime... ... 29 00 @31 00
Hams,salted 15 00 @16 00

Hams smok’d10 00 @21 00
POTATO,
Mercers....

@

14

°

Sheep Folia. 150 0

nes,
hy

TESTIMONIALS,
We, thaundersigned, are prepared to

L. Harmow's NEW METHOD

ments in any

WOOL,

Vermont... ... 46 8
Unwashed.....

willgo to ay for the
None
e sold on trust.
MONTHLY PAYMENTS, Instruments may be purchased by paying each month in advance,a sum equat
to a quarter's rent for that kind of Instrument, and
all paid will go to pay for the Instrument; and in this
way a person can foon- pay for an Instrument, and
not seem to feel it, if monthly payments are made regularly in advance.
If monthly payments cease when the Instrument is
partly paid for, the Instrument must be considered
as being, and having been, on rent, and the money
paid will be reckoned in pay for rent, subject to the
conditions of quarterly
8.
:
If a pereon starting upon
the plan of monthly payments, findsit inconvenient to make out the monthly
payments in advance, they can fall back upon the
terms of renting por quarter, and in this way save all
they have paid, if quarterly rents are paid striotly in
advance, but if quarterly rents are not pid in advance, prepaid money will go to hay rent on the Instrumeus, subject to the conditions of quarterly

on

keys
Chickens,

AREER

—

a2

o
liberal terms.
PLEDGE. If any Instrument fails to givewillsatisfac
refund

Fine: ceesvasns db @ ..

:

has invented a hay-loading ma-

General Superintendent.

ho fon pay ir their Instruments in the easiest manner pos
PRICES. (Not including Freight). New 7 octave
it
Pianos, with latest improvements, and in
an
next to Chickering & Sons, are furnished for
upward, Mr. Harmon goes to Boston an selects
separately every Piano thas he sells, for two reasons,
st. That he may have the first choice from a large:
number of Pianos.
2d. That be may see the inside action, and know
that it is of & dwiable character which will hold ite
of tone for many years.
brilliancy
REED INSTRUMENTS, Single Reed Organs are furnished for #50, and upwards. Five octave Double
Reed Organs, with 5 stops, or 3 stops and Mapual
Sub Bass, are furnished from the best flvms, for $100,
and upwards. Five octave Portable Melodeons are
furnished from any Manufactory desired, and prices
will not exceed $00 for the very best in Walnut, nor
$70 in highly polished Rosewood.

New York¥ »..47 @

ho Vermonter

$

Truly yours,
WM. HENDRY,

This new system by which Instruments of Music
are being sent to any part of the United States, was
of his
invented by Rev. Mr. Harmon to meet a
expenses Wille Jabatin in the Siubath & : Swuse.
s
an
extensive acqu
inbneiness has become very extentive, and tly
creasing. It furnishes the best Instruments at the

@ 11%
@ 8 |

HEAT,
White, # bush 2 25 @

Items,

given

can make an average saving of more than 20 per cent,
and are freed from all risk in the trans
jon of
¥. LL. L.
Money or Instruments, by addvessitg
+ Portsmouth,
Ha fox, Pastor of Pearl street Chi

.

PrimeCakes. ...18%

idea

Norfolk

PURCHASERSOF
Pianos, Organs, and Mclodeons,

@eveee

Barrels........ 12 @..

[i

gave a trial

on our

They have

mer street.

Timothy,.....5 00 @ 4 00
Clover. .oeves 2.
13.@

Stock rais-

Cushions

The public are invited to. call and examine MATTRESSES, CUSHIONS, &c., at the Agency, 121 Sum-

to

superabundance

Sponge

al of new for old.
(Signed)

that can be produced,
The

Elastic

perfect satisfaction, and we now are supplying all
our other cars with them as fast as needed by renew-

@ ++ i
@ 16}
@ 15%

Extra. ........40

9

cannot be rais-

your

House and St. James line of cars,

Renting
C
Mich,,N,Y,

Metropolitan H. R. R. Co.

SUPERINTENDENT'S OFFICE, METROPOLITAN RAILROAD, Boston, May 19, 1869,

@ 125
s

son Skin....7d
hong.. «..
ORE: +eevees T0
LL
=»
WOOL
Ohio & Pennsylvania—

WhiteWest’rn
1 27 @ 1 50

and coal, but plenty

be carried on by the natives. ,As an agricultur-

1]

senses

«ooacvsee

[

S—

From the Superintendent

4 00

BEEF
ExMess ¥bbll2 00 g18 00
Country do..16 00 @18 v0
BUTTER,
Orange Co¥B 60 @ . 53

pdyto work,

The fur trade of the interior must continue

organs

&

SPRINGFIELD, May 14, 1869,
In answer to your inquiry as 10 how
plpased with the Sponge Cushions furone
it givesme pleasure to say, every
inquired pronounce them superior £0
As for myself, I
kind they ever saw.

J. M.
THOMPEON,
Chairman of Building Com. Charch of the Unity.
CHAS. L. ¥OWLE, Egq., Boston.

MAITOW. ++... 4 00 @42
Ex

of as good quality and easier of access ean be
had a thousand miles south of the Territory.

ing cannot be

Muscovado—

Dio arnAPPLES,
oes ss 10 hove MAP
ar OATS.
8 SUCAT

Green Winter 4 00 8 7 00
State a SARL Eo ‘on
. J

the revenue collected,

which

News

Express.

late Thompson § Cos

am delighted with them and would much prefer them

NEW YORK WHOLESALE PRICES.
For the week ending, 27 Oct. , 1869.

value, as it gives us a stra-

There is plenty of timber

and generally diffused through the whole body,
and the more freely this external circulation
and warmth are kept up, the more refreshing
and invigorating the bath becomes, and the
greater the benefit derived from fit: whereas
when the stomach has recently heen supplied
I

$0

2h

.

to all curled hair at the same prices.
Yours very Jrulr,

Do. refined $5 00 @100 00 | Per
‘ena
Do. Sheet,¥ ® 5 @ . 8 (Imperial .....1 00
Russia, Bit LIT @.. 18 |Hyson......
95
EAD.
_ |Young liyson..%0

There is no probability of any emigration in that
direction. No mines of valuable minerals have

and

J

tree,

mous,and the expenses of keeping up the civil ser-

;

from

blue

Fuge

[Fair tog'd re1l2¥

:

L.A. CUTLER, Supt.

our Society are
nished by you,
of whom I have
anything of the

Nos.18to 20...16 @ 16%

21 |Cuba

, dry.20% @.. 31

Very respectfully,

From Col. Thompson,

Potato cevveeess0 @40 6
SUGAR.
Havana,
Nos. 8to 13. 11%@ 13%
Nos.13t017..23% @ 16%

{Portland
@
e020
estern,
do. wet.......11 @.. 12 Refined
Crushed........
Goat Skins,
Madras.......65 @ 75.. | Powdered......
Patnas...... 40 @ 50
Coffee crush 18%
IRO
TALLOW,
Rendered, b..11%
Swedish—
Com.ass’d14000 @14500 Rough. «eee. 74
EX, 812€8.s0000i@eeinse
TEAS,
Eng. com...9 00 @ {5 00 |Gunpowder,

tegic point on British Columbia.
The sending
of civil officers there, he adds, is a useless expense, as the only benefit will be to those who
draw salaries. Military posts should be reduc.
ed, as the expenses of supplying them are enor-

1. Bathe should not be takén within at least

being

reddish

Salt......20 @..

B A
3B

Gen. Thomas reports that he does not think
Alaska is worth the money Mr. Seward
paid
for it, and says that about the only value it pos-

one hour before eating, nor within two after.
The reason for this is, that in bathing the blood
is brought to the surface in large quantities
and circulates freely in the capillaries of the |
skin,

Green

Fritters.

Alaska

Bathing.

Oe

ships,

cold, (h) ash; the reddish

al region it has no value.

for

guides

Take five or six large, mealy potatoes (peachblows are the best), and slice them lengthwise,
Pig. gold....e. +. @. 8%
about one-fifth of an inch in thickness, throwing
Sheet and Pipe....@ 11%
the slices into cold water as they are cut. Have
8
seeds sanssnere 8@
.
ready a deep griddle on the fire in which some
lard or nice drippings have been melted; lay the
slices in separately, and sprinkle them with salt.
Fry them to a nice brown on one side; then turn
Oak......
and brown the other. Trythem with a fork,
Calf Skins,
¥h 100g.
bry Hid res
i
and as soon as one piece is throroughly done, dip
Nn rougheeees 77 @ss
itin batter and return it to the griddle.
By
LUMBE
4
the time the last pieee
is dipped, the first Clear Pine... 30 00 @85
Coarse do...20 00
will need turning.
As soon as the fritters are
Ship stock...21 00
browned on both sides, lay them on a heated dish
Spruce...... 16 00
Oak, # ton sesvaee
and put more on the griddle. They need constant
Hemlock bdsl3 00
attention to keep them from becoming too crisp
do,
plank......
do.
Joist.......
or burned.
Half a teacupful of sweet milk, one
Clapboards 66 00
egg, a little salt, and flour enough to make it of
do. Spruce 15 00
the consistency of pound-cake,is a good recipe
Shingles, pine .2 25
docedari..
es.
for the batter. Apples sliced and cooked in the
Laths, ins...
same manner and eaten with sugar'make a good:
do.
TUCC ses. Bos
8,box shooks...00 g**
dessert.

water stands among them for several weeks, they
would be injured badly,and some varieties would,
probably, be destroyed entirely.

Rules

2000 bse. 15 00 @27 30

cheer

the use of institutionsof this Kind, and I most

Best, ¥ Boose + 8 @.0 10

¥ ton
a)

121 Summer Street—

Dear Sir: 1 have had in constant use in one of the
wards of this institution for the last six months one
of your Elastic Sponge Mattresses.
t has many qualities which make it far preferable
in my opinioa to curled hair. We have a number of
them in u-e, but the one I refer to has been put to the
hardest test possible, and Ifind it aggood to-day as
the day it was introduced. It retains its elasticity remarkably, whicli quality adapts them especially for

FrenchYellow 2X

Straw,100s..130 @ 1 40
HIDES AND
SKINS,
Calcutta Cow,
Slaughter...21% @.. 22

Sr———
——

among

them. . If cuttings are buried in the ground

when
chestnut;

Potato

from rains

diffused

Bale hay,
Coun

Elastic

From Superintendent of City Hospital,
© City HOSPITAL, May 22, 1860.

@
@

you to die,

OF

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
CHAS, G, GREENE,

Cottonades.....21
Denims «seeeesa1d

to travel invites,

FAVOR

asred.

@ 17%

Prints.cevecesss12 @ 14
Shirting Stripes 16 @ 27%

Laines..

.

Dear Sir: Having used your Patent Elastic Sponge
Maitresses, Pillows and Cushions in my house for
several months, 1am happy to say that they have
ual to your representations,
proved in all respects
and that I much prefer them to any article of the kind
For ditrability, elasticity,
I have ever purchased.
Steanliuess and retention of shape, they are not sur-

4-4...10 @ 16

Cotton Jeans. 12%

Col. Charlies G. Greene,
BOSTON, Sept. 24, 1869.

MR. CHAS, L. FOWLE—

1

Neatsfo:

Heavy

IN

Dear Sir: As far a8 my Judgment goes, and it is
founded on a fair trial, your
Pa tent Elastic Sponge
Mattress is equal in point of comfort to any mattress
I have ever used. Among its chic excellencies are
softness, e'asticity, absence of unpleasant smells from
decayed animal substances, and in jfeneral neatness
Respectfu ly yours
and convenience.
NATH'L B. SHURTLEFF,

St. Domingo....1¥ @.. 22 |Crude
RiOssssssasesss:20 @os 23 | Do.
COTTON.
N.O. & Mobile

His Honor the Mi
.
Boston, October 1, 1869,

MR. C. L. FOWLE—

60
80

§
@..
.
@ 1
@..

Cienfuegos .....05
co.60
PoOruRivse
OIL.
Olive, ¥ gal..1 45
Linseed—Kng- 96

COAL.
Cannel*****+.1500 @ 20
Pictot.-saes..750 @ 8
Anthracite,..10 bv g00
COFFEE.

From
:

00

@..

do Muscovadob2

@..30

50

@.

tart......48

sweet....00 @.

do

Goo 48 |

Adamantine....22

JAVA

Goods.

TESTIMONIALS

FOLLOWING

THE

READ

MOLASSES,
Cuba,

10%

@

ceesesree 46

Sperm

(h) elm; the tree of the people, poplar; the unhealthiest tree, sallow;
the tree whose
wood
faces the north, southern-wood, the tree that

washing’ the cuttingsbare. If we tie the cuttings
in bundles, we lay the bundles down on their

ed at the time in the mint was an Austrian, who,
out of hatred to Frederick IL. of Prussia, who
right

PRICKD,

CANDLES.

the tree to be kissed, tu-lip; the dan-

agating,’ it is essential that the pruning be done

A great rarity inthe shape of coins has lately
been sold at-Paris, namely, a silver one struck off
at Breslau in 1761. Among the persons employ-

quest, conceived the idea of revenging himself on

that

diest tree, spruce; the tree that

fall. When the grape wood is.to be saved for prop-

sides, and close together, as it does not appear to
be necessary that the earth should come in contact
with each cutting, if they areso covered that
they are kept damp.
We
think, however, that

y pecessity of such advocacya proof of the manner as to make it read, “- Ein’ reich stahl er,”
of repudiators. He continues as fol- (He stole a kingdom.) The king ordered these
yA

or

Pruning could also be delayed at the North,

and obtained by the Greeks,

it in a silver

WHOLESALE

Moulds. ......13%

that is lazy, sloe, the tree neither up nor down
hill, plane;

-our winters were not too cold to allow of such
work being done in vineyards, or even in gar-

body was embalmed and sent to England, but the

heart was begged

BuUsiUN

o-live; the tree that will fight, box; the tree that
obeys you, cumin; the tree that never stands
still, hop; the tree that got up, rose; the tree

vines at the North. In the Southern states it
may be done at any time from November to
February,

tree

traveler's joy; the tree that forbids

We take the following directions for preserving
grape cuttings from the Rural American:
November is the proper month to prune grape

system

with serofulous and “syphilitic humors, and absolutely shortens life. In England the opposition
is so strong that many people submit to be fined
rather than suffer their children to be vaccinated.
Few probably are aware of the fate of Byron’s

and the banks were crowded with spectators.

The

They say that it fills the human

Markets.

For the week ending, Oct. 27, 1869.

flower;
ly night-shade; the tree that your wants would

Grape Cuttings.

Much opposition prevails in Europe against
vaccination, which some of the most eminent
physicians deem injurious, more so than small

and

"I'he

Gunpowder.

supply, service; the

shown the certificate of confession.

magnificent ceremonies.
The waters of the Bosphorus were covered with boats gaily decorated,

2

The Maine farmers in convention at Augusta, decided that the Orono, as it is called, was the
best potato to grow in the State. Itis also called the Carter, Reed, and Foote potato, but the
convention held to the name Orono.

army,

— Kennebec Journal.

Nay, the dispens-

ing chemist must not continue to furnish medicines in the course of a long illness, except he be

The Empress of France is traveling in the
East, and has reached Turkey.
She was receiv-

soils, naturally
of the West did

of land,

50, 000 acres

year

this

cultivated

and has 20,000 head of cattle.

Varnishes ....1
Cargetings—
named Schultze, claims: to have invented
Lowell sup.8-ply 8 1 66
Extra super.... @1 27%
a powder which can be kept and transported in a
Superfine ....... 1 12%
no injury; in heavy or flat lands, with clay sub- non-explodable
of
state. He takes any kind
{Crudesescseessld Gor
FISH
soil, the damage was great, iu_some cases refor
made
6 07 § 7 00 Refined.....er+.88 @.o ©
fish, large
wood from which charcoal is commonly
gow
The loss is forty-nine
Keresene.......39 @..
sulting in total failure.
00
rm
Goats:
gunpowder, and slices it across the grain witha
Naptha...ceeeeeid @.0
per cent. in Virginia, from thirty to forty in
Mackerel,lge12 50 @2
@2
9!
PROVISIONS,
8
veneer-saw into very thin pieces. These pieces
Shore.....«
North Carolina,
Maryland,
Vermont,
Maine,
Boef—Mess,
Alewives..... 4 b0 @33
are granulated by a punching-press, and the
Western..,14
00 g)6 00
. tce..52 00
South Carolina, Tennessee, Kentucky, Illinois,
grains are then freed from gli earthy matter by a Salmon
Toh 25 @ 8 50 wFamily ....19 00 @21 00
Heri
Michigan, Wisconsin, from twenty to thirty in
Pork,
AND MEAL,
FLO
chemical process, which leaves the pure woody
+ Extra Clear.36 00 g37 00
New Hampshire, Connecticut, New York, New
St.Louis; Sup.. «+ Gr
fiber. They are next put into strong nitric acid
74
Clear......35 0 g36 00
6
@
25
6
brand
extra
Jersey, Delaware, Georgia, Indiana, Ohio, Towa
Mess, best.3l 50 @2 50
00
and converted into xyloidine, which is very simchoice extra 9 0 810
Prime .... 20 (0 @i7on50
57
and Minnesota, from ten to twenty in Massa525@
not
and
sup-.
West'rn
.
ilar to gun-cotton, butnot so violent,
25
19
com.extras..6 00 g 6
chusetts and Pennsylvania, and one to ten per
The last
25
7
§
tiable to spontaneous ‘decomposition.
ov
medium do..6
cent. in Rhode Tsland, Alabama, Mississippi, process is to wash the grains in a weak solution
choice do....7 00 § 8 00
4
There must be one
Missouri, and California.
Illinois and Ohio,
The powder may then be
of sodic carbonate.
Hogs, dressed 135 @
choiceextra, 750 § 8
hundred and fifty millions of bushels less than
said
is
It
PRODUCE.
packed and stored in perfect safety.
Mich, and Indiana
|
Apples dried,b.8} 8.11
8
00
7
a full crop of corn.
choice extra.
| that a warehouse full of it was burned down
5 7
do sliced.....16 @.. 1+
§
25
erd
a,sup
Canad
There will be a reduction in the yield of cof
is made
powder
The
do,new¥bbl3 0 @ 5 5)
without an explosion.
com.extras..6 (0 § 6:
ton, from the Carolinas to Alabama, and mate¥ Bb,
:
medium do. 6 ov @ TU50 Butter,
explosive, when wanted for use, by being steeped
Vermont......40 @.. 40
7
choice d0....7 00 §
Georrial increase from Mississippi to Texas.
in a solution of potassic or baric nitrate; itis
.§..
««
«
sup
Southern,
gia, Florida, and South Carolina have suffered
62 8676
then just as powerful, bulk for bulk, as ordinary
extras
most, mainly from drought, in a-few localities
choice Balt. 8 5) @10 0
not
will
it
that
claimed
is
it
and.
;
gunpowder
00 @ 8 00
0
ywine
Brand
Esfrom rust, the caterpillar, and boll worm.
Cranberries, bu
foul a gun.
Rye Flour....4 50 @ 5 00
Capesssasss
timates make the increase in Mississippi, Louis25 g§ 0 00
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Corn Meal..
Cheese, ¥ Bb
FRUIT.
iana and Texas respectively, ten, twelve, and
Remarkable Trees.
fourteen per cent. The probabilities at pres—
GC
3
a yield of two million seven hundred
ent favor
and fifty thousand bales.
The following is an ingenious list of *‘ remarkCitron. .
oo
The wheat crop, as a whole, is large. The
Af.PeaNuts..140 @ 1 66
The sociable tree, tea; the dancing
able trees”:
Jacksons...
§,
common..13
§ . 16
only States showing.a decrease are Illinois, Michtree, caper; tree nearest the sea, -beech ; most
new ¥H....21(0
+0108.
20%
Some of it is infe- yielding tree, cedar ; busiest tree, spindle; tree
igan, Towa, and California.
Poultry...seeee17
rior in quality, and a small portion has been
where ships may be, bay; the languishing tree,
BEES eesesissss 33 Gee
injured by rains after harvest, but a consideraSEED
pine; the tree that bears a curse, cane; the chroble portion of the western wheat is of good qualnologist’s tree, date; the fisherman’s tree, rowity, and that of the South is decidedly superior.
an;
tree
like an Irish nurse,
honeysuckle;
yielded . abundantly;
Fruits, as arule, have
the tell-tale tree, peach; the traitor tree, Judas;
apples in a less degree than other species. New
tree that is the warmest clad, fir; the layYork, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Michigan
man’s restraint tree, stock; the housewife’s tree,
and Illinois, all apple regions, have nearly a
broom; the tree that makes one mad, passionfull supply; New England a material reduction.
the tree that with death benights, dead-

ature in the North. In deep
drained, the extreme moisture

A calculation has been made by a late accurate
philologist, that there are 13,000 words in common use in England which do not appear in any
dictionary of the language.
Rome is looking sharply after her children.
The medical men of the Eternal City are threatened with severe penalties in case they do not
urge their patients to undergo the ordeal of confession.
When the sick refuse the latter, though
reminded three several times, the medical at-

Goerlitz, Prussia, for murdering her parents.
An imperfect copy of a rare edition of Shaks-

peare recently
don.

A New

in that State, and went to California to expand,

has

EASE

The Boston Journal of Chemistry says, that
Newfoundland.
from the first to the third day of September, the
still
are
ete.,
balls,
cannon
bones,
Human
sun was almost wholly free from spots, but that
plowed up on the revolutionary battle-field on the fourth day of September, they re-appeared,
"of Saratoga.
and five were distinctly counted.
Two of them
The receipts of the Tost-office Department, were of immense size, and apppeared in the
over
wete
1869,
for the year ending June 30th,
form of elongated cones, with many
protuberin excess of the previous year’s re- ances. The spots, large and small, at one time
ie $1,000,000
mis
ceipts.
covered more than one-fifth of the sun’s diameter.
The fire in the Dismal Swamp created quite These spof¥are believed to exert no littleinfluence
shells thrown into upon the earth,
a sensation by exploding
the swamp during the war.
It is only within a very short time that zooloo
In Louisiana they have settled the question gists have been ready to admit the possibility of
have
Chinamen
Seven
suffrage.
But
of ‘Chinese
living forms existing at great ocean depths.
been registered in a single parish.
within ayear” or two, deep soundings have been
which allowed
The question what becomes of all the counter- made with improved apparatus,
It finds its way to Wis- the bringing up of considerable quantitiesof the
feit currency is solved.
miconsin and is paid out to the Indians for cran- sediment from the bottom jand in every case
foraminifera, or both, jhave been
or
diatoms
nute
2
berries.
brought up.
These have been examined with a
College, discovered
Dr. Peters, of Hamilton
microscope, and found still alive, though
taken
entire
the
raising
astereid;
ninth
his
9th,
Oet.
from a depth of over two miles,
of
turn
the
mow
Itis
109.
to
number known
Mormon immigrants, mostly from England and
Professor Watson, of Ann Arbor.
A late
continue to arrive on our shores.
Wales,
northextending
coal,
excellent
of
A vein
opinTourists’
York.
New
2
429
landed
steamer
‘Kanthe
ward, has been struck on the ling of
ions of the management of the Utah disease are
sas Pacific Railroad, east of Denver.
Some preas blackberries.
near just mow as plenty
The petrified giant, recently -exhumed
* Eusebius?”
of the law.
arm
strong
the
scribe
that
Rochester, N. Y., turns out to be a statue
of the Observer, however, has made Salt Lake
some time ago, but it was such a
was made
City a prolonged visit, and thinks Mormondom
wretched affair that the artist buried it and
will speedily go to pieces from its own rotteness,
3
left town.
and could hardly bave better fortune-than a little
Koopmanschoff says that ten dollars per month, persecution
just now.
.
general
and
two new suits of clothes per year,
The
beds
of
phosphate’of
lime,
near
Charleslaborers
good treatment, will attract Chinese
town, 8. C., cover an area of G00 to T00 acres.
to this country in great abundance.
They are eighteen inches totwo feet thick; the
The Washington Chronicle states that the phosphate is worth in Charlestown $6,00 a ton for
expenses of the Patent Office, under President fertilizing purposes, and the value of the entire
Grant’s economical policy, have been .largely deposit is estimated at $6.000,000.
It is proreduced, while the business of the office has posed to construct a canal fifty feet wide, three
than
done
thoroughly
been more promptly and
feet deep, and two miles and a quarter long, ex\
:
ever before.
tending from the phosphate beds to Ashley river,
persons are making
Thousands of colored
€0 that the material can be boated down to the
contracts in Louisiana for another year, and by city.
J
:
:
:
the 1st of January, itis said, every one worth,
It is two months or more ago, that a fault was
7
having will be engaged.
discovered in the cable of 1866, and it has nog
Tt usually takes five years to get a suit through been found ‘where the trouble is.
The cable is
the New York Court of Appeals—as long as it still used, but is not in perfect order. Tt is said
“ook to wipe out the. Rebellion, and -aboul twice that the cable laid in 1865, and which was lost for
as long as it took to build the Pacific Railroad.
a long time,has always, since it was found, workA French savant predicts that the approach- ed perfectly, while the one of 1866, has four times
been out of order, and needed repairs.
ing winter will be a severe one.
During the year ending on the last day of June,
. Judge Johnston, the new senator from Virginia, isa Roman Catholic.- He is Faid to be a there were about 353,000 arrivals of immigrants
in this country. Of these, 253,754 landed in New
man of remarkable purity of character.
York city, almost 700 per day the year through.
saying
~ A bottle picked up at- sea has a note
The nationality of these new-comers is rapidly
that the ship Weser, with 346 persons on board, changing.
A few years ago, two-thirds of them:
foundered at sea in July.
!
were from Ireland; now Germany and the ScanOrangé Judd, proprietor of the American Ag- dinavian countries furnish 183,731; Ireland, Gi,~
riculturist has giyen $50,000 to the Wesleyan 938; Great Britain, 60,286; and France, Italy, and
University, at Middletown, Conn., for the erec- Spain, a mere fraction. It is estimated that these
tion of a building for the department of natural immigrants bring an average of $100 each into the
country, which makes an aggregate of over $35,
science,
000,000 in” gold. ‘Twenty-one thousand people.
| also came to ms from Canada last year.
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high, and weighs 3,000 pounds,

Harbour,

—
on

has been taken from the

caught off Hants

oie

a codfish

blossomed: freely, but bore no fruit. He washe
ed twelve of the trees once a week with strong
soap suds, and was gratified by a fine harvest
the subsequent season
William 8. Chapman, who used to be a farm.
er in Minnesota, but could not” get land enough

HOB

entrails of

A farmer in Ohio had a thrifty orchard which

>
The commissioner of Agriculture says the sea- rule.
9. The head and face should be thoroughly
son has been peculiar. The region most subject to
bathed at the commencement of every bath.
drouth, that west of the Mississippi
and MissouThis will prevent the rushing of blood to the
ri, has had the most regular supply of rain, and
A
head and ward off unpleasant sensations.
the valley of the former. has had an abundant
bath should never be taken when the body is
rain-fall at its mouth, while Alabama and, Georexhausted, or too greatly fatigued by exercise,
gia have suffered from drought, and the Atlantic
as a person in such a condition would not be
States in a still higher degree, not only throughto secure the proper re-action and warmth,
likely
out the tide-water region, but in a large portion
briskly, and
of the eastern States:
: Afl general baths should ‘be taken
should rub vigorousOn the southern Atlantic seaboard the heat the bather himself, if able,
ly that he may quicken his circulation and reshas beep greater than in 1868, and rain-fall less;
piration, and thus secure the warmth and glownorth and east of New York the heat has been
a bath.
less, gis, slo, the rain-fall.
In the one case it ing re-action that are so essential after
This should be observed not only while in
was too hot, in the other too cold, for corn and
the bath, but in rubbing dry aftér it.
other. summer crops, which suffered according3. Atthe completion of the bath, the bather
ly. “While drought has prevailed east of the
able, exercise
Alleghanies, the ‘great Mississippi basin has had should immediately dress, and, if
in the open air, or engage in some active eman unusual amount of rain. West Virginia and
If not able to exercise, itis well to
ployment.
Ohio alone of the central “area had less rainfall,
cover up warm in bed for an hour or so, and
in Augu¢t, than in 1868.
The excessive moistpersons, or
nervous
sleep if possible. Very
ure of the summer is sustained to its close,
digestion is much impaired, or
whose
those
especially in Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Necirculation is imperfect and feeble, or temperature
Both the early
braska, Kansas, and Missouri,
is below the normal standard, should be careful
and the latter rains have been somewhat extranot to use cold water to’any great extent in
temhigh
the
yet
Missouri,
the
of
west
ordinary
It may have a temporary beneficial
bathing.
perature and deep thirsty soils of that region have
the end their sufferings will be
butin
effect,
“The
converted the visitation into a blessing.
. .
increased
be
to
likely
drought of the seaboard has not been equaled
in many years. The injurious effects of this excessive drought on corn, cotton and garden vegetables have been considerable
The corn crop has been the prey ol numerous
Ever since the invention of gunpowder, it has
The only
ills in every section of the country.
been a practical problem to make it or its equivStates that now show an average condition are:
alent so that it can not be éxpleded by accident.
Nebraska, Kansas, Florida; Louisiana, Texas,
With the new explosive agent, nitro-glycerine,
and Arkansas.
Excessive rains retarded plantwhich was first brought into notice four or five
ing, and necessitated replanting in the spring
years ago, the same problem was quickly solved
throughout the west
and
south; cold; wet
by transporting the materials for the compound
weather
prevented healthy, vigorous growth
#nd allowing the userto mix them for himself as
in almost évery State; and in the season of earBut with gunpowder this is
occasion required,
drought affected it not so easy; and nitro-glycerine is too powerful
g,
a serious
ing and maturin
.on the Atlantic coast, with injurious heat in
and too sudden in its action to be safe for any
the South, and unfavorable reduction of temperthing but blasting. But a captain in the Prussian
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as a cure
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in Paris,
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ship

;
ten degrees.
The
largest
wrought
ircn
beam
ever rolled ata
sheathing andthe stoutest |
{ singe heat is on exhibition at the Buffale Industri:
) Exhibition. It is seventy feet long, twelve feet

a
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pierced a hole

fish recently

sword

A

irrespective

applications

water

3:4

000,000 on cotton.

to make

tion. The range has an elevation of 2.000 feet,
and causes a local deviation of the compass of

The Georgia planters will make this year $40,-

Crops.

bo pd fs

Diamonds are found in the Rocky Mountains.

. This, Season’s

2

Chitkakah river fur beyond his astronomical

sta-

|

popular

soup, made of onions and cream, now

tive congestion or inflammation, in fevers or
in severe pain and distress, it may be necessary

bpd

ary.

In cases of ac-

carry on the digestive process.

83528

re-

cent eclipse expedition in: Alaska, a mountain
range of iron ore, extending from the mouth of

8. Treas-

There i3 $34,000,000 of gold in the U.

Survey, reports having discovered during his

©

:
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;

Alexander Dumas is the author of a novel
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necessary
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An Illinois agricultural fair offers a preminm

with food, the blood is diverted from the external circulation to the digestive organs to
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